


NEW RELEASES - ORDER FORM

Outside Music, 7 Labatt Ave., Suite 210, Toronto, On, M5A 1Z1. FAX: 416-461-0973 / 1-800-392-6804. EMAIL: order@outside-music.com
CAT. NO. ARTIST  TITLE LABEL GENRE UPC CONF.PPD REL. DATE QTY

87828-0435-2 CAT POWER Wanderer Domino Rock-Pop 887828043521 CD 12.80$   5-Oct-18

WIG435 CAT POWER Wanderer Domino Rock-Pop 887828043514 LP 19.73$   5-Oct-18

WIG435X CAT POWER Wanderer (limited edition - indie only - on clear vinyl)Domino Rock-Pop 887828043538 LP 19.73$   5-Oct-18

56605-1413-2 PHOSPHORESCENT C'est La Vie SD / Dead OceansRock-Pop 656605141329 CD 12.00$   5-Oct-18

DOC113 PHOSPHORESCENT C'est La Vie SD / Dead OceansRock-Pop 656605141312 LP 16.00$   5-Oct-18

DOC113lp-C2 PHOSPHORESCENT C'est La Vie (CANADIAN EXCLUSIVE - limited - transparent orange vinyl)SD / Dead OceansRock-Pop 656605141343 LP 16.00$   5-Oct-18

DOC113cs PHOSPHORESCENT C'est La Vie SD / Dead OceansRock-Pop 656605141305 CS 8.00$     5-Oct-18

LBJ275-G LENKER, ADRIANNE Abysskiss (Glow in the Dark Vinyl)Saddle Creek Rock-Pop crossfile: Big Thief648401027532 LP 20.00$   5-Oct-18

LBJ275 LENKER, ADRIANNE Abysskiss Saddle Creek Rock-Pop crossfile: Big Thief648401027518 LP 20.00$   5-Oct-18

48401-0275-2 LENKER, ADRIANNE Abysskiss Saddle Creek Rock-Pop crossfile: Big Thief648401027525 CD 14.00$   5-Oct-18

58275-0411-2 MORELLO, TOM The Atlas Underground Redeye / Mom + PopRock-Pop crossfile: Rage Against The Machine, Audioslave, Prophets of Rage858275041125 CD 12.10$   12-Oct-18

MP371 MORELLO, TOM The Atlas Underground Redeye / Mom + PopRock-Pop crossfile: Rage Against The Machine, Audioslave, Prophets of Rage858275041118 LP 21.37$   12-Oct-18

MP371BOX MORELLO, TOM The Atlas Underground (CD+LP box set with book)Redeye / Mom + PopRock-Pop crossfile: Rage Against The Machine, Audioslave, Prophets of Rage858275051117 LP+CD+BOOK box set55.87$   12-Oct-18

MP371X MORELLO, TOM The Atlas Underground (Gold + Black Splatter vinyl)Redeye / Mom + PopRock-Pop crossfile: Rage Against The Machine, Audioslave, Prophets of Rage858275051131 LP 21.37$   12-Oct-18

43563-1036-3 BOWLES, NATHAN Plainly Mistaken SD / Paradise of BachelorsRock-Pop 843563103630 CD 12.00$   5-Oct-18

POB043 BOWLES, NATHAN Plainly Mistaken SD / Paradise of BachelorsRock-Pop 843563103623 LP 16.00$   5-Oct-18

56605-3312-2 BASINSKI, WILLIAM + LAURENCE ENGLISHSelva Oscura SD / Temporary Residence 656605331225 CD 12.00$   12-Oct-18

TRR312 BASINSKI, WILLIAM + LAURENCE ENGLISHSelva Oscura SD / Temporary Residence 656605331218 LP 19.00$   12-Oct-18

TRR312lp-C1 BASINSKI, WILLIAM + LAURENCE ENGLISHSelva Oscura SD / Temporary Residence 656605331249 LP 19.00$   12-Oct-18

87833-0062-2 KALEVI, JAAKO EINO Out Of Touch Domino / Weird WorldRock-Pop 887833006221 CD 12.80$   12-Oct-18

WEIRD062 KALEVI, JAAKO EINO Out Of Touch Domino / Weird WorldRock-Pop 887833006214 LP 19.73$   12-Oct-18

30003-1468-2 KOICHI MATSUKAZE TRIO + DAITOKU, TOSHIYUKIEarth Mother !k7 / BBE Jazz 730003146824 CD 12.00$   12-Oct-18

BBE468ALP KOICHI MATSUKAZE TRIO + DAITOKU, TOSHIYUKIEarth Mother !k7 / BBE Jazz 730003146817 LPx2 25.00$   12-Oct-18

17949-0147-1 BURCH, MOLLY First Flower SD / Captured TracksRock-Pop 817949014711 CD 12.00$   5-Oct-18

CT280 BURCH, MOLLY First Flower SD / Captured TracksRock-Pop 817949014704 LP 16.00$   5-Oct-18

CT280lp-C1 BURCH, MOLLY First Flower (indie only white vinyl)SD / Captured TracksRock-Pop 817949015558 LP 16.00$   5-Oct-18

98787-1273-2 HELIO SEQUENCE Keep Your Eyes Ahead (Deluxe)Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787127324 CD 12.80$   12-Oct-18

SP1273 HELIO SEQUENCE Keep Your Eyes Ahead (Deluxe)Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787127317 LPx2 22.13$   12-Oct-18

SP1273LOSER HELIO SEQUENCE Keep Your Eyes Ahead (Deluxe) (indie only Loser edition on coloured vinyl)Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787127355 LPx2 22.13$   12-Oct-18

07396-6452-2 HIATT, JOHN The Eclipse Sessions Redeye / New West RecordsCountry 607396645220 CD 12.10$   12-Oct-18

NW5272 HIATT, JOHN The Eclipse Sessions Redeye / New West RecordsCountry 607396527212 LP 23.25$   12-Oct-18

NW5285LE HIATT, JOHN The Eclipse Sessions (INDIE ONLY SPLIT METALLIC SILVER AND WHITE VINYL)Redeye / New West RecordsCountry 607396528516 LP 23.25$   12-Oct-18

44110-0367-2 DODOS, THE Certainty Waves Polyvinyl Rock-Pop 644110036728 CD 14.25$   12-Oct-18

PRC367 DODOS, THE Certainty Waves (180g Coloured Vinyl)Polyvinyl Rock-Pop 644110036711 LP 20.00$   12-Oct-18

PRC364-C DODOS, THE Beware of the Maniacs (180g Cream Vinyl)Polyvinyl Rock-Pop 644110036414 LP 20.00$   12-Oct-18

66561-0137-2 JERUSALEM IN MY HEARTDaqa'iq Tudaiq Constellation Electronic / World666561013721 CD 10.00$   5-Oct-18

CST137 JERUSALEM IN MY HEARTDaqa'iq Tudaiq Constellation Electronic / World666561013714 LP 14.25$   5-Oct-18

TIM140 MOUNTAIN MOVERS Pink Skies SD / Trouble In MindRock-Pop 630125983003 LP 14.00$   12-Oct-18

TIM140lp-C1 MOUNTAIN MOVERS Pink Skies (indie only pink vinyl)SD / Trouble In MindRock-Pop 630125983010 LP 14.00$   12-Oct-18

54429-1329-8 MULDROW, GEORGIA ANNEOverload Ninja Tune / BrainfeederSoul / Funk / R&B5054429132984 CD 12.70$   12-Oct-18

BF070 MULDROW, GEORGIA ANNEOverload Ninja Tune / BrainfeederSoul / Funk / R&B5054429132977 LP 22.50$   12-Oct-18

30003-1474-2 TREGGER, YAN Catchy !K7 / BBE Disco 730003147425 CD 12.00$   12-Oct-18

BBE474A TREGGER, YAN Catchy !K7 / BBE Disco 730003147418 LP 20.00$   12-Oct-18

30003-1477-2 TREGGER, YAN Ducks & Drakes !K7 / BBE Disco 730003147722 CD 12.00$   12-Oct-18

BBE477A TREGGER, YAN Ducks & Drakes !K7 / BBE Disco 730003147715 LP 20.00$   12-Oct-18

07396-6431-2 GALLO, RON Stardust Birthday Party Redeye / New West RecordsRock-Pop 607396643127 CD 12.10$   5-Oct-18

NW5246 GALLO, RON Stardust Birthday Party Redeye / New West RecordsRock-Pop 607396524617 LP 18.58$   5-Oct-18

NW5267LE GALLO, RON Stardust Birthday Party (indie only birthday cake colour vinyl)Redeye / New West RecordsRock-Pop 607396526710 LP 18.58$   5-Oct-18

30125-9830-2 DAVID NANCE GROUP Peaced and Slightly PulverizedSD / Trouble In MindRock-Pop 630125983027 CD 12.00$   5-Oct-18

TIM139 DAVID NANCE GROUP Peaced and Slightly PulverizedSD / Trouble In MindRock-Pop 630125983041 LP 14.00$   5-Oct-18



TIM139lp-C1 DAVID NANCE GROUP Peaced and Slightly Pulverized (indie only purple vinyl)SD / Trouble In MindRock-Pop 630125983058 LP 14.00$   5-Oct-18

03238-0164-2 DEATH VALLEY GIRLS Darkness Rains SD / Suicide SqueezeRock-Pop 803238016429 CD 12.00$   5-Oct-18

SSQ164lp-C1 DEATH VALLEY GIRLS Darkness Rains SD / Suicide SqueezeRock-Pop 803238016412 LP 16.00$   5-Oct-18

43563-1053-2 EXPLODED VIEW Obey SD / Sacred Bones RecordsRock-Pop 843563105320 CD 12.00$   5-Oct-18

SBR209 EXPLODED VIEW Obey SD / Sacred Bones RecordsRock-Pop 843563105306 LP 16.00$   5-Oct-18

SBR209lp-C1 EXPLODED VIEW Obey (indie only hot pink vinyl)SD / Sacred Bones RecordsRock-Pop 843563105368 LP 16.00$   5-Oct-18

48401-0273-2 YOUNG JESUS The Whole Thing Is Just ThereSaddle Creek Rock-Pop 648401027327 CD 11.95$   12-Oct-18

LBJ273 YOUNG JESUS The Whole Thing Is Just ThereSaddle Creek Rock-Pop 648401027310 LP 19.65$   12-Oct-18

DDW053 YOWLER Black Dog in My Path Polyvinyl / Double Double WhammyRock-Pop 644110405319 LP 17.98$   12-Oct-18

44110-4053-2 YOWLER Black Dog in My Path Polyvinyl / Double Double WhammyRock-Pop 644110405326 CD 14.25$   12-Oct-18

DDW053CS YOWLER Black Dog in My Path Polyvinyl / Double Double WhammyRock-Pop 644110405340 CS 7.93$     12-Oct-18

23339-2190-2 ANATOLE Testament DuPrince Rock-Pop 623339219020 CD 9.83$     28-Sep-18

DUPR015LP ANATOLE Testament DuPrince Rock-Pop 623339219013 LP 14.67$   28-Sep-18

26328-1041-8 ART ENSEMBLE OF CHICAGOLes Stances a Sophie Soul Jazz RecordsJazz 5026328104188 CD 20.00$   5-Oct-18

SJRLP418 ART ENSEMBLE OF CHICAGOLes Stances a Sophie Soul Jazz RecordsJazz 5026328004181 LP 27.25$   5-Oct-18

SBB007book BENJAMIN, HEATHER Cavegirl Monologue//Totally RuinedSD / Sacred Bones RecordsBook 843563103036 Book 32.00$   5-Oct-18

02573-4198-9 CERVINI, ERNESTO Turboprop Abundance There Records / Anzic RecordsJazz 602573419892 CD 13.25$   5-Oct-18

28070-6341-2 DECREE Wake of Devastation Artoffact Records Industrial 628070634125 CD 12.00$   5-Oct-18

AOF341 DECREE Wake of Devastation Artoffact Records Industrial 628070634118 LP 17.00$   5-Oct-18

AOF341W DECREE Wake of Devastation [White Vinyl]Artoffact Records Industrial 628070634194 LP 17.00$   5-Oct-18

82388-1132-2 ELECTRIC SIX Bride of The Devil Metropolis Rock-Pop 782388113229 CD 11.00$   5-Oct-18

82388-1144-2 IN STRICT CONFIDENCEHATE2LOVE Metropolis Electronic 782388114424 CD 11.00$   5-Oct-18

82388-1139-2 A PRIMITIVE EVOLUTIONBecoming Metropolis RecordsRock-Pop 782388113922 CD 11.00$   5-Oct-18

30003-8709-2 D'ALBERTO, LUCA Exile !K7 / 7K Neoclassical 730003870927 CD 12.00$   5-Oct-18

7K009LP D'ALBERTO, LUCA Exile !K7 / 7K Neoclassical 730003870910 LP 20.00$   5-Oct-18

44110-4051-2 GABI Empty Me Polyvinyl / Double Double WhammyRock-Pop 644110405128 CD 14.25$   5-Oct-18

DDW051 GABI Empty Me (Baby Blue Vinyl) Polyvinyl / Double Double WhammyRock-Pop 644110405111 LP 17.98$   5-Oct-18

CH157 GREGOR Silver Drop SD / Chapter MusicRock-Pop 747742112423 LP 16.00$   5-Oct-18

CH157lp-C1 GREGOR Silver Drop (bone coloured vinyl)SD / Chapter MusicRock-Pop 747742112553 LP 16.00$   5-Oct-18

43563-1059-0 OTHER YEARS, THE The Other Years SD / No Quarter Folk 843563105900 CD 12.00$   5-Oct-18

NOQ060 OTHER YEARS, THE The Other Years SD / No Quarter Folk 843563105894 LP 14.00$   5-Oct-18

00261-4686-6 RAO, NINA Anubhav There Records / Rare Earth ExplorationsNew Age 700261468662 CD 13.00$   5-Oct-18

29337-6550-2 CREE CONFEDERATIONMedicine Horse (Pow-Wow Songs Recorded Live at ASU)Canyon Records First Nations 729337655027 CD 12.90$   12-Oct-18

17147-0185-2 DEVA PREMAL Deva White Swan Records / Prabhu MusicNew-Age 717147018521 CD 12.90$   12-Oct-18

M6807 HADIDA, NILI Nili Hadida Believe / Biche Records / Allpoints/ Live NationPop Folk 3700187668075 LP 19.52$   12-Oct-18

M6806 HADIDA, NILI Nili Hadida Believe / Biche Records / Allpoints/ Live NationPop Folk 3700187668086 CD 15.12$   12-Oct-18

88295-7810-7 INVISIBLE BIRD Flutter to Fuzz There Records / SAZi RecordsJazz 888295781077 CD 13.00$   12-Oct-18

59457-2401-2 JERRY PAPER Like A Baby Redeye / Stones Throw RecordsElectronic 659457240127 CD 9.28$     12-Oct-18

STH24001 JERRY PAPER Like A Baby Redeye / Stones Throw RecordsElectronic 659457240110 LP 16.76$   12-Oct-18

89856-1269-2 JOHNSON, CALVIN A Wonderful Beast SD / K Records Rock-Pop 789856126927 CD 12.00$   12-Oct-18

KLP269 JOHNSON, CALVIN A Wonderful Beast SD / K Records Rock-Pop 789856126910 LP 14.00$   12-Oct-18

66397-4718-2 FARRIS, MIKE Silver & Stone Compass RecordsAmericana 766397471822 CD 11.00$   07-Sep-18

COMP4719 FARRIS, MIKE Silver & Stone Compass RecordsAmericana 766397471914 LP 14.25$   07-Sep-18

34457-8837-2 DEN-MATE Loceke Redeye / Babe City RecordsRock/Pop 634457883727 CD 8.38$     5-Oct-18

FD075 GARDINER, KAT Little Wonder (Paperback) Redeye / Father/Daughter RecordsRock/Pop 9780692125939 Book 12.10$   5-Oct-18

53760-0346-2 HAYES, MARTIN QUARTETThe Blue Room Redeye / Republic of Music / 251 RecordsFolk 5053760034629 CD 12.10$   5-Oct-18

60238-6348-7 MUELLER-ROEDELIUSImagori II Redeye / Groenland RecordsElectronic 5060238634878 CD 12.10$   5-Oct-18

GRON190 MUELLER-ROEDELIUSImagori II Redeye / Groenland RecordsElectronic 5060238634861 LPx2 17.66$   5-Oct-18

49846-0234-2 PEEL DREAM MAGAZINEModern Meta Physic Redeye / Slumberland RecordsRock/Pop 749846023421 CD 10.20$   5-Oct-18

SLR234 PEEL DREAM MAGAZINEModern Meta Physic (Download Card included)Redeye / Slumberland RecordsRock/Pop 749846023414 LP 14.87$   5-Oct-18

20145-8005-4 PERRY, LEE "SCRATCH"Mystic Warrior Redeye / Ariwa SoundsReggae 5020145800544 CD 12.10$   5-Oct-18

20145-8005-5 PERRY, LEE "SCRATCH"Mystic Warrior DUB Redeye / Ariwa SoundsReggae 5020145800551 CD 12.10$   5-Oct-18



ARI054 PERRY, LEE "SCRATCH"Mystic Warrior Redeye / Ariwa SoundsReggae 5020145550548 LP 19.55$   5-Oct-18

ARI055 PERRY, LEE "SCRATCH"Mystic Warrior DUB Redeye / Ariwa SoundsReggae 5020145550555 LP 19.55$   5-Oct-18

02224-1266-2 TANGENT Approaching Complexity Redeye / n5MD Ambient 702224126626 CD 11.17$   5-Oct-18

MD266LE TANGENT Approaching Complexity (ORANGE VINYL- Download card included)Redeye / n5MD Ambient 702224126619 LP 20.47$   5-Oct-18

34457-8812-2 TTNG Animals Acoustic Redeye / Sargent HouseRock/Pop 634457881228 CD 12.10$   5-Oct-18

SH201 TTNG Animals Acoustic ( Download Card Included)Redeye / Sargent HouseRock/Pop 634457881211 LP 18.58$   5-Oct-18

20145-8028-9 VARIOUS ARTISTS Queens of ARIWA Part 1 Redeye / Ariwa SoundsReggae 5020145802890 CD 12.10$   5-Oct-18

ARI289 VARIOUS ARTISTS Queens of ARIWA Part 1 Redeye / Ariwa SoundsReggae 5020145552894 LP 19.55$   5-Oct-18

89770-7379-8 ADVENTURE VIOLENCEAdventure Violence Redeye / Imaginator / ClandestineRock-Pop 689770737981 CD 5.59$     12-Oct-18

59656-0644-2 KINSKI Accustomed To Your Face Redeye / Kill Rock StarsRock-Pop 759656064422 CD 9.28$     12-Oct-18

KRS644 KINSKI Accustomed To Your Face Redeye / Kill Rock StarsRock-Pop 759656064415 LP 16.76$   12-Oct-18

50486-1155-1 BRANDT, DANIEL Channels Redeye / Erased TapesElectronic 4050486115510 CD 12.10$   12-Oct-18

ERATP113 BRANDT, DANIEL Channels Redeye / Erased TapesElectronic 4050486115503 LP 23.25$   12-Oct-18

ERATP113LE BRANDT, DANIEL Channels (INDIE ONLY / CLEAR VINYL)Redeye / Erased TapesElectronic 4050486115497 LP 24.16$   12-Oct-18

65001-7177-6 BUTCHER BROWN Camden Session Redeye / Gearbox RecordsJazz 5065001717765 CD 12.10$   12-Oct-18

GBR1545 BUTCHER BROWN Camden Session (180g vinyl) Redeye / Gearbox RecordsJazz 5065001717758 LP 20.47$   12-Oct-18

20393-3109-2 COLLISTER, CHRISTINEBlue Aconite / The Dark Gift of TimeRedeye / Fledg'ling RecordsFolk 5020393310925 CDx2 12.10$   12-Oct-18

60514-9617-4 BYRD, DANNY Atomic Funk Redeye / Hospital Records LtdElectronic 5060514961742 CD 11.17$   12-Oct-18

NHSS339 BYRD, DANNY Atomic Funk Redeye / Hospital Records LtdElectronic 5060514961735 LPx2+CD 23.25$   12-Oct-18

60238-6348-9 CZUKAY, HOLGER Moving Pictures Redeye / Groenland RecordsElectronic 5060238634892 CD 12.10$   12-Oct-18

60238-6349-0 CZUKAY, HOLGER Der Osten Ist Rot Redeye / Groenland RecordsElectronic 5060238634908 CD 12.10$   12-Oct-18

GRON197 CZUKAY, HOLGER Der Osten Ist Rot Redeye / Groenland RecordsElectronic 5060238634786 LP 17.66$   12-Oct-18

60238-6349-1 CZUKAY, HOLGER Rome Remains Rome Redeye / Groenland RecordsElectronic 5060238634915 CD 12.10$   12-Oct-18

GRON198 CZUKAY, HOLGER Rome Remains Rome Redeye / Groenland RecordsElectronic 5060238634793 LP 17.66$   12-Oct-18

60238-6349-2 CZUKAY, HOLGER Radio Wave Surfer Redeye / Groenland RecordsElectronic 5060238634922 CD 12.10$   12-Oct-18

GRON199 CZUKAY, HOLGER Radio Wave Surfer Redeye / Groenland RecordsElectronic 5060238634809 LP 17.66$   12-Oct-18

60146-0987-0 HALEY Pleasureland Redeye / Memphis IndustriesInstrumental5060146098700 CD 11.17$   12-Oct-18

MI0513 HALEY Pleasureland (WHITE VINYL) Redeye / Memphis IndustriesInstrumental5060146098687 LP 16.76$   12-Oct-18

MI0513LE HALEY Pleasureland (INDIE ONLY / WHITE WITH RED SPLATTER)Redeye / Memphis IndustriesInstrumental5060146098694 LP 20.47$   12-Oct-18

34457-8863-2 LES BIG BYRD Iran Iraq IKEA Redeye / PNKSLM RecordingsRock-Pop 634457886322 CD 11.17$   12-Oct-18

PNKSLM052 LES BIG BYRD Iran Iraq IKEA Redeye / PNKSLM RecordingsRock-Pop 634457886315 LP 19.55$   12-Oct-18

PNKSLM052LELES BIG BYRD Iran Iraq IKEA (Limited to 350 WW / INDIE ONLY / WHITE VINYL)Redeye / PNKSLM RecordingsRock-Pop 634457886384 LP 21.37$   12-Oct-18

34457-8861-2 MARGOLIN, BOB Bob Margolin Redeye / Vizz Tone Label GroupBlues 634457886124 CD 12.10$   12-Oct-18

61185-0095-2 STUART, MARK EDGARMad At Love Redeye / Madjack RecordsFolk 661185009525 CD 10.20$   12-Oct-18

80899-0093-2 PREACHERMAN Universal Philosophy: Preacherman Plays T.J. Hustlers Greatest HitsRedeye / Luaka BopElectronic 680899009324 CD 12.10$   12-Oct-18

LBOP0093 PREACHERMAN Universal Philosophy: Preacherman Plays T.J. Hustlers Greatest HitsRedeye / Luaka BopElectronic 680899009317 LP 19.55$   12-Oct-18

07396-6450-2 VARIOUS ARTISTS New West Records 20th AnniversaryRedeye / New West RecordsRock-Pop 607396645022 CDx3 box set27.93$   12-Oct-18

NW5260 VARIOUS ARTISTS New West Records 20th Anniversary (6LP BOX SET)Redeye / New West RecordsRock-Pop 607396526017 LPx6 box set93.10$   12-Oct-18

25346-5511-2 VEIRS, LAURA Troubled By The Fire Redeye / Raven Marching BandFolk 825346551128 CD 12.10$   12-Oct-18

43563-1060-8 VEIRS, LAURA Carbon Glacier Redeye / Raven Marching BandRock-Pop 843563106082 CD 12.10$   12-Oct-18

43563-1060-9 VEIRS, LAURA Year of Meteors Redeye / Raven Marching BandFolk 843563106099 CD 12.10$   12-Oct-18

43563-1061-2 VEIRS, LAURA Saltbreakers Redeye / Raven Marching BandFolk 843563106129 CD 12.10$   12-Oct-18

RMB015 VEIRS, LAURA Saltbreakers (LIMITED COLOR VINYL)Redeye / Raven Marching BandFolk 843563106112 LP 18.58$   12-Oct-18

20393-3108-2 WATSON, HELEN Somersault / Doffing Redeye / Fledg'ling RecordsFolk 5020393310826 CDx2 12.10$   12-Oct-18

06825-4441-3 MOYO, KIKAGAKU Masana Temples Light In The Attic / Guruguru BrainRock / Folk / World606825444137 CD 15.50$   5-Oct-18

GGB018 MOYO, KIKAGAKU Masana Temples Light In The Attic / Guruguru BrainRock / Folk / World606825444120 LP 24.25$   5-Oct-18

14427-9678-2 ROT, ERNA Young German Jazz: Angst & WeltschmerzACT Jazz 614427967824 CD 15.50$   28-Sep-18

14427-7007-2 SUN NAH, YOUN Youn Sun Nah essentials (Box Set)ACT Jazz 614427700728 CDx3 34.00$   21-Sep-18

14427-7006-2 ESBJÖRN SVENSSON TRIOE.S.T. Essentials (Box Set) ACT Jazz 614427700629 CDx3 34.00$   28-Sep-18

14427-9761-2 BÖHM, RAINER hýdōr ACT Classical 614427976123 CD 15.50$   28-Sep-18

YC034 ANCIENT SHAPES Silent Rave You've Changed RecordsRock-Pop / Crossfile: Daniel Romano623339223911 LP 13.75$   5-Oct-18

TE180LE WILD PINK Yolk In The Fur (Indie Only / Limited / on sea glass vinyl)Redeye / Tiny EnginesRock-Pop 634457861787 LP 17.66$   12-Oct-18



FN582 INDI Precipice SD / Flying Nun Rock-Pop 942190363629 LP 16.00$   5-Oct-18

M6809 MANUDIGITAL Bass Attack Believe Reggae 3700187668099 LPx2 24.39$   5-Oct-18

FAT1330 MARJA NUUT & RUUM Muunduja SD / FatCat RecordsExperimental600116133014 LP 19.00$   5-Oct-18

FTS005 RIMARIMBA Below The Horizon SD / RVNG INTL / Freedom To Spend603786278849 LP 16.00$   5-Oct-18

WSP024CS BARRIE Singles SD / Winspear Rock-Pop 601202542536 CS 8.00$     12-Oct-18

WSP024 BARRIE Singles SD / Winspear Rock-Pop 601202542529 LP 14.00$   12-Oct-18

CH155 BLOOM, KATH & LOREN CONNORSRestless Faithful Desperate SD / Chapter MusicRock-Pop 747742112447 LP 16.00$   12-Oct-18

CH155lp-C1 BLOOM, KATH & LOREN CONNORSRestless Faithful Desperate SD / Chapter MusicRock-Pop 747742112454 LP 16.00$   12-Oct-18

SS047 TROUPE ECOLE TUDUOyiwane SD / Sahel SoundsWorld / Africa843563107812 LP 23.00$   12-Oct-18

AOF112 DECREE Fateless Artoffact Records Industrial 628070611218 LP 17.00$   5-Oct-18

AOF112R DECREE Fateless [Red Vinyl] Artoffact Records Industrial 628070611294 LP 17.00$   5-Oct-18

AOF342 DECREE Moment of Silence Artoffact Records Industrial 628070634217 LP 17.00$   5-Oct-18

AOF342B DECREE Moment of Silence [Blue vinyl]Artoffact Records Industrial 628070634293 LP 17.00$   5-Oct-18

MP221X BARNETT, COURTNEYSometimes I Sit and Think, Sometimes I Just Sit (ORANGE VINYL)Redeye / Mom+PopRock-Pop 858275022414 LP 18.58$   IMMEDIATE

TRU7357 SLY5THAVE California Love (featuring Cory Henry) [7" Edit] / Shiznit (featuring Jesse Fischer)Redeye / Tru ThoughtsJazz 5060205159960 7" 15.01$   5-Oct-18

SBV19041943 ASTRAL SWANS Strange Prison (Clear Vinyl) Saved By Vinyl Rock-Pop 020286225973 LP 11.50$   18-May-18

CSN113 SPRING, ERIKA Scars Redeye / Cascine Rock-Pop 600246985828 12" EP 12.99$   5-Oct-18

TRU360 VARIOUS ARTISTS Shapes: Mountains (TRANSPARENT GREEN VINYL)Redeye / Tru ThoughtsElectronic 5060609660208 LPx2 18.58$   12-Oct-18

ACTLP9011-1 E.S.T. ESBJORN SVENSSON TRIOStrange Place For Snow ACT Jazz 614427901118 LPx2 20.00$   21-Sep-18

ACTLP9012-1 E.S.T. ESBJORN SVENSSON TRIOSeven Days Of Falling ACT Jazz 614427901217 LPx2 20.00$   14-Sep-18

RMB014 VEIRS, LAURA Year of Meteors (LIMITED COLOR VINYL)Redeye / Raven Marching BandFolk 843563106105 LP 18.58$   12-Oct-18

PW001 MISS INFORMATION Sequence Redeye / Pioneer Works PressElectronic 689770737622 LP 18.58$   12-Oct-18

DFS037 NORTH AMERICANS Going Steady Light In The Attic / Driftless Recordings843563103302 LP 21.75$   31-Aug-18

PW002 MARIJUANA DEATHSQUADSTuff Guy Electronics Redeye / Pioneer Works PressElectronic 689770737639 LP 18.58$   12-Oct-18

BRGR1237 DIOS Life Between The Tides Redeye / Burger RecordsRock-Pop 634457868311 LP 18.58$   12-Oct-18

AGSLP005 JAH GUMBY Humility: The Vibes of Jah G Light In The Attic / Aloha Got SoulReggae 840090347087 LPx2 31.00$   21-Sep-18

VGR054 CUTS A Slow Decay Redeye / Village GreenElectronic 5051083133975 12" 12.10$   5-Oct-18

LR137 WILKES, SAM Wilkes Redeye / Leaving RecordsJazz 659457525118 LP 13.97$   5-Oct-18

CR089 THOU Inconsolable Redeye / Community Records/TopshelfRock-Pop 634457876811 LP 15.78$   12-Oct-18

DAPT1117 COCHEMEA Song of Happiness b/w Stranded in Space...Redeye / Daptone RecordsSoul / Funk / R&B623339224970 7" 6.49$     12-Oct-18

TE185LE AWAKEBUTSTILLIN BEDwhat people call low self-esteem is really just seeing yourself the way that other people see you (INDIE ONLY)Redeye / Tiny EnginesPunk 634457869684 LP 17.66$   12-Oct-18

DR00032 CHARALAMBIDES Charalambides: Tom And Christina CarterRedeye / Drawing Room RecordsExperimental / Noise659696487116 LPx2 23.25$   12-Oct-18

SUND232X OSCAR & THE MAGESTICSBaby Under My Skin / I Can't Explain (BLUE VINYL)Redeye / Sundazed Music, Inc.Rock-Pop 090771405210 7" 9.28$     12-Oct-18

ZEN34 KID KOALA Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (reissue)Ninja Tune Electronic 5021392160160 LPx2 27.00$   IMMEDIATE



OVERVIEW: 
There are few voices more deeply embedded in the iconography and mythology 
of American indie rock than that of Chan Marshall. Under the musical nom de 
plume of Cat Power, Marshall has released music for nearly 25 years now and 
her prowess as a songwriter, a producer, and most notably—as a voice—has only 
grown more influential with time. 

Wanderer, Cat Power’s stunning 10th studio album, marks a pivotal moment 
in both Chan Marshall’s life and her career. In the six years since the release of 
2012’s Sun, Marshall has travelled the world, given birth to a child, and parted 
ways with her previous record label. Even though it was, in many ways, a period 
of profound upheaval and radical change, those experiences resulted in a record 
that is arguably the most assured artistic statement of her career. Produced by 
Marshall and mixed by Rob Schnapf (Elliott Smith, Beck), the album includes 
appearances by longtime friends and compatriots, as well as guest vocals courtesy 
of friend and recent tourmate Lana Del Rey. 

Wanderer is, in many ways, a quintessential Cat Power record, with Marshall’s 
clarion voice front and center in a set of songs that remarkably stark and 
straightforward.  But, if old Cat Power records might easily have been viewed as 
repositories for pain, Wanderer is, at its heart, a testament to the transformative 
nature of songs, an album-length imagining of alternate paths, redemptions, 
connections, and open-ended possibility. 

SELLING POINTS: 
• The stunning 10th album from a true icon of American indie rock 
• Cat Power’s catalog boasts 1M physical sales to-date in the US, 500k sold via 

Indies. Last record Sun (2012) scanned  over 100k copies!
• Indie Retail Exclusive version of the record available on limited clear vinyl
• Early promo confirmations include Late-Night TV, sessions with KCRW, Sirius 

XMU, and a number of high profile press features to launch ahead of release
• Extensive North American touring through the Fall - see reverse for details

CAT POWER
WANDERER
TRACKLIST: 
01. Wanderer 
02. In Your Face 
03. You Get 
04. Woman (feat. Lana Del Rey) 
05. Horizon 
06. Stay 
07. Black 
08. Robbin Hood 
09. Nothing Really Matters 
10. Me Voy 
11. Wanderer/Exit 

RELEASE DATE: 
October 5, 2018

FILE UNDER: 
Alternative “C”

 
INDIE EXCLUSIVE
CLEAR VINYL w/ MP3s

UPC: 887828043538

Vinyl is non-returnable

BLACK VINYL w/ MP3s

UPC: 887828043514

Vinyl is non-returnable

CD

UPC: 887828043521
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Dead Oceans

C’est La Vie

PHOSPHORESCENT

About the album
For years, Phosphorescent’s rise was a steady one: tours got a little 
better, rooms got a little bigger, and with it the music became more 
intricate, more ambitious in its recording and arrangement.  Then 
came Muchacho, a juggernaut that to date has sold over 100,000 
worldwide, with lead single “Song for Zula” now well over 50 million 
streams. Now, five years later, Phosphorescent returns with his 
seventh studio LP, C’est La Vie. Recorded in Nashville at Matthew 
Houck’s own Spirit Sounds Studio, C’est La Vie reveals a crystallization 
of what made Muchacho such a breakout — a little sweetness and a 
little menace, sometimes boot-stomping and sometimes meditative.

A lot of life was lived between these records: Houck became a father 
(twice), built his studio, escaped New York. And C’est La Vie does 
have a hefty, career-spanning feel. But there’s a newfound wisdom, 
too, a deeper well for all that livin’.  The magic of Matthew Houck’s 
music has always been the way he weaves shimmering, almost golden-
sounding threads through elemental, salt-of-the-earth sounds.  It’s 
not experimental, exactly, but it’s singular and it’s definitely not 
traditional. That knack, the through-line across the Phosphorescent 
catalog, is front and center here.

Selling Points
~  Limited edition clear vinyl for first pressing
~  Aggressive w/w touring slated for 2018-2019; 1000+ cap rooms in 

most markets
~  ‘Muchacho’ sold over 70k US RTD; topped year-end lists with NPR, 

Paste, Pitchfork, Uncut, Mojo, NYT Top Songs + more
~  Festival history incl. Lollapalooza, Pitchfork, Bonnaroo, Coachella, 

ACL, Boston Calling, Outside Lands + more; returns planned for 
most through 2019 and beyond

~  Streaming #s over 50M for previous single “Song for Zula”, 
Muchacho over 75M

SIDE A: SIDE B: 

6. Christmas Down Under
7. My Beautiful Boy
8. These Rocks
9. Black Waves / Silver Moon

1. Black Moon / Silver Waves
2. C’est La Vie No.2
3. New Birth In New England
4. There From Here
5. Around The Horn

Details
 

RELEASE DATE: October 5, 2018
GENRE: Alternative

VINYL NOT RETURNABLE

  

 

Tracks

6 56605 14132 9 6 56605 14131 2

6 56605 14130 5

  

6 56605 14133 6
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Adrianne Lenker
abysskiss
October 5th, 2018

TRACK LISTING
01. terminal paradise 4:00
02. from   3:39
03. womb   2:15
04. out of your mind  3:52
05. cradle   3:17
06. symbol  3:49
07. blue and red horses 3:17
08. abyss kiss  3:03
09. what can you say 2:28
10. 10 miles  4:02

Artist: Adrianne Lenker
Title: abysskiss
Street Date: October 5th, 2018

*LP INCLUDES DIGITAL DOWNLOAD

LP

CD

2018 solo album from Big Thief’s Adrianne Lenker

Adrianne Lenker has been writing songs since she was 10 years old. Her "back story" has been well 
documented in various interviews and profiles for Big Thief over the last 3 years. Despite, or more 
likely because of the constant touring and studio work, the last few years have been some of the most 
prolific for Lenker as a writer. Songs pop out at soundcheck. They pop out on late night drives 
between cities. They pop out in green rooms, hotel stairwells, gardens, and kitchens around the world. 

In the hands of Lenker songwriting is not an old dead craft. It is alive. It is vital. With little regard for 
standard album cycle practice or the idea of resting at all, Lenker set out to make a document. Songs 
can be slippery and following 2+ years on the road with Big Thief, Lenker felt a growing need to 
document this particular time in her life in an intimate, immediate way. The result is her new album, 
abysskiss, out October 5th via Saddle Creek.

"I want to archive the songs in their original forms every few years," explains Lenker. "My first solo 
record I made was Hours Were the Birds. I had just turned 21 and moved to New York City where I 
was sleeping in a warehouse, working in a restaurant and photographing pigeons. Now five years 
later, another skin is being shed." 

Following a two week road trip through the southwestern United States, Lenker headed into the studio 
with longtime friend Luke Temple. Temple put on his loosely fitting, bright orange, 100% wool 
producer hat and for one week they made music. The songs chosen for this collection were the songs 
that felt the most alive in the room. These are not castaways or B-sides. Some of these songs have 
been alive for years while some were written just days before the session. Some will appear in differ-
ent future forms, some will not. The thread that connects these songs is not something that can easily 
be put down in words. Intuition connects these songs. They are a record of a time.

With this collection, Lenker further illuminates to the listening public what those close to her already 
know; here we have a songwriter of the highest order, following her voice and the greater Voices that 
pass through her with an unflinching openness and clarity of translation.

INDIE EXCLUSIVE LP
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+ Deluxe 140g virgin vinyl LP features heavy-duty board jacket, color LP labels, and high-res 
Bandcamp download code. 
+ CD edition features gatefold jacket with LP replica artwork.
+ RIYL: Steve Gunn, Jake Xerxes Fussell, the Black Twig Pickers, Pelt, Jack Rose, Michael Chapman, Bill 
Callahan, Daniel Bachman, Marisa Anderson, William Tyler, Hiss Golden Messenger, Mary Lattimore, 
CAVE, Henry Flynt, Clive Palmer, Terry Riley, Julie Tippetts.
+ For more information: http://www.paradiseofbachelors.com/pob-043
+ Artist page/tour dates/links: http://www.paradiseofbachelors.com/nathan-bowles

+ label:    Paradise of Bachelors

+ release date:  October 5, 2018
+ UPCs – LP / CD:       843563103623 / 843563103630
+ genre(s):  Alternative / Folk / Avant-garde

A1. “Now If You Remember” 2:50
A2. “The Road Reversed” 10:36
A3. “Umbra” 4:28
A4. “Elk River Blues” 3:10

B1. “Ruby/In Kind I” 6:21
B2. “Girih Tiles” 4:40
B3. “Fresh & Fairly So” 3:47
B4. “In Kind II” 3:40
B5. “Stump Sprout” 2:24

+ “Bowles has the power to transform the sound of a banjo—and folk music—into something transcen-
dental ... something boundless and new. [He’s] a crucial force in folk music, showcasing his ability to 
interweave the genre’s communal spirit with chilling moments of ambient introspection.”  – Pitchfork
+ “Sounds like Philip Glass playing to barnyard animals ... balances the cerebral with the soulful.” – Uncut
+ “Nathan Bowles is like my spirit animal. It’s the real shit … beautiful then, beautiful now.
Timeless.” – Kurt Vile

8 43563 10362 3 8 43563 10363 0

Paradise of Bachelors
P.O. Box 1402, Carrboro, NC 27510
www.paradiseofbachelors.com / info@paradiseofbachelors.com

  
   On his playfully subversive fourth solo album, Nathan Bowles (Steve Gunn, Pelt, Black Twig Pickers) extends his acclaimed banjo and 

percussion practice into the full-band realm for the first time, showcasing both delicate solo meditations and smoldering, swinging 
ensemble explorations featuring Casey Toll (Jake Xerxes Fussell, Mt. Moriah) on double bass and Rex McMurry (CAVE) on drums. As 
he considers the cycles of deceit and self-deception that shape both our personal and political lives, a mixed mood of melancholy and 
merriment permeates Bowles’s own compositions as well as the interpretive material, which draws from traditional Appalachian 
repertoires and the diverse songbooks of Julie Tippetts, Cousin Emmy, and Silver Apples.

“Nathan is brainy and bookish and likes whiskey. He has that intense air that can fall away to mirth. His approach to music appears 
curious, knowledgeable, playful, intuitive, still. He knows he has a thing going on, and that he can apply that thing to things! To many 
different things. Maybe that thing is the grand blankness of seeing everything at once. Or maybe it is a pinhole vision that soothes and 
subjects in its narrowness.

     “I think these new songs nurture their dialectic opposites, and that is their appeal—the drone has the aspect of melody, the melody has 
the aspect of drone. I don’t think Nathan has ever ridden a dolphin, but I think if faced with the task he would cotton quick. That’s how I 
see his approach to his music.”

– Bill Callahan

Plainly Mistaken, the playfully subversive fourth solo album by Durham, North Carolina multi-instrumentalist Nathan Bowles, 
begins with a lullaby written by a child for an adult. The seven year-old Jessica Constable composed “Now If You Remember”—the 
titular lyric continues, precociously, “we were talking about God and you”—for English singer Julie Tippetts’s 1976 album Sunset Glow. 
Bowles’s ethereal rendering represents a rather radical departure from his previous recordings; his placidly plaintive singing has been 
stripped of its otherwise genial, ursine gruffness, and the brief song floats by on the sedative ebb tide of banjo and pianos both acoustic 
and electric.

     Following that role reversal—a child assuming the role of parental bedtime bard—is the ten and a half minute-long album centerpiece 
“The Road Reversed,” a reversal (and vast expansion) of previous directions both sonic and congregational. Here, and throughout 
Plainly Mistaken, Bowles extends his acclaimed solo banjo and percussion practice into the full-band realm for the first time, showcasing 
both delicate solo meditations and smoldering, swinging ensemble explorations. “The Road Reversed” introduces the growling, bowed 
double bass of Casey Toll (Jake Xerxes Fussell, Mt. Moriah) and the rigorously precise minimalist drumming of Rex McMurry (CAVE), 
both of whom feature on five of the nine tracks herein and are integral to the record’s ambitious palette and limber but exacting 
rhythmic structures. “The Road Reversed” likewise introduces, and lays authoritative claim to, the full compositional extent and capacity 
of this unorthodox banjo-bass-drums trio, the spacious sonority of which might best be described as arboreal in texture and heft. No 
instrument impinges on the frequency of another—instead, they feel like towering ligneous parallels, great swaying longleaf pines that 
arc and bend perilously together in heavy winds, groaning in head-nodding 5/4 time but remaining upright and rooted.

     Plainly Mistaken, its title apt, adjusts assumptions we might have made about the scope and scale of Nathan’s music, which sounds 
both more exquisitely controlled and more dangerously unleashed than ever before. We hear here his ever restless roving between the 
poles of Appalachian and Piedmont string band traditions and ecstatic drone. In the former category are his percolating full-band 
rerecording of Ernie Carpenter’s “Elk River Blues” (which previously appeared in a very different solo iteration on A Bottle, A Buckeye 
[2012]); “Fresh & Fairly So,” the indelibly careening melody of which could be an old-time standard; and “Stump Sprout,” the ghost of 
a misremembered reel. The latter category includes the solo recordings “Umbra,” “Girih Tiles” (played on the “mellowtone,” a custom 
banjo/bazouki hybrid instrument built by Rex McMurry’s father Maurice), and the improvised “In Kind” suite. However, never before has 
Bowles offered such a surprising, but succinct, crystallization of his diverse work with other groups—Steve Gunn, Pelt, the Black Twig 
Pickers, and most recently, Jake Xerxes Fussell’s band, in which he serves double duty on drums and banjo—made possible here by the 
fleshed-out full-band configuration and arrangements. Colleague and mutual musical admirer Bill Callahan writes of these scale shifts 
in Nathan’s music as, alternately, “the grand blankness of seeing everything at once” or “a pinhole vision that soothes and subjects in its 
narrowness”—the two conditions as, perhaps, two sides of the same equation of Panopticon-to-pinhole compositional logic. That also 
sounds like a description of spiritual jazz, or the trance context of gnawa song, both of which inform Bowles’s work here.

     But this is not solipsistic music. Plainly Mistaken also gestures outward to the world, as Bowles considers the cycles of deceit and 
self-deception that shape both our personal and political lives. “I’ve come to the conclusion,” he writes, “that we’re generally ahistorical 
and snowblind, unable to adequately digest the past in order to live sufficiently in the present.” The album jacket includes a quotation 
from Javier Marías’s 2014 novel Thus Bad Begins: “We go from deceit to deceit and know that, in that respect, we are not deceived, 
and yet we always take the latest deceit for the truth.” It might be funny if it wasn’t so devastating.

     And so a mixed mood of melancholy and merriment permeates Bowles’s own compositions as well as the interpretive material. His 
rambunctious and exuberant version of Cousin Emmy and Her Kinfolk’s 1946 proto-bluegrass classic “Ruby,” the other vocal track 
here—elided with “In Kind I”—draws primarily from the 1968 version by Silver Apples instead of the canonical versions by the Osborne 
Brothers or Buck Owens, thereby embodying a tribute to a palimpsest of bluegrass-meets-avant-garde iterations that perfectly suits 
Nathan’s own practice. In its trio-fueled headlong canter, “Ruby” feels unhinged and manic, a sinister interrogative mantra that 
encapsulates the slippery cycle of deception and stuttering accusation that plagues our contemporary cultural moment.

     Ride the dolphin.

NATHAN BOWLES
PLAINLY MISTAKEN
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ARTIST: William Basinski + 
Lawrence English
TITLE: Selva Oscura
RELEASE DATE: October 5, 2018

TRACK LISTING
1. Mono No Aware (18:48)
2. Selva Oscura (19:56)

SALES POINTS
• New collaborative album from two 
of the world’s most revered sound 
artists

• Limited edition Opaque Grey 
Colored Vinyl (TRR312LP-C1) 
available while supplies last (edition 
of 1,000)

PRESS
“At its best, William Basinski’s music 
inspires the sort of rapturous 
testimony usually reserved for peak 
experiences, cult leaders and the 
dead.” – Pitchfork

“Awe-inspiring: strange, elemental, 
and profound.” – AllMusic

BIO
For over half a decade, William Basinski and Lawrence 
English have been in regular contact with one another. 
During that time their paths have crossed repeatedly in 
various cities; Zagreb, Los Angeles, Hobart and more, in 
a variety situations. It was from these chance encounters 
– and the strange familiar of lives lived in transit – that 
their first collaboration, Selva Oscura, was seeded.

The phrase Selva Oscura draws its root from Dante’s 
Inferno. Literally translated as “twilight forest,” it 
metaphorically speaks to both those who find themselves 
on the unfamiliar path and more explicitly the nature of 
losing one's way in place and time. 

Each of the extended pieces on this record maps an 
acoustic topography that draws on the concept of drifting 
into the strange familiar. The works each dwell in an ever 
shifting, yet fundamentally constant state of unfolding. As 
one sound fades away, another is revealed in its place, 
creating a sense of an eternal reveal. 

Selva Oscura was recorded in Brisbane and Los Angeles 
simultaneously. The compositions were each created 
through a process of iteration and rearrangement that 
inverted the micro and macro characteristics of the raw 
sonic materials. Dynamics and density were chiseled 
with restraint and at other times intensely reductionist 
approaches to create a limitlessly deep, but open sound 
field – as rich as the suggested place from which its title 
is drawn.

Limited edition Opaque Grey Colored Vinyl 
(TRR312LP-C1) available while supplies last (edition of 
1,000)  

William Basinski
+ Lawrence English

SELVA OSCURA
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JAAKKO 
EINO KALEVI
OUT OF TOUCH

OVERVIEW:

In this age of constant connectivity, switching off has become one 
of the great luxuries of modern life, and it’s one of the reasons 
Jaakko Eino Kalevi has called his new album Out of Touch. On 
his second album for Weird World – a follow-up to his 2015 self-
titled release –  he explores what he calls this “essential, blissed 
out” state, and meditates, in classic Jaakko fashion, on the merry-
go-round of the daily grind. 
Written and produced by Jaakko in 2017 in studios in Helsinki 
and Berlin, where he lives, these ten new songs are among 
the richest he has composed. Ranging in style from the Gerry 
Rafferty swagger of ‘China Eddie’ and Motown psych of ‘This 
World’ to the Aegean dub of ‘Conceptual Mediterranean Part 1’ 
and continental pop of ‘People in the Centre of the City’, each 
song is characterised by that familiar Jaakko Eino Kalevi warmth 
and melodic flair. This album feels like a natural step forward for 
an artist whose all-round skills have led him down some intriguing 
paths in the time since his last full-length. Notably, he played on 
David Byrne’s recent ‘American Utopia’ album, and in 2016 he 
was invited to join the line-up of Crammed Discs’ cult Belgian 
new-wave band Aksak Maboul for a run of shows.
 
SELLING POINTS:

*

*

*
*

“Jaakko Eino Kalevi’s music is louche, elegant, a 
little hazy around the edges” - PITCHFORK

RECOMMENDED IF YOU LIKE:

Ariel Pink, Connan Mockasin, Mac DeMarco, Deerhunter, 
Unknown Mortal Orchestra, Mount Kimbie

TRACKLIST:

01. China Eddie
02. Emotions in Motion
03. Outside
04. This World
05. Ballad of a Cloud
06. Night Chef
07. Conceptual Mediterranean Part 1
08. People In The Centre Of The City
09. Fortune Cookie 
10. Lullaby

RELEASE DATE:

October 12th, 2018

FILE UNDER:

Alternative “K”

FORMATS:

CD: 

UPC: 887833006221

LP: 

UPC: 887833006214

Vinyl is non-returnable

WEIRD WORLD RECORD CO. 

Full service press campaign underway. Previous press 
highlights include: Pitchfork, Stereogum, Under The Radar 
Magazine, DIY Magazine, The Quietus, more
Radio campaigns to impact Alternative Specialty, Non-
Comm, and College formats
Debut US headline shows planned for early 2019
German pressing heavyweight vinyl comes in wide spine 
jacket with printed inner sleeve, includes MP3s
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As part of the widely respected BBE J Jazz 
Masterclass Series, Koichi Matsukaze's incredibly 
rare and much sought after album Earth Mother 
sees a deluxe repress on BBE Music. This is the third
highly anticipated release in the series.

Regarded as one of the most sought-after yet 
elusive albums from a pivotal era in Japanese jazz, 
Earth Mother was originally issued in 1978 on ALM, 
a private label home to some of the most innovative
jazz, contemporary classical and free 
improvisational music released in Japan during the 
late 70s and early 80s. It was here that Earth 
Mother found a natural home among the 
experimental and transgressive, destined to remain 
in obscurity for decades until the album’s muscular, 
bass-driven title track was included as the opening 
cut on BBE’s acclaimed compilation J Jazz: Deep 
Modern Jazz From Japan 1969-1984. It was a fitting 
way to start such a landmark collection and the 
track quickly became a favourite among DJs and 
jazz fans.

Earth Mother sees saxophonist Matsukaze team up 
once again with legendary drummer and band 
leader Furusawa Ryojiro; joined by Tamio Kawabata 
on bass to form the core trio which is augmented by
Daitoku Toshiyuki on acoustic piano and Fender 
Rhodes.

This is a mythic album, seen and heard by very few;
often among the top wants for even the most hard-
core jazz collectors. The album ranges from 
heavyweight spiritual jazz and post-bop burners, to 
Dolphy-esque experimentation (Don't Worry About 
Tenor Saxophone) and a singular take on the classic,
Round Midnight.

To optimise the sound of the music Earth Mother will
be issued as a 180g vinyl double album, with exact 
reproduction artwork, obi strip, insert and labels 
plus translated notes. It will also be available on CD 
and across digital formats.

The BBE J Jazz Masterclass Series is curated by Tony 
Higgins and Mike Peden and is dedicated to 
presenting the very finest in Japanese jazz. The 
series will feature fully licensed and authorised 
deluxe reissues of rare, long-lost and unreleased 
material from the golden era of Japanese jazz.

Tracklist:
1. Images In Alone
2. Earth Mother
3. Zekatsuma Selbst
4. Round Midnight
5. Don't Worry About Tenor

Saxophone

Label: Barely Breaking Even [pka 
BBE]
Type: Artist Album / Reissue
Genre:  Jazz
Format: 2LP, CD 
Released:  12th October 2018

Key selling points:
- Rare 1970s Japanese Jazz reissued 
for the first time, fully endorsed by 
the artist
- Presented on heavyweight vinyl 
with obi strip and a translation of the 
original liner notes.
- Part of BBE's popular 'J Jazz 
Masterclass' album series.
- Full global press and radio 
campaign.

Artist: Koichi Matsukaze Trio + Toshiyuki Daitoku
Title: Earth Mother
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LP FORMAT: 12” + MP3s
LP BOXLOT: 45
EXPORT: WORLD
Vinyl Non-Returnable

CD FORMAT: JEWEL 
CASE

1.  Cand y 
2 .  Wi l d
3.  Dangerous  Place
4.  First  Flower
5.  Next  To Me
6.  Goo d  B ehavior
7 .  Without  You
8.  To The B oys
9.  Tr ue Love
10.  Nothing  To Say
11.  Ever y  L i t t le  Thing

MOLLY BURCH
FIRST FLOWER - LP/CD

• Sophomore Album from Texas-based torch singer
• Debut, Please Be Mine, garnered widespread acclaim

• Previously Supported Ought, Alex Cameron, Grizzly Bear & more
• Touring through 2018 and 2019

Molly Burch burst onto the music scene in 2017 with her debut Please 
Be Mine – a ten-track ode to unrequited romance written after studying 
Jazz Vocal Performance in Asheville, NC – and earned immediate praise 
from critics for her smoky, effortless vocals and bleeding-heart lyrics. 
Following a year of touring all over North America, Europe and the UK 
alongside the likes of  Ought, Alex Cameron, Grizzly Bear and Courtney 
Barnett amongst others, Burch then returned to Texas to decompress. 
Finding herself suddenly devoid of stimulation and with nothing but 
time on her hands, she began anew, bouncing ideas off her bandmate 
and boyfriend Dailey Toliver – who contributed guitar parts and orches-
tration suggestions – and, slowly, an album took shape; soon after, First 
Flower became real. 

A walk-through Burch’s most intimate thoughts – broken friendships, 
sibling relationships and overwhelming anxiety – First Flower is a bright, 
beautiful album peppered with moments of triumph with Burch’s voice 
as strong and dexterous as ever.  Opening track “Candy” is a swinging, 
playful hit, while “Wild” deals with pushing away fear. Title track “First 
Flower” is classic Burch, a simple love song that makes your skin raise 
with goosebumps when she breaks into the chorus. But the album’s true 
stand-out is “To The Boys”, a courageous, sassy fuck-you to her own self-
deprecation where she learns to love all the things she hated about her-
self. “I don’t need to scream to get my point across/I don’t need to yell 
to know that I’m the boss,” she coos over a sparse guitar riff.  

First Flower is a shapely sonic stage to let Burch shine on. The composi-
tion and production carefully constructed to compliment and not over 
power. 

RELEASE DATE: OCTOBER 5th, 2018
GENRE: Indie / Americana / Folk Pop

“Breathy and dripping with emotion, or soaring through the clouds, she 
has a voice for the ages, and uses it throughout to devastating effect. A 

new star has been born.” - Loud & Quiet

WHITE VINYL UPC: LP FORMAT: 12” + MP3s
LP BOXLOT: 50
EXPORT: WORLD
Vinyl Non-Returnable
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This reissue celebrates the tenth anniversary of The Helio 
Sequence’s landmark album Keep Your Eyes Ahead with a full 
remaster of the original album, plus a second album of demos, 
alternate versions, and outtakes from the same era. 

After 3 albums and ten years of touring and recording, The Helio 
Sequence (Brandon Summers and Benjamin Weikel) recorded 
their most dynamic, extraordinary album, Keep Your Eyes Ahead. 
Keep Your Eyes Ahead married the Portland duo’s signature 
layered keyboards and impossibly big guitars with crisp 
songwriting and a relatively minimalist approach. The finger 
picking on “Shed Your Love” is backed by exquisite strings and 
ambient noise, but Summers’s serene, self-assured delivery 
remains front and center. While songs from the band’s early 
releases spanned up to 7 minutes, even the longest, lushest, 
catchiest track on Keep Your Eyes Ahead (fiery anthem 
“Hallelujah”) clocks in at 4 and a half minutes, evidence of just 
how refined their craft had become. Vocals were recorded 
spontaneously in bedroom closets and living rooms, which may 
explain the haunting urgency you hear in Brandon’s voice, 
especially on the driving title track. 

Produced by the band, Keep Your Eyes Ahead confirms in The 
Helio Sequence an energy and a range that continues to defy 
narrow categorization. Unapologetic pop and folk meld 
seamlessly to create songs that are bigger, more epic and 
polished than anything they’ve ever done. Keep Your Eyes Ahead 
is the sound of a band and a decade-old partnership that’s been 
invigorated. And that’s exactly how the songs will make you feel: 
invigorated.

CD / 2XLP / DIGITAL      SP 1273      RELEASE DATE: OCTOBER 12TH, 2018 NON-EXPORTABLE 
OUTSIDE OF THE US.

CD List Price: $13.98 
CD Packaging: Gatefold Digipack
with poster
5% discount on the CD 
through October 22nd, 2018
Box Lot: 40   

TRACKLISTING:
1.   Lately
2.   Can't Say No
3.   The Captive Mind
4.   You Can Come to Me
5.   Shed Your Love
6.   Keep Your Eyes Ahead
7.   Back to This
8.   Hallelujah
9.   Broken Afternoon
10. No Regrets (Electric)
11. Turn the Page
12. Up Against Time
13. Heart Disease
14. No Regrets
15. January
16. No Regrets (Keyboards)
17. All of These Things
18. Almost Morning (Demo)
19. Broken Afternoon (Solo)
20. April (Demo)
21. No Regrets (Acoustic)

2xLP List Prie: $23.98
2xLP Packaging: Double-wide embossed jacket
with custom dust sleeves and 4-page insert
Includes mp3 coupon
NON-RETURNABLE
Box Lot: 15 

RETAIL: Posters and play copies will be available.
DIGITAL: 

GENRE: Alternative Rock
 

THE HELIO SEQUENCE
KEEP YOUR EYES AHEAD  DELUXE

ONLINE: Artist page (incl. album art and a focus track): 
https://www.subpop.com/artists/the_helio_sequence 
Website: www.theheliosequence.com  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HelioSequence  
Twitter: https://twitter.com/HelioSequence 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/heliosequence/ 
 

Advertising will be purchased on select sites. 

RADIO: Keep Your Eyes Ahead (Deluxe) will be worked to 
commercial and non-commercial/college radio. 

TOURING: The Helio Sequence will be touring the US in 2018.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

SP1133
The Helio Sequence

LP/CD/Digital

SP910
Negotiations

2xLP/CD/Digital

SP633
Love and Distance

2xLP/CD/Digital

PUBLICITY: Album serviced to all music & lifestyle media. 

(               )

0 9 8 7 8 7 1 2 7 3 2 4

0 9 8 7 8 7 1 2 7 3 6 2

0 9 8 7 8 7 1 2 7 3 1 7



 STREET DATE: October 12, 2018
Track Listing: 

Cry To Me � All The Way To The River � Aces Up Your Sleeve � 
Poor Imitation Of God � Nothing In My Heart � Over The Hill � 

Outrunning My Soul � Hide Your Tears � 
The Odds Of Loving You � One Stiff Breeze � Robber’s Highway

VINYL

Config: Gatefold, 1 x 180g 
LP

UPC: 607396527212

Genre: Singer-Songwrit-
er, Rock, Country
non returnable

CD

Config: Digiwallet, Book-
let

UPC: 607396645220

Genre: Singer-Songwrit-
er, Rock, Country

INDIE EXCLUSIVE VINYL

Config: Gatefold, Split-Col-
or metallic silver & white

UPC: 607396528516

Genre: Singer-Songwriter, 
Rock, Country

NON RETURNABLE

6 07396 52721 2 6 07396 52851 6
6 07396 64522 0

JohnHiatt.com NewWestRecords.com

 The Eclipse Sessions, John Hiatt’s  newest album, 
offers up his strongest set of songs in years. Long 
celebrated as a skilled storyteller and keen observer 
of life’s twists and turns, Hiatt can get at the heart 
of a knotty emotion or a moment in time with just 
a sharp, incisive lyric or witty turn of phrase. The 
11 tracks presented in The Eclipse Sessions, from the 
breezy opener “Cry To Me,” to the stark “Nothing In 
My Heart,” the lost-love lamentation “Aces Up Your 
Sleeve” to the rollicking “Poor Imitation Of God,” 
demonstrate that the singer-songwriter, now 66, is only 
getting better with age, his guitar playing more rugged 
and rootsy, his words wiser and more wry.
 Hiatt goes all in with The Eclipse Sessions. There’s 
a grit to these songs—a craggy, perfectly-imperfect 
quality that colors every aspect of the performances, 
right down to Hiatt’s vocals, which are quite possibly 
his most raw and expressive to date. “They ain’t pretty, 
that’s for sure,” he says about the creaks and cracks that 
punctuate his phrases in songs like “Poor Imitation Of 

God” and “One Stiff Breeze.” “But I don’t mind a bit. All the catches and the glitches and the gruffness, that sounds 
right to me. That sounds like who I am.” The Eclipse Sessions is the sound of an artist not only living in but also 
capturing the moment.
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The Dodos
Certainty Waves

   • 180-Gram colored vinyl includes download code

   • Past TV performances include Letterman & 
Fallon   • Past touring includes Sasquatch Music Festival, 
MusicfestNW, Hopscotch, Lollapalooza, 
Bonnaroo, Austin City Limits and Outside 
Lands

   • 100K+ direct followers on social media

STREET DATE:   October 12, 2018 
CATALOG:  
GENRE:   Alternative / Indie 

1. Forum
2. IF
3. Coughing
4. Center of
5. SW3
6. Excess
7. Ono Fashion
8. Sort of
9. Dial Tone

(INCLUDES FREE DOWNLOAD, LP NON-RETURNABLE)

LP COLOR: 180-Gram Colored Vinyl

To make their seventh album as The Dodos, 
guitarist Meric Long and percussionist Logan 
Kroeber had to forget everything they knew about 
what it meant to be The Dodos.

Like the duo’s breakout album Visiter (which turns 
10 this year), Certainty Waves finds The Dodos 
embracing the unlimited possibilities of a time 
when there were no preconceptions of what the 
band should sound like.

What began to emerge from The Dodos’ 
rehearsals was a quasi post-punk sound that Long 
immediately gravitated toward.

“Rather than thinking about the end result or 
considering the reaction of the listener, I tried to 
give in to gut reactions, first impulses, however 
silly or untrue to form they may be,” reveals 
Long. “If it was exciting in any way, we pursued it 
without hesitancy or question.”

Islands
Animal Collective
Deerhoof
Wolf Parade
Man Man

(INCLUDES FREE DOWNLOAD, CD NON-RETURNABLE)

CD PACKAGE: Digipack

6 4 4 1 1 0 0 3 6 7 2 8

6 4 4 1 1 0 0 3 6 7 1 1

SELLING POINTS

ABOUT

FOR FANS OF

TRACKLIST
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The Dodos
Beware of the Maniacs

polyvinylrecords.com      info@polyvinylrecords.com

   • 180-Gram Cream vinyl includes download code

   • Reissue of the band’s long out-of-print debut album

   • First time widely available at retail

   • Past TV performances include Letterman & Fallon

   • 15M+ streams on Spotify

   • 1M+ plays on YouTube

   • Past touring includes Sasquatch Music Festival, 
MusicfestNW, Hopscotch, Lollapalooza, Bonnaroo, 
Austin City Limits and Outside Lands

   • 100K+ direct followers on social media

STREET DATE:   October 12, 2018 

CATALOG:  PRC-364

GENRE:   Alternative / Indie 

1. Trades & Tariffs
2. Neighbors
3. Men
4. Horny Hippies
5. Beards
6. The Ball
7. Chickens

8. Bob
9. Elves
10. Nerds
11. Lily

(INCLUDES FREE DOWNLOAD, LP NON-RETURNABLE)

 
 

LP PACKAGE: Standard Jacket
LP COLOR: 180-Gram Cream Vinyl

Beware of the Maniacs is the debut album from 
The Dodos. Self-released in 2006, the record drew 
the attention of Frenchkiss Records, who signed 
the band and released their breakout sophomore 
record Visiter in 2008.

Having been out-of-print for several years (and 
never widely available at retail before that), 
Beware of the Maniacs triumphantly returns to 
vinyl with this 180-gram pressing -- a treasure for 
fans seeking to discover the origin of The Dodos’ 
unique merger of pounding percussion and 
fingerpicking folk.

Islands
Animal Collective
Deerhoof
Wolf Parade
Man Man

6 4 4 1 1 0 0 3 6 4 1 4

SELLING POINTS

ABOUT

FOR FANS OF

TRACKLIST



TRACKLIST:
01 Wa Ta'atalat Loughat Al Kalam (Part 1)
02 Wa Ta'atalat Loughat Al Kalam (Part 2)
03 Wa Ta'atalat Loughat Al Kalam (Part 3)
04 Wa Ta'atalat Loughat Al Kalam (Part 4)
05 Bein Ithnein
06 Thahab, Mish Roujou', Thahab
07 Layali Al-Rast
08 Kol El 'Aalam O'youn

DURATION:  37:27

GENRE:  Electronic, World (Arabic)

180gram vinyl (pressed at Optimal, Germany)
includes 12”x24” art print poster + 320kbps DL card

VINYL IS NON-RETURNABLE

 CONSTELLATION

JERUSALEM IN
MY HEART
Daqa’iq Tudaiq
CD • 180gLP 
Release Date: 05 October 2018
The third album from the Montréal-Beirut avant-garde Arabic-electronic project following
2015’s acclaimed full-length If He Dies, If If If If If If

Led by musician and producer Radwan Ghazi Moumneh (Suuns, Matana Roberts, Big Brave),
with a full orchestral track on Side One recorded in Beirut and arranged by celebrated
Egyptian-Canadian composer Sam Shalabi.

RIYL:Matar Mohammad, Pauline Oliveros, Nadah El Shazly, Lucrecia Dalt, Chino Amobi,
Sote, Arca, Fatima Al Qadiri, Tacita Dean, Stan Brakhage

Jerusalem In My Heart (JIMH) returns with Daqa'iq Tudaiq, the third full-length album from
the Montréal-Beirut contemporary Arabic audio-visual duo, following the acclaimed 2015 release
If He Dies, If If If If If If (year-end lists at The Wire (#39), The Quietus (#24) and A Closer Listen
(Top 10), among other accolades). Featuring voice, electronics, buzuk and other instrumentation
from composer-producer Radwan Ghazi Moumneh (Matana Roberts, Suuns, Big Brave) and abetted
by the 16mm analog film work of Charles-André Coderre in live performance, JIMH continues to
expand the horizons of its profound conceptual and aesthetic engagement with Arabic/Middle-
Eastern traditions. Daqa'iq Tudaiq translates as “minutes that bother/oppress/harass”—which
presumably needs no further explanation—and features two distinct album sides of music.
Side One realizes a long-held dream of Moumneh’s to record a modern orchestral version of the
popular Egyptian classic “Ya Garat Al Wadi” by the legendary composer Mohammad Abdel Wahab.
JIMH assembled a 15-piece orchestra in Beirut, enlisting the celebrated Montréal-Cairo composer
Sam Shalabi (Land Of Kush) as arranger and musical director for the session. Anchored by the
stately hypnotic pace of mallet and percussion instruments (riq, santur, derbakeh, kanun), the
piece unfolds with lush, languid, reverb-drenched manoeuvrings through virtuosic Maqam shifts
(Oriental scales). Moumneh’s melismatic lead vocals and electronic production sensibility pay
homage to the genre’s documented historical recording traditions, while pushing things subtly
and respectfully into new territories of sonic distortion and noised, artefact-laden transmission.
The song’s original title (with lyrics penned in 1928 by the poet Ahmad Shawqi) translates as
“Oh Neighbour Of The Valley”, but JIMH takes a different line from the original lyric as the new title
for its orchestral-electronic re-interpretation. “Wa Ta'atalat Loughat Al Kalam” (“The Language Of
Speech Has Broke Down”) is an expression of wordless love and transcendent communication
between two lovers’ eyes in Shawqi’s poem; JIMH re-titles the song with this line, exploding the
sentiment with more complexity, tragedy and socio-political meaning – also prefiguring the formal
aesthetic ruptures JIMH bring to the piece itself. Love in a time of politics, politics in a world
conspiring against love, and the specificity of Arab diasporic experience in our brutish 21st century.
Side Two comprises four tracks of non-ensemble “solo” material by Moumneh which push rupture
and decomposition/recomposition of tradition further into avant-garde territory – voice, buzuk and
electronics take the lead on a suite of emotive and evocative songs, including the percussive loop-
driven instrumental “Bein Ithnein” (“Between Two” ) and the stunningly unsettling processed vocal
track “Thahab, Mish Roujou', Thahab” (“(The Act Of) Departing, Not Returning, Departing”).
Daqa'iq Tudaiq is a masterful, mesmerizing artistic statement and confirms Jerusalem In My Heart
as one of the most engaged and forward-looking avant-Arabic projects at work in contemporary
music today. Thanks for listening.

LP (180gram)
UPC: 666561013714

CONSTELLATION
www.cstrecords.com

CD
UPC: 666561013721
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TROUBLE IN MIND

Mountain Movers
Pink Skies

TRACKLIST

RELEASE BIO

RELEASE INFO

POINTS OF INTEREST

LABEL CONTACT

TROUBLE IN MIND RECORDS

www.troubleinmindrecs.com

Release Date: October 5th, 2018

Genre: Psychedelic, Experimental, Indie, Improvisational

RIYL: White Heaven, Les Rallizes Denudes, Headroom, Düngen, 

Heron Oblivion, Comets On Fire

Vinyl is not returnable

1. Freeway

2. Snow Drift

3. Bridge To This World

4. My Eyes Are Always Heavy

- Limited PINK vinyl available direct to shops

- PLEASE NOTE: Vinyl does NOT include a download code.

- New Haven band ’s seventh album.

- Mastered by Mikey Young (Total Control, Eddy Current)

    "Freeway" kicks o� "Pink Skies", the seventh album from New Haven 
quartet Mountain Movers in mid-jam, head down in a motorik, kosmiche 
choogle. It's a disorienting way to begin, like stumbling into the wrong
practice space while a band is rehearsing, but The Movers pull it o�, 
quickly shrugging o� any worries with the soft sting of guitarist Kryssi 
Battalene's �uttering leads. The band settles into the groove immediately 
and rides it until almost imperceptibly ratcheting up the intensity toward 
a feedback-drenched ending seven minutes later. 
    "Pink Skies" comes closest to capturing what makes the Mountain 
Movers such a thrilling live band, padding the instrumental passages of 
their primordial psychedelia with lumbering numbers like "Snow Drift" 
or "My Eyes Are Always Heavy", that stumble forward lead-footed, soaked 
in a cacophonous clamour with songwriter/guitarist Dan Greene's lyrics 
�oating atop like couplets of magical realism. "Pink Skies" coalesces 
midway through with long-form jammer "The Other Side of Today", an 
epic near-twelve minute masterclass in modern, improvised guitar 
music; the rhythm section of drummer Ross Menze & bassist Rick Omonte 
sizzles like an acid-fried sunset, and Battalene showcases what makes 
her one of the most enchanting guitarists in the game right now (ask a 
"head", they'll tell ya).A player able to vacillate between low-key solos 
that crackle to head-splitting, ear-piercing noise, riding that ever-so-
thin line between expertly controlled feedback & chaotic discord. The 
album's �nal two tracks "This City" and "Heavenly Forest" blend so 
seamlessly into one another that all of "Pink Skies" second side feels like 
one long piece of elemental sonic alchemy. 
    "Pink Skies" is an LP-only release, with a limited pink vinyl version 
available for direct orders. The album will be available to download or 
stream via all available Digital platforms.

5. The Other Side of Today

6. This City

7. Heavenly Forest

6 30125 98300 3 6 30125 98301 0
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GEORGIA ANNE MULDROW 
“Overload” 
Street Date:

Georgia Anne Muldrow is a LA based singer, producer and 
performer set to release her album “Overload” on 28th 
September 2018 via Brainfeeder. 

Part of the fabric of Los Angeles’ hip-hop / jazz / soul avant-garde 
since 2005, Georgia Anne Muldrow has built a mightily impressive 
discography and a reputation to match during her career 
as a vocalist, songwriter, producer and musician. It is fitting that in 
2018 she should sign to Flying Lotus’s Brainfeeder imprint - a 
record label deeply embedded in LA, with a ton of shared history 
and a united vision of the future - to release her stunning new 
album. 

With support from the likes of Mos Def, Erykah Badu, Bilal, Robert 
Glasper, Madlib, Anderson .Paak, Kaytranada and more, this is one 
of her most anticipated releases to date. 

No One Sings a Heavy Love Song Like Georgia Anne Muldrow” - 
Pitchfork ("Best New Track”) 

PACKAGE DETAILS 

BF070 
• Includes Digital DL code 

TRACKLISTING 
SIDE A 
1. I.O.T.A (Instrument Of The Ancestors) 
2. Play It Up 
3. Overload 
4. Blam 
5. Williehook (Skit) 
6. Aerosol 
7. Vital Transformation 
8. You Can Always Count On Me 
9. These Are The Things I Really Like About You 
10. Canadian Hillbilly  
11. Conmigo (Reprise) 
12. Bobbie’s Dittie 
13. Ciao 

 

Label: Brainfeeder 
File Under: R&B / Soul 
Export: No Export  

CD:
UPC: 5054429132984  

LP: BF070 
UPC: 5054429132977 
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Originally released on library music label 
Musical Touch Sound back in 1979, ‘Ducks & 
Drakes’ is an instrumental disco LP by 
pioneering French electronic musician Yan 
Tregger. Reissued this year by BBE alongside 
his 1978 album ‘Catchy’, Ducks & Drakes has
achieved cult status among crate diggers and 
DJs, thanks to its ebullient charm and rock-solid
leftfield grooves. Virtually impossible to find on 
vinyl for many years now, ‘Ducks & Drakes’ 
found wider allure in 2008 when Alexis Le-Tan
selected album track ‘Girls Will Be Girls’ for 
experimental disco compilation ‘Space Oddities’.
UK music hero Frankie Valentine brought 
these two magical albums to BBE’s attention 
and curated the project alongside the team.

Amazingly (especially given the era in which it 
was recorded) the album was almost entirely 
performed, produced and composed by Tregger
himself. Presented with its beautiful original 
artwork and previously unavailable to all but a 
lucky few record collectors, we’re excited to 
share the disco-infused magic of ‘Ducks & 
Drakes’ with the world.

Key Selling Points:
- Super-rare library music LP, reissued for the 
first time ever.
- Full press and radio campaign.

For Fans Of: Arpadys, Space, Cerrone, Brian 
Bennett, Black Devil Disco Club, Sauveur Mallia.

Tracklist:
1. Friend Island
2. The Girl In The Gold
3. Dawn and Darkness
4. The Ivy Heart
5. The Last Girl
6. Threshold
7. Haunting Refrain
8. The Ivy Heart
9. Girls Will Be Girls
10. Lanterns and Lances
11. Head For The Hills
12. The Way Of All Flesh
13. Huf (Bonus)

 

Key tracks: ‘Girls Will Be 
Girls’, ‘Friend Island’, ‘Dawn 
and Darkness’, Lanterns And 
Lances’. 

Label: Barely Breaking Even 
[pka BBE]
Type: Album (reissue)
Genre:  Electronic, Funk, 
Soul
Formats: LP, CD
Released: 5th Oct 2018

 

Artist: Yan Tregger
Title: Ducks & Drakes
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Yan Tregger remains one of the more cultish 
names to emerge from the experimental French 
disco scene of the 1970s. But to a growing number 
of obsessive crate diggers, the two LPs recorded for 
the Musical Touch Sound label in 1978/9 ‘Catchy’ 
and ‘Ducks & Drakes’ have become like the holy 
grail of rare disco. Those diggers include Mark 
Grusane of the late Mr Peabody record store in 
Chicago. One of the deepest collectors of rare soul, 
disco and boogie, he included an edit of the sleazy 
disco bomb ‘Riff On’ from 'Catchy' on ‘The Real 
Sound of Mark Grusane’, his recent collection of 
hen’s teeth rarities for BBE. Now, thanks to the 
careful curation of UK music hero Frankie 
Valentine, BBE is delighted to dig deeper into the 
Yan Tregger archives and reissue these two in-
demand LPs. First up is the 1978 LP ‘Catchy’, a 
heady collection of cosmic disco that should see 
Tregger’s name ranked alongside those of Arpadys, 
Cerrone and Space as one of the pioneers of French 
dance music. Characterised by its energetic rhythm 
sections, space-age synths and funky guitar riffs, 
‘Catchy’ couldn’t be a more perfect title for this 
classic collection of late 70’s grooves.

Key Selling Points:
- The first of two super-rare French library music LPs
by Yan Tregger, fully authorized and reissued for the
first time.
- Curated by UK music hero Frankie Valentine.
- Full global press and radio campaign.

For Fans Of: Arpadys, Space, Cerrone, Brian 
Bennett, Black Devil Disco Club, Sauveur Mallia

Tracklist:
1. Carry On
2. Catchy
3. Gimmicky
4. Sunny Wing
5. Light Heart (Parts 1 & 

2)
6. Rif On
7. Lyric Soul
8. Slow Zoom
9. This Time
10. At The Feet (Bonus)

 

Key tracks: ‘Rif On’, Carry 
On’, Light Heart (Parts 1 & 2), 
‘Lyric Soul’

Label: Barely Breaking Even 
[pka BBE]
Type: Album (reissue)
Genre:  Electronic, Funk, 
Soul
Formats: LP, CD
Released: 5th Oct 2018

 

Artist: Yan Tregger
Title: Catchy
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STARDUST BIRTHDAY PARTY RON GALLO
STREET DATE: October 5, 2018
TRACK LISTING
1. Who Are You? (Point To It!)
2. Always Elsewhere
3. Prison Décor
4. Party Tumor
5. Do You Love Your Company?
6. “You” Are The Problem
7. OM
8. It’s All Gonna Be OK
9. I Wanna Die (Before I Die)
10. Love Supreme (Work Together!)
11. The Password
12. Bridge Crossers
13. Happy Deathday

VINYL
Sel. #: NW5246
CONFIG: Vinyl, Jacket, Full Color Sleeve
UPC: 607396524617

Genre: Alternative, Indie Rock, Punk
NON RETURNABLE

6 07396 52461 7

Stardust Birthday Party is about human evolution. Specifically, one humans 
evolution: mine, Ron Gallo.  That’s the name my parents gave me. Hi.

At one point, I was a very lost mid-twenties person living in Philadelphia, in a 
relationship with someone struggling with mental health issues and crippling 
heroin addiction. I was asleep. I didn’t know how to handle my life. I was also 
writing songs for HEAVY META - my “frustrated with humanity” album. I laugh 
about it all now, but at the time it all felt like an absolute nightmare. It was the 
perfect doorway to look inside the place I’d been avoiding forever: myself. 

Stardust Birthday Party is about what is happening underneath all of this 
life stuff.  My path inward.  The details of my path are pointless because 
everyone’s path is different. It is about me sitting with myself for the first time 
and confronting the big question “WHAT AM I, REALLY?”  It’s about the love 
and compassion for all things that enters when you find out you are nothing 
and everything. I think at one point I wanted to change the world, but now I 
know I can only change myself, or rather just strip away everything that is not 
me to reveal the only thing that’s ever been there. And that’s what this album 
is about, it’s me dancing while destroying the person I thought I was, and 
hopefully forever.

In the liner notes of John Coltrane’s album A Love Supreme (which we pay 
tribute to on this album) he wrote: “During the year 1957, I experienced, by the 
grace of God, a spiritual awakening which was to lead me to a richer, fuller, 
more productive life. At that time, in gratitude, I humbly asked to be given the 
means and privilege to make others happy through music.”

That’s it.  That is the pure essence of creativity.  Someone embodying what 
they have realized about themselves and the world that surrounds them. That 
is why this album exists.  

Thank you for letting me share this with you.  Ron Gallo

CD
CONFIG: Digiwallet, sticker
UPC: 607396643127

Genre: Alternative, Indie Rock, Punk

6 07396 64312 7

NewWestRecords.com     RonGalloMusic.com

INDIE EXCLUSIVE VINYL
Sel. #: NW5267
CONFIG: Jacket, Full Color Sleeve, 1xLP, 
140g, Birthday Cake Vinyl
UPC: 607396526710

 
Genre: Alternative, Indie Rock, Punk 
NON RETURNABLE

6 07396 52671 0
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TROUBLE IN MIND

David Nance Group
Peaced and Slightly Pulverized

TRACKLIST

RELEASE BIO

POINTS OF INTEREST

LABEL CONTACT

TROUBLE IN MIND RECORDS
www.troubleinmindrecs.com

Release Date: October 5th, 2018

Genre: Indie, Rock, Psychedelic, 

RIYL: Neil Young, Jim Shepard, Roy Montgomery, Peter Laughner, Dinosaur Jr, Canned Heat 

Vinyl is not returnable

1. Poison

2. Ham Sandwich

3. 110 Blues

4. Amethyst

- LIMITED purple vinyl available for direct accounts

- PLEASE NOTE: Vinyl does NOT include a download code.

- Fourth ful l- length from the prolif ic Omaha musician.

- Has collaborated with Simon Joyner & Bil l  Direen

- Mastered by Mikey Young (Total Control, Eddy Current)

    Omaha, NE musician David Nance is nothing if not proli�c. Over the course 
of the past six years, he has released three full-length albums for labels 
Grapefruit and Ba Da Bing, a 7-inch, numerous cassettes, CDRs and unlicensed 
"cover albums" of artists like Lou Reed, The Beatles, Rolling Stones and Doug 
Sahm. His latest full-length is credited to the "David Nance Group" and features 
Nance alongside his recent hot-shit live band of fellow Omaha musicians; 
guitarist Jim Schroeder, bassist Tom May and drummer Kevin Donahue. 
    Appropriately, the album is called "Peaced and Slightly Pulverized" as the 
sounds therein are alternatingly tender & brusque. Nance has an enviable way 
of conveying intensity and pathos in his music without necessarily resorting to 
clicking on a distortion pedal, instead relying on the build-up and tension from 
the interplay of his bandmates with his cracked, impassioned wail. There's also 
plenty of fuzz and distortion too, from the anthemic "Poison" with its fuzzed-
out guitar ri� that leans into a Crazy-Horsian guitar maelstrom and white-hot 
solo, to "Ham Sandwich"; a blisteringly frantic rant about a lunchtime torment - 
uncomfortable in its directness. Respite comes with "110 Blues"s languid late-
night desert psychedelia, and side one closes with the epic seven and a half 
minute "Amethyst", expanded & jammed upon from 2017's Richie Records 
single into an emotional odyssey with Nance & Schroeder strangling their 
guitars into a twin-guitar, barbed-wire duel. The album's centerpiece is "In Her 
Kingdom", an emotive ballad that fades into view with a plaintive guitar strum,
and over seven minutes ebbs and �ows with a rising tide of swelling guitars, 
it's ri�s gilding the melody & adding �ecks of gold to Nance's tale of poverty 
and grace. Alternately, "When I Saw You Last Night" stalks the night like a 
predator, �nally �nding its prey two and a half minutes in with a stinging, 
blood-drenched guitar solo. The album closes with "Prophet's Pro�t"'s biting 
commentary on false idolatry that again utilizes the group's not-so-secret 
weaponry of Nance and Schroeder's six-string simpatico to bring the listener 
home.
     "Peaced and Slightly Pulverized" is released on compact disc, vinyl, and 
available via all digital music retailer & streaming services. A limited purple 
vinyl version is also available for direct order.

5. In Her Kingdom

6. When I Saw You Last Night

7. Prophet ’s Profit

6 30125 98302 7 6 30125 98304 1 6 30125 98305 8
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Suicide Squeeze Records
PO Box 80511, Seattle, WA. 98108

www.suicidesqueeze.net

Street Date: October 5, 2018
Genre: Alternative
Format: CD / LP
Export Restrictions: None

T R A C K L I S T I N G

1. More Dead
2. (One Less Thing) Before I Die
3. Disaster (Is What We’re After)
4. Unzip Your Forehead
5. Wear Black
6. Abre Camino
7. Born Again and Again
8. Street Justice
9. Occupation: Ghost Writer
10. TV in Jail on Mars

D E AT H  VA L L E Y  G I R L S
DA R K N E S S  R A I N S

+ HOMETOWN: LOS ANGELES, CA. 

+ LIMITED EDITION LP PRESSING ON TRANSLUCENT RED W/ BLACK SPLATTER VINYL

+ FIRST LP PRESSING LIMITED TO 1500 COPIES w/ DL COUPON  

+ FIRST LP PRESSING COMES WITH A FOLDED 11.7” x 16.5” POSTER

+ 3x VIDEOS FOR “DISASTER (IS WHAT WE’RE AFTER)” “MORE DEAD” “(ONE LESS THING) BEFORE I DIE”

+ CD HOUSED IN A CD WALLET 

+ PRESS BY MOTORMOUTHMEDIA 

+ WORLD TOUR KICKS OFF OCTOBER 3, 2018

Packaging: Single LP 
(Translucent Red w/ 
Black splatter vinyl)
1xLP

UPC-LP: 803238016412
Vinyl Non-returnable

Packaging: CD Wallet

UPC-CD: 
803238016429
Vinyl Non-returnable

At the core of Death Valley Girls, vocalist/multi-instrumentalist Bonnie Bloomgarden and 

guitarist Larry Schemel channel a modern spin on Funhouse’s sonic exorcisms, ZZ Top’s 

desert-blasted riffage, and Sabbath’s occult menace. On their third album Darkness 

Rains, Death Valley Girls churn out the hypercharged scuzzy rock every generation 

yearns for, but there is a more subversive force percolating beneath the surface that 

imbues the band with an exhilarating cosmic energy. 

Album opener “More Dead” is a rousing wake up call, with a hypnotic guitar riff and an 

intoxicating blown-out solo underscoring Bloomgarden’s proclamation that you’re “more 

dead than alive.” The pace builds with “(One Less Thing) Before I Die”, a distillate of 

Detroit’s proto-punk sound. At track three, Death Valley Girls hit their stride with 

“Disaster (Is What We’re After)”, a rager that takes the most boisterous moments off 

Exile On Main Street and injects it with Zeppelin’s devil’s-note blues. Darkness Rains 

retains its intoxicating convocations across ten tracks, climaxing with the hypnotic 

guitar drones and cult-like chants of “TV In Jail On Mars.”
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Exploded View
Obey

track listing:
Lullaby (2:13)
Open Road (4:19)
Dark Stains (3:25)
Gone Tomorrow (5:03)
Obey (5:30)
Sleepers (3:49)
Letting Go of Childhood Dreams (2:42)
Raven Raven (3:33)
Come On Honey (2:52)
Rant (4:46)

key information / selling Points:
Hometown / Key Markets: 
Mexico City, Berlin, London, New York, Los Angeles, 
Chicago, Austin, Portland

Selling Points / Key Press: 
Hot Pink color vinyl limited to 1500 units
International project featuring Anika on vocals alongside 
Martin Thulin (Crocodiles) and Hugo Quezada (Robota)
Debut album streamed on NPR First Listen and had press 
support at Pitchfork, SPIN, PopMatters and more
New album Obey trades the band’s former improvisation-
based approach for thoughtful, ambitious songwriting
First North American tour ever this fall

RiYL: Anika, Nico, Savages, Protomartyr, Portishead

genre: Alternative/Rock/Electronic
release Date: 10-5-2018

vinyl is not retUrnable

label contact:
Sacred Bones Records

www.sacredbonesrecords.com

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Exploded View, the international music project of Annika Henderson, Hugo 
Quezada, and Martin Thulin has returned and taken flight with their second 
full-length, Obey. The album was recorded at Hugo’s and Martin’s studios in 
Mexico City with Annika visiting from Berlin. Leaving behind their raw, live 
recording process, and embracing overdubs and multi-instrumentalism, the 
band has crafted their most ambitious work to date. The four-piece that recorded 
the band’s self-titled debut album and Summer Came Early EP became three to 
create a more concise collection of songs. Their motivation for creating together 
remains purely passionate and the improvisational spark the band is known for 
has morphed into the emotional flames of being close friends with a deep desire 
to make music with each other. 

When asked about the title of the record, singer Annika said “this is in reference 
to so many things. We live in a society where we must obey or risk punishment. 
This can be social punishment, legal punishment, emotional punishment - if you 
dare to step outside, you will reap the reward. We live in a time when we are self-
certifying a lot. Whether it’s how we present ourselves on social media or our diet 
or our job - we obey the social norms. Our fears are used against us by advertisers. 
Our fears of growing old or being excluded - we must conform or pay the high 
price - buy this and you will be accepted. We must obey.” She adds musingly at the 
end, “It’s also funny because in the band we often feel like we are all compromis-
ing, so we must all obey each other’s wishes to some extent too.” 

Striking the balance between precise and wild, between unshackled and 
grounded, grooving and unhinged, has always been Exploded View’s specialty. 
They have a special knack for making the esoteric feel accessible and crafting pop 
music out of seemingly raw consciousness. This unique ability to make beautiful 
music that feels written beyond the veil is at the heart of what makes the band so 
captivating and powerful, and it’s on full display all over Obey. 

cD lP

hot Pink color 
vinyl lP
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TRACK LISTING
1. Deterritory   5:58
2. Saganism vs. Buddhism  6:58
3. Fourth Zone of Gaits  4:17
4. Bell    6:21
5. For Nana   5:34
6. Gulf    20:39

Artist: Young Jesus
Title: The Whole Thing Is Just There

Formats: CD / LP*
Street Date: October 12th, 2018

Genre: Alternative
CD UPC: 648401027327 
LP UPC: 648401027310

LP CD

“One of the best and most adventurous young indie rock bands of 2018.” 
- Uproxx

R.I.Y.L. : Laughing Stock-era Talk Talk, Mogwai, Bill Callahan, Built To Spill

In the 1980 documentary “Philip Guston: A Life Lived,” the famed neo-expressionist talks about a painting he 
keeps starting over. “It looked alright—but it felt to me as if it were additions—this and that and that,” he says. 
“What I’m always seeking is some great simplicity where the whole thing is just there.” 

“That, to me, is the ideal feeling of existing,” says John Rossiter, singer and guitarist of the LA-based art rock 
quartet Young Jesus. “That feeling you pursue when you’re creating, when the world is opening up and things 
are on the cusp of beauty and revelation, but it’s just out of reach. To maintain that in the face of depressing 
or di�cult stu� is what I’d like to be able to do.” This pursuit is what drives Young Jesus, and it’s documented 
on their upcoming record The Whole Thing Is Just There.  

On The Whole Thing, which takes its name from the late painter’s words, Young Jesus combines a palette of 
indie rock instrumentation with a spirit of unhindered spontaneity to construct—and deconstruct—emo-
tionally potent and inventive sonic landscapes. 

Imbued with a sense of both desperation and discovery, each track unfolds like a deep sea voyage: beginning 
on the familiar ground of a conventional song structure before setting sail for the open waters of instrumental 
experimentation and plumbing the depths of the unknown in search of some conceptual treasure before 
heading back to port. 

A Chicago transplant, Rossiter’s distinct songwriting approach is informed in part by the city’s emo and 
post-rock traditions. But since his move to Los Angeles in 2013, his bandmates—experimentally-minded 
keyboardist Eric Shevrin, bassist/composer Marcel Borbon, and jazz-head drummer Kern Haug—have all 
brought their tastes to bear on the band’s sonic identity. 

The quartet spent the following years crafting a unique style of indie rock improvisation by emphasizing 
openness and vulnerability in their rehearsals and live shows—the �rst fruits of which are catalogued on the 
group’s Saddle Creek debut S/T. “S/T was the sound of us learning how to communicate, as players and as 
friends,” says Rossiter. It was the ensuing tour that brought their insular musical language to a new level of 
�uency. The period of creative outpouring that followed is where The Whole Thing was conceived. 

With soaring melodies, spiraling polyrhythms, free-wheeling improvisation, and a raw, stirring vocal 
performance from Rossiter, The Whole Thing Is Just There is both prismatic and resolute—the sound of four 
individuals in pursuit of a common goal: to glimpse what’s just beyond. 

YOUNG JESUS
The Whole Thing Is Just There
October 12th, 2018

AHA, NE 68108-0554 / 4538 EAGLE ROCK BLVD • LOS ANGELES, CA 90041
P: (402) 558-8208 • INFO@SADDLE-CREEK.COM • SADDLE-CREEK.COM
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Yowler
Black Dog in My Path

   • Colored Vinyl comes with download code

   • Vinyl limited to 1000, CDs limited to 1000, Tapes 
limited to 250

   • Engineered and mixed by Kyle Gilbride 
(Waxahatchee, Swearin’, Radiator Hospital, etc)

   • Heavy support by NPR and Pitchfork (last album 
received 8.0)

   • ”WTFK” confirmed premiere on NPR

   • Sophomore album, press campaign by Grandstand, 
Radio campaign by Terrorbird

STREET DATE:   October 12, 2018 
  

GENRE:   Alternative / Indie 

1. Angel
2. Holy Fire
3. Sorrow
4. Where Is My Light?
5. Awkward
6. Aldebaran
7. WTFK

8. (Holidays Interlude)
9. “No”
10. Petals
11. Grizzly Bear II
12. Spirits & Sprites

(INCLUDES FREE DOWNLOAD, LP NON-RETURNABLE)

(INCLUDES FREE DOWNLOAD)

LP PACKAGE: Standard Jacket

CD PACKAGE: Digipack

Jones’ first release under the moniker Yowler, a 2015 
Double Double Whammy-released cassette (and later 
LP), The Offer, is a wintery cold reflection on unwanted 
change, sadness, and the facing down of the realities of 
loneliness and mental unrest. The songs are somehow 
quiet even when the instrumentation builds, and clear, 
even when there is a hazy quality to the recordings. 
This is likely due to Jones’ voice, which is at once soft 
and penetrating, warm and distant, and which floats 
assuredly among the woven arrangement of guitars, 
synths and harmonies surrounding it.

Yowler’s newest album, Black Dog in My Path, 
expands on these sounds, while exploring past 
unexplored territory of heavier fuzzy guitars, full band 
arrangements, and genre-bending tendencies; all this 
without losing the marked intimacy Jones found in the 
warmth and delicateness of The Offer.  

Big Thief
Grouper
Waxahatchee

SELLING POINTS

ABOUT

FOR FANS OF

TRACKLIST

(INCLUDES FREE DOWNLOAD)
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ANATOLE – TESTAMENT -  
Release date : 28 septembre 2018 

 
 

Après avoir signé la réalisation du récent disque de 
Hubert Lenoir, l'homme derrière Anatole présentera 
son album "Testament" le 28 septembre chez 
Duprince. 

Personnage flamboyant, l’esprit d’Anatole prend 
rapidement possession des salles de spectacles où il 
irradie, faisant vibrer son irrésistible synth pop 
dansante qui annonçait déjà l’arrivée de la “Nouvelle 
LA” dans un premier album intitulé L.A./Tu es des 
nôtres. 

Sa musique pige ses sonorités autant dans le soul 
accrocheur et l’art-rock hypnotisant que dans les 
expérimentations sonores des seventies pour 
accompagner cette expérience quasi-mystique. 

------- 

This charismatic and eccentric character arise to 
deliver a whole unique experience, mixing synth pop, 
art-rock and performance. After his debut album, 
L.A/Tu es des nôtres, he now comes back with 
“Testament”. 

 

 TRACK LISTING 

  
1. EXODE 
2. DONNA LA FOLLE 
3. TESTAMENT 
4. PLUTON 
5. LA NAUSÉE 
6. RENAISSANCE 
7. AVEUX 
8. À SEPT PAS DU CIEL 
9. CHAROGNARDS 
10. ISAAC 

ONLINE 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/anatolemusique 

Bandcamp : https://anatolequebec.bandcamp.com/  

TOUR 

 
30-09-18 - Rouyn-Noranda - Brou pub Perdrix (SHOW 

SURPRISE) 
18-10-25 - Rimouski - Espace Scène * 
18-10-26 - Mont-Louis - Pointe-Sec * 

18-10-27 - New-Richmond - Salle régionale Desjardins (Avant 
KK) 

18-11-08 - Montréal - Studio Bizz (Lancement) 
18-11-10 - St-Hyacinthe - Le Zaricot ** 
16-11-2018 - Chicoutimi - Coté Cour * 

18-11-17 - Dolbeau - Vox Populi * 
18-11-30 - Lévis - l'Anglicane * 

18-12-08 - Gatineau - Le Petit Chicago * 
18-12-15 - Trois-Rivières - Café Frida 
19-01-19 - St-Hyacinthe - Le Zaricot 

19-02-15 - Montréal - Maison de la Culture Maisonneuve 
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THE ART ENSEMBLE 
OF CHICAGO 
Les Stances à Sophie 
 

 
5th October 2018 
 

	
 

As	the	legendary	Art	Ensemble	of	Chicago	celebrates	its	50th	anniversary,	Soul	Jazz	Records	are	releasing	a	new	fully	re-
mastered	edition	of	the	group’s	seminal	album	‘Les	Stances	à	Sophie’	(1970),	which	features	the	great	singer	Fontella	Bass	on	
the	opening	track	‘Theme	de	Yoyo’,	a	stunning	9-min	opus	that	continues	to	startle	and	compel	new	audiences	today.		
	
Drawing	upon	the	mutual	soul	and	funk	background	of	Bass	and	her	then	husband	Lester	Bowie	with	all	the	power	of	the	Art	
Ensemble	of	Chicago’s	collective	musicianship	on	board,	‘Theme	de	Yoyo’	is	powerfully	funky,	soulful	and	free	at	the	same	
time,	a	classic	fusion	of	black	music	styles.	
	
The	Art	Ensemble	of	Chicago,	are	one	of	the	most	important	and	radical	jazz	groups	to	come	out	of	the	USA.	‘Les	Stances	a	
Sophie’	was	recorded	in	Paris	in	1970	and	features	the	regular	Art	Ensemble	members	(Lester	Bowie,	Joseph	Jarman,	Roscoe	
Mitchell	and	Malachi	Flavors)	alongside	newly	recruited	drummer	Don	Moye	and	guest	Fontella	Bass	on	vocals	and	piano.		
	
Fontella	Bass	already	had	a	successful	career	as	a	soul	singer	-	‘Rescue	Me’	was	her	biggest	hit	in	the	sixties.	She	and	Lester	
Bowie	first	met	in	St	Louis	while	working	with	legendary	rhythm	and	blues	producer	Oliver	Sain.	Vocals	(and	lyrics),	alongside	a	
constant	drum	and	bass	beat,	were	new	elements	to	the	music	of	the	Art	Ensemble	at	this	time.		
	
Musicians	such	as	Ornette	Coleman	and	John	Coltrane,	spearheaded	the	free	jazz	movement	at	the	start	of	the	1960s.	Far	
from	simply	defining	a	musical	concept,	they	also	began	to	redefine	the	concept	of	the	African-American	musician	in	society.	A	
new	period	of	self-respect	and	spirituality	among	musicians	paralleled	the	Civil	Rights	Movement	led	by	Martin	Luther	King	
and	Malcolm	X	-	encouraging	self-determination	and	empowerment	in	every	African-American	musician.	
	
Soul	Jazz	Records	first	released	the	album	in	2000.	Now	ten	years	out	of	print,	they	are	releasing	it	once	more	in	this	new	fully	
re-mastered	edition.	
	
The	Art	Ensemble	of	Chicago’s	musical	soundtrack	‘Les	Stances	A	Sophie’	remains	perhaps	the	definitive	release	from	this	
period,	a	stunning	exploration	of	radical	jazz	music,	and	with	with	the	rare	addition	of	vocalist	Fontella	Bass	on	‘Theme	De	
Yoyo’	an	unashamedly	powerful	celebration	of	Great	Black	Music	-	ancient	to	the	future.	

 
•   Format: CD Vinyl LP   •   Cat No. SJR418   •       
 
 
 
 
 

Release	Date:	 5th	October	2018	

	

	

Artist:	 ART	ENSEMBLE	OF	CHICAGO	

Title:	 Les	Stances	a	Sophie	

Label:		 Soul	Jazz	Records	

	 	
	

	
	 	

	

	

	
 

Tracklisting: 
 
1. Theme De Yoyo (9.10) 
2. Theme De Celine (3.04) 
3. Variations Sur Un Theme De  
Monteverdi (i) (3.03) 
4. Variations Sur Un Theme De 
Monteverdi (ii) (1.50) 
5. Proverbes (i) (2.39) 
6. Theme Amour Universal (3.52) 
7. Theme Libre (8.49) 
8. Proverbes (ii) (1.23) 
 
1. 	

 
 
 

0 2 6 3 2 8 1 0 4 1 8 85
0 2 6 3 2 8 0 0 4 1 8 15
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Heather Benjamin
Cavegirl Monologue

Key InformatIon / SellIng PoIntS:
Hometown / Key Markets: 
New York, Providence, Los Angeles, Chicago, Austin, 

Selling Points / Key Press: 
Exhibited at Miami Art Basel, SPRING/BREAK, Invis-
ible Exports, 1:1, and more
Solo show in 2017 at Dress Shop gallery in Brooklyn
Has been an exhibitor at the NY Art Book Fair at
MoMA PS1 each year since 2009 and shows regularly at 
book fairs around the world
25,000+ followers on Instagram
Foreword by artist Reba Maybury of Wet Satin Press

RiYL:  Aubrey Beardsley, Japanese Shunga wood-
blocks, Henry Darger, Last Gasp comix, Raymond 
Pettibon, Dorothy Iannone, Leonor Fini

catalog #: 
genre: Fine Art
releaSe Date: 9-21-2018
avaIlable formatS: harDcover
ISbn: 978-0-9996099-1-0
not returnable

 
label contact:
Sacred Bones Records

www.sacredbonesrecords.com 

•

•

•
•

•
•

Cavegirl Monologue is artist Heather Benjamin’s most substantial collection to 
date and displays her art on paper and on canvas, the latter of which is a first for 
her. Much of the art in this collection is new and unreleased, but it also contains a 
selection from her artist’s books and foldout zines, including the recent Romantic 
Story collection that was wildly popular and is now out of print. 

“Because of my roots in DIY zine and comics culture, visual narratives are impor-
tant to me, though I tend to pursue them in less traditional and more non-linear 
ways,” Benjamin explains. “I’m interested in the stories that form within a singular 
image as well as in how the images relate to each other through shared use of 
iconography and theme.” 

The subjects of her recent art are a logical continuation of the larger narrative of 
Benjamin’s body of work: She works to excavate the female human experience 
as she knows it. Benjamin muses on intimacy, sexuality, self-perception, body dys-
morphia, and trauma through her avatars. Her work is diaristic, approaching her 
subjects through the lens of her own personal experience; each piece can easily 
feel like a self-portrait. Her women are simultaneously self-assured and crumbled, 
standing defiantly on their own two hairy legs, yet seeking the shoulder of an em-
pathetic viewer to cry on. Benjamin uses her art to sort through her own trauma 
and self-analysis, and seeks to give faces, bodies, and narratives to the different 
facets of her own womanhood. Through that excavation, she reaches for more 
universal ideas and truths about the relationships people have to each other and 
to themselves, hoping to guide herself through the abjections and frustrations of 
her womanhood toward a greater sense of self-acceptance and actualization.  
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Ernesto Cervini’s Turboprop 
Abundance 

 
Label: Anzic Records 
Catalog #: ANZ-0063 
UPC: 602573419892 

Category: Jazz 
Release Date: October 5, 2018 

 

 
 
“I’m grateful for the abundance of good that there is in the world and I feel privileged to experience it every day.” These 
words, from the liner notes of Ernesto Cervini’s new Turboprop album, Abundance, describe the feeling and 
purpose behind the Canadian drummer’s new release. 
 
Gratitude is on full display, as Cervini again features all of his band members as instrumentalists, featured soloists and 
composer/arrangers in this gorgeous collection of 8 songs. As Cervini states, “although I am the band-leader, Turboprop 
truly feels like a collective due to the passion, commitment, and love everybody brings to each performance.” 
 
Following the critical success and JUNO nomination of the group’s sophomore release, Rev, this album cleverly mixes 
three standards (including an incredible new arrangement of pianist Geoff Keezer's tour de force solo performance of 
Harold Arlen's My Shining Hour) and original material written by the band, including 2 by Cervini himself. Those 
2 originals are both dedications: Gramps, for Cervini’s late grandfather; and Song for Cito - that’s Cito Gaston, the 
manager of the Toronto Blue Jays’ back to back World Series winning teams from the early 1990’s. 
 
 

Tracklist: 
 

1. The Queen 5:17  
Tara Davidson   

2. Tadd’s Delight 5:47  
Tadd Dameron 

3. My Shining Hour 3:16  
Harold Arlen 

4. Smile 5:15  
Charlie Chaplin 

5. Abundance Overture 4:57  
Dan Loomis  

6. The Ten Thousand Things  8:07 
Adrean Farrugia  

7. Gramps 5:43  
Ernesto Cervini 

8. Song for Cito 4:52 
Ernesto Cervini  

  
 

 

 
Distribution Contact: A-Train Entertainment 
Physical: Joseph Sobocan joseph@a-train.com 

Digital:  Bob Williard bob@a-train.com 



 
Decree: Wake of Devastation 

 
 

LP: AOF341 // LP UPC: 628070634118   
White VINYL LP: AOF341W // LP UPC: 628070634194 

CD: 28070-6341-2// CD UPC: 628070634125 
 Street Date: 10/5/2018 
Label: Artoffact Records 

 
- First ever vinyl edition - CD version has been out of print since the 90s 
- Includes two unreleased bonus tracks 
- Deluxe, gatefold sleeve vinyl 
- Members of Front Line Assembly and Delerium 

 
Originally released in 1997 on the now-defunct Decibel and Off Beat labels, the debut album from Decree is a mid-

90s industrial masterpiece! Masterminded by Front Line Assembly and Delerium contributor Chris Peterson, along 

with Jeff Stoddard and John McRae, the Decree debut has been out of print for well over a decade. Now remastered 

and with previously unreleased bonus tracks, you can enjoy this slab of Vancouver industrial lore courtesy Artoffact 

Records. 

 

Released in a gatefold sleeve, all audio is fully remastered! 

 

Vinyl Track List 
  
Side A 
1 Delusion 
2 The Last Day 
3 Who Dares? 
4 Fire Of Offering 
5 Madness Unveiled 
6 Talons Grasp 
 
Side B 
7 Never Nearer 
8 Darkness Visible 
9 Downward 
10 Bitter End 
11 Grand Despiser (Bonus Track) 
 

CD Track List 
 
1 Delusion 
2 The Last Day 
3 Who Dares? 
4 Fire Of Offering 
5 Madness Unveiled 
6 Talons Grasp 
7 Never Nearer 
8 Darkness Visible 
9 Downward 
10 Bitter End 
11  Infinite Nothing (Bonus Track) 
12 Grand Despiser (Bonus Track) 
 



Artist: Electric Six

Title: Bride Of The Devil

Release Date: October 5th

Territory: World

Genre: Rock
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01. The Opener  02. Daddy’s Boy   03. (It Gets) (A Little) Jumpy   04. Safety Girl  05. You’re Toast  06. Hades Ladies
07. Bride Of The Devil  08. Witches Burning  09. Full Moon Over The Internet   10. Grey Areas  11. The Worm In The Wood  

CD

The Devil has always been there. He is the great outsider, the original iconoclast. He is a conniving little shit and 
never seems to tire of giving humanity a wedgie or a wet willie just for a laugh. The Devil is capable of taking many 
forms. He can exist as one being or spread out amongst many. He can present himself as an ordinary man or as 
a horrific cloven-hoofed beast depending on his mood. Above all else, The Devil lives to corrupt, to adulterate, to 

defile.
 

Electric Six has often used The Devil as subject matter for its songs because of that last bit, the part about corrup-
tion and adulteration. That’s what Electric Six has been trying to do with its music now for quite some time!!!! We 
want to corrupt young women….just like The Devil!!! There’s nothing more rewarding than the seduction of a young 
innocent maiden, forcing her to wear demonic dresses, levitating her towards the great fiery skull and watching her 
eyes turn black as she gives into evil and becomes the bride of The Devil!!!! That….is why we started this band….to 
help women realize their potential as sexy evil maidens with eyes reflecting the utter darkness of a corrupted soul.

 
With its fourteenth studio album Bride of the Devil, Electric Six examines the concepts of evil and corruption, hu-
manity’s various falls from grace, the nine circles of purgatory and of course, the internet itself. Bride of the Devil 
opens with the thunderous opener “The Opener”, a bombastic celebration of the arena rock Electric Six never got to 
play. The next two numbers are textbook ear worm guitar pop numbers that deal with debilitating income inequality 
and nepotism (“Daddy’s Boy”) and the horrors of being forced into a pool of toxic waste by a rabid Doberman trained 

to kill (“(It Gets) (A Little) Jumpy”).
 

And then we get to the title track, a radio anthem, where it all becomes clear that The Devil is a metaphor for Rus-
sia and the United States is the young girl who is seduced, corrupted and wedded into a Satanic covenant with the 
beast. It’s all there in black and white. The Carrie Underwood-esque lyrics alongside a backdrop of vodka and caviar 
and backchannels and Seychllian bank accounts. That’s how they did it. They went after our country performers and 

got the rubes to feel good about being Russian assets. And still, it is the feel-good anthem of the summer.
 

Finally, the haunting album closer “Worm In the Wood” is Electric Six at its most serious, most tender and emotion-
al. Haunting. Effervescent. Corrupt. Jaundiced. Tired.

 
So there you have it. Electric Six is back with its fourteenth record and it’s poppy and feel-good, as well as heavy, 
both sonically and lyrically. Our sound will corrupt you and enslave you as the beautiful demonic bride you know 
you truly are. Fraulein, take this severed hand with it’s creepy long nails from the beginning of time. To do so is truly 

thine destiny.
 

Come see Electric Six on the “Russia, If You’re Listening” tour this fall and into 2019. Bride of the Devil will be re-
leased on Metropolis Records on October 5, 2018 world-wide.

OCTOBER RELEASES
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Artist: In Strict Confidence

Title: HATE2LOVE

Release Date: October 5th

Territory: North America

Genre: Electronic
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Flashover

Mercy 

Used And Abused

Stay 

No One Remembers

Every Start Has It’s End

Three Evils Of Society 

Rain Dance  

Reign Of love

Wartime Lies

Devils Trident

Chor Der Toten

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Long-running and revered electro-industrial act In Strict Confidence has been a stalwart innovator and fixture 
in the EBM scene for over two decades. the new album, HATE2LOVE combines Dennis Ostermann’s signature 
vocals & emotive lyrics with a groove laden electro-vibe & ISC’s signature bombastic combination of rock 

elements and danceable industrial.

OCTOBER RELEASES

CD
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Artist: A Primitive Evolution

Title: Becoming

Release Date: October 5th

Territory: World

Genre: Rock
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A Primitive Evolution. (A.P.E.)  creates constantly evolving soundtrack to our world 
using its brand of dark electronic metal. Recorded at Desolation Studios in Toronto, 
the new album, “Becoming”, features collaborations with writer/producer Ian D’Sa 
(Billy Talent) & Audio Engineer Kenny Luong (Metric). Raw & visceral with soul & 
beauty, A Primitive Evolution is best consumed live and/or at extremely loud volumes. 

With featured inclusion in films such as “Chastity Bites” & “Suck” A.P.E’s music has 
also been used on  the television shows “Degrassi: The Next Generation,” & the car-
toon network series “Stoked.” In 2015 the band received the award for “Best Rock 
Band” from the Toronto Independent Music Awards & since then has been work-
ing tirelessly on its new album. The band has done countless tours, showcases for 
prestigious festivals such as Indie Week, NXNE & Canadian Music Week & received 
praise from industry stalwarts Alan Cross (CFNY Radio) & George Strombolopolous 

(MuchMusic, CBC). 

Pulling together a complex array of influences including Nine Inch Nails, The Cure, 
Tool, The Prodigy, Ministry, Radiohead, Alice in Chains, Vivaldi, Guns n’ Roses & 
more, A.P.E.’s rhythm-based attack blurs the lines of rock, electronica & all aspects 

between.

OCTOBER RELEASES

01. I am An Infinite Cycle   02. Who’s Your Maker   03. The Beauty   04. Close Your Eyes  05. Ghost  06. Dead Skies 07. We Are The Truth
08. Becoming   09. Skeleton   10. Picturesque Hell  11. Better Off Dead  12. Live Forever  13. Echo
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7 30003 87092 7

Following the success of the debut album ‘Endless’, 
released in 2017, the multi-instrumentalist and composer 
from Abruzzo, Italy is ready for his next step with ‘Exile’, 
his second studio album and his second release with 7K!, 
the label launched by the historic Berlin label !K7 dedica-
ted to modern classical, ambient, and experimental 
music. 
The result is a series of compositions built around power-
ful and memorable melodies, incisive crescendos alterna-
ted with more expansive passages, sound pyramids in 
which hidden elements emerge and chase each other; an 
interweaving dance of violin and piano, rhythms that seem 
to emerge from nowhere to create intriguing layers. All 

combined with cinematic atmospheres, delicate and 
melancholic, powerful and vigorous.
Behind a solid classical formation, D’Alberto uses electro-
nics as a means to amplify the expressive power of acou-
stic instruments such as piano, strings, drums of oriental 
tradition, gongs, and Tibetan quartz bells. This delicate 
and sensitive operation was brought about in collaborati-
on with Patrick Christensen aka PC Nackt, a prominent 
figure of the German music scene, composer and multiin-
strumentalist and producer for the likes of Apparat and 
many others.
“Exile” will be released on October 5th on LP, CD and 
digital platforms.

PRODUCT INFO

Release Date   October 5th, 2018
Artist  Luca D’Alberto
Title  Exile

  
  

                
Packaging  CD digipak
                      LP standard sleeve

LUCA D’ALBERTO   EXILE

LP

CDKEY POINTS

•  2nd studio album on 7K!

•  Produced by PC Nackt

•  European tour confirmed for Oct / Nov

CD  TRACKLISTING
01  Exile
02  Like We Were
03  Pianodiscoteque
04  Consequences
05  Grace
06  Astronaut In The Rising Sun
07  The Truth About Us
08  Love Song

LP  TRACKLISTING
A1  Exile 
A2  Like We Were
A3  Pianodiscoteque 
A4  Consequences
B1  Grace 
B2  Astronaut In The Rising Sun 
B3  The Truth About Us
B4  Love Song 

a division of !K7 Music

7 30003 87091 0

FOR FANS OF
Max Richter, Nico Muhly, Olafur Arnalds, 
Jean-Michel Blais, Hauschka, Roberto 
Cacciapaglia
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GABI
Empty Me

   • Baby Blue Vinyl, comes with download code

   • Vinyl limited to 1000 copies

   • US + International touring to follow release

   • Music video for “Whole With You” directed by 
Kenna Hynes

   • Past acclaim and support from Pitchfork, Fader, 
Village Voice, Spin, and more

STREET DATE:   October 5, 2018 

DDW-051

GENRE:   Alternative / Indie 

1. Ahhh
2. Sleep
3. Until The End
4. Wild Sunflowers
5. Whole With You
6. Let’s Not Exist
7. Boom Boom Kiki

8. Breath
9. Naked
10. :::: (flute)
11. Stranded in Heathrow
12. Falling For A Stranger
13. Holy

(INCLUDES FREE DOWNLOAD, LP NON-RETURNABLE)

(INCLUDES FREE DOWNLOAD)

LP COLOR: Baby Blue Vinyl
LP PACKAGE: Standard Jacket

CD PACKAGE: Digipack

GABI (née Gabrielle Herbst) is a composer and vocalist 
residing in Brooklyn. Herbst’s experience writing for 
chamber orchestra and mixed instrumentation inspired 
her to develop a repertoire of short-form, vocal-
centric compositions under the moniker GABI. These 
were driven by solitary explorations in early 2013 with 
a dual-track loop pedal. The nine songs composed 
for her debut album, Sympathy (produced by Daniel 
Lopatin (Oneohtrix Point Never) and released on 
Software Recording Co), embrace the vast potential 
of the human voice as an intstrument, story, and 
landscape. In 2015 she toured Sympathy in Europe 
and North America - highlighted performances were 
David Byrne’s Meltdown, Pop Kultur, the Andy Warhol 
Museum, The Great Escape, Marfa Myths, SXSW, and a 
series at Roulette curated by Meredith Monk. She is a 
current Artist-in-Residence at Roulette which, with the 
Jerome Foundation, commissioned her to compose her 
second opera, Ashes. She will be studying composition 
at the Yale School of Music in the Master of Music 
degree program starting in fall 2018. GABI’s anticipated 
sophomore full-length will be released on Double 
Double Whammy.

Jenny Hval
Angel Olsen
Julie Bryne

SELLING POINTS

ABOUT

FOR FANS OF

PRESS QUOTES
TRACKLIST

“Pop records written with this kind of academic rigor are 
rare.” - Pitchfork (8.0)

“...Herbst crafts a piece of vocal music that is subtly complex
and unmistakably haunting.” - Stereogum

“GABI is a rising, genre-blind, classically trained experimental-
ist with a voice that sets souls alight.” - Dazed
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CHAPTER  MUSIC

CH157

RELEASE INFO

Format: LP (black vinyl), LP (bone coloured 
vinyl)

Release Date: 5 Oct 2018 

Genre: Rock, alternative
Vinyl is not returnable

LABEL  CONTACT
Chapter Music

www.chaptermusic.com

GREGOR
Silver Drop

RELEASE BIO
Silver Drop is the debut album by young Melbourne pop 
eccentric Gregor. Gregor was first heard via 2016 cassette 
Thoughts & Faults on Chapter Music, which Stereogum 
described as “Talking Heads meets Trolls.” 
Playful and idiosyncratic, the tape was the work of an artist 
still learning how to open up. Silver Drop takes the rest- 
less, inquisitive spirit of his music and applies it to his own 
interior emotional world. 
The artist himself says “Silver Drop is the result of a yearn-
ing to free myself from lyrical inhibitions that, in the past, 
saw me disguise my thoughts behind timid metaphors and 
hide my voice behind poor mixing, obnoxious effects and 
low volumes.”
So alongside propulsive pop moments like This Heat or 
Fishing Net there are also deep, unsparing reflections like 
Revise Me, I’ll Prove It To You and the album’s stunning title 
track. 
Silver Drop is a remarkable record, about as touching as 
anything you’ve heard, and similarly striking for its musical 
adventurousness. Spacious and delicate, but peppered 
with acerbic pop moments and extended, loping grooves, 
the album draws together elements of the Durutti Column, 
Arthur Russell and, The The, all filtered through Gregor’s 
increasingly personal vision. 
“Sly experimentation rearranges the drabness of reality 
into something ultimately intriguing” – Stereogum

TRACKLIST
1. This Heat
2. Fishing Net
3. I Look Devastated
4. Revise Me

5. Silver Drop
6. Wish You Saw
7. A Song About Holding 
Hands
8. I’ll Prove It To You
9. Something Irrelevant
10. Bugs

POINTS OF INTEREST
- Debut album from Australian pop eccentric, a personal 
opus recalling Arthur Russell, Durutti Column and Talking 

Heads.
- Has previously been covered by Stereogum, Resident 

Advisor, Noise In My Head and elsewhere
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The Other Years
The Other Years

Release Date: October 5th, 2018
Genre: Folk / Acoustic

 
 
 

 
 

  

 

  
 
 

 

LP
843563105894

CD
843563105900

Red-Tailed Hawk 
Adaline
Sinks of Gandy / Maysville
Talkeetna
Fair Ellen
 
White Marble
Chapel on Pine Mountain
Lantern Song
Wildegeeses
Bridges

The Other Years are Anna Krippenstapel and Heather Summers —  two voices riding a single 
harmonic laser beam, carrying instruments made of wood and skin and bones. They travel light.
 
There is something pure and strong and ancient in their voices. It reminds people of Jean Ritchie 
or Hazel Dickens or Karen Dalton. The Other Years are time-travelers —  but not from the past. 
They come from the future with songs about how we’re all gonna get through these days.
 
Fiddle, guitar, banjo, and two human voices. Sometimes Heather and Anna sing together, 
sometimes they trade o�. They leave plenty of space for notes to ring out and words to sink in.
 Maybe you feel like crying. Beautiful things can cause that.
 
“There is no evil, there is human / That river don’t hate, it just does what it's doing”
                  
This album was recorded over three spring days at a cabin outside Louisville, Kentucky. Daniel 
Martin Moore was the engineer. Anna is Joan Shelley’s longtime �ddle player. The Other Years is 
Heather’s �rst band. She’s a spark. There’s plenty of Kentucky cross-pollinating going on. Anna also 
plays with Freakwater. Louisville’s Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy has asked The Other Years to tour with him this fall.
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*29337-GFFACh
Canyon Records

Release date - 10/12/18

Since 2007, Cree Confederation has travelled across Turtle
Island sharing its unique fusion of original and
contemporary Pow-Wow singing. Representing the Cree
peoples of Treaty Six territory with energetic passion,
Cree Confederation makes the Pow-Wow grounds shake
like no other. 

• Since 2007, Cree Confederation has maintained a
reputation as a champion singing group.
Representing Treaty Six territory, Cree
Confederation has travelled across Turtle Island
winning multiple drum championships.

• This recording features the full spectrum of 
Pow-Wow song styles: thunderous songs sung in
the Plains Cree language, Straight songs, two
Side-Steps, a Crow Hop, a Round Dance and the
Treaty Six Flag Song. 

• Cree Confederation features some of the
strongest female singers on the Pow-Wow Trail
and had always made their voices part of their
signature sound.

Pow-Wow Songs  Recorded
L ive  a t  ASU

Cree Confederation
Medicine Horse

www.CanyonRecords.com

1. Everyone (4:14)  

2. The Giver (3:10)   

3. Tia Pretty Red Bird 

(Side-Step) (3:18)  

4. Smooth Trot (3:27)  

5. Saddle Lake Blues (3:24) 

6. High Energy (2:31) 

7. New Agency Style (2:44)  

8. New Shoes (2:38) 

9. Weeschaps (3:21)  

10. Johnny Boy (3:05)  

11. The Slayer (5:08)

12. The Horsemen (1:18)

13. Cree Waskewitch (4:13)  

14. Teminah Green Song (nistâw) (4:13) 

15. Onion Lake Brother (4:29) 

16. Hip Hop (Crow Hop) (3:01) 

17. Made for Ursela Walsey (2:24)  

18. Rock Creek (2:27) 

19. Legend (Side-Step) (2:50)

20. Dried Up (Round Dance) (4:15) 

21. Treaty Six Flag Song (2:22)  

22. The Pumper (2:47)

23. Rumble in the Jungle 

(Sneak Up) (Bonus Track)(2:47)
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Deva Premal
Deva Premal’s composition, the Seven Chakra Gayatri Mantra, 
debuts on DEVA, nearly 20 years since her original, ground-
breaking version of the ancient Gayatri Mantra began appearing 
on playlists and topping alternative music charts world-wide. 

DEVA is a calling – beyond the chattering mind, the heaviness of the heart and the 
numerous distractions of life, into a place of refuge and conscious relaxation.
Alternately soothing, uplifting, and inviting, Deva’s voice ushers us into deeper states of 
meditation, serving as a portal to inner-peace. The album is book-ended by versions of the 
“Seven Chakra Gayatri Mantra”, creating an experience of a mystical journey well travelled 
and coming full circle. 
Tracks range from alluring chants with life-partner Miten, to soaring bansuri lines by 
Nepalese maestro Manose, embedded inside a musical landscape created by producer 
Joby Baker‘s sensual groove based instrumentation – including the prayerful “Prabhujee”, 
written by Pundit Ravi Shankar and featuring his daughter, Anoushka Shankar, on sitar.
Always nurturing, this musical journey inspires everything from deep meditation to healing 
sleep to gentle dance movements, making the album tracks suitable for diverse playlists.

Mantra Medicine
Featured in top media including The Wall Street Journal, The Los Angeles Times, and The 
Huffi ngton Post, endorsed by celebrities as varied as Cher, Tony Robbins, and H H the Dalai 
Lama, included in movie soundtracks and honored by 1.5 million album sales, 550,000 
monthly Spotify listeners and 400,000 Facebook followers, ground-breaking musicians 
Deva Premal & Miten are modern nomads on a mission to share with humanity the 
medicine of Sanskrit mantra. With over 20 years experience of ancient chants that inspire 
meditation, yoga, stress management, massage, and conscious sleep, Deva Premal & Miten 
not only model spiritually-conscious living but also share powerful tools for wellness, 
mindfulness, and personal growth.

Visit Deva Premal & Miten at DevaPremalMiten.com

TRACKLISTING

1) Seven Chakra 
Gayatri Mantra 

2) Sarva Mangala 

3) Prabhujee 
(feat Anoushka 
Shankar)

4) Buddham Sharanam 

5) Mahamantra 

6) Vakratunda Mahakaya 

7) Seven Chakra Gayatri 
Mantra (Prabhu Mix)

TITLE: Deva
ARTIST: Deva Premal
Worldwide Release Date: 
October 12, 2018
Produced by Joby Baker
Executive producer: Miten
A Prabhu production

ENDORSEMENTS: 

“Deva“ is a beautiful musical offering 
to the world which simultaneously 
uplifts, delights, and heals.

[Christiane Northrup, MD]
NY Times bestselling author of Women’s Bodies, 

Women’s Wisdom and Goddesses Never Age

My favorite CD for yoga is Deva 
Premal’s … As a matter of fact, 
I drive my teacher crazy, because 
it’s the only one I want to listen to!

[Cher]

 

I love the music of Deva Premal…
It is truly a portal into Presence. As 
you listen, the sacred space that lies 
beyond the mind emerges naturally 
and effortlessly. Pure magic.  

[Eckhart Tolle]

MANTRA MEDICINE
Following Sales of 1.5 Million Albums, German Chantress 
DEVA PREMAL Releases DEVA an Eclectic Collection of Signature 
Mantras for Meditation, Contemplation and Sacred Dance.
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BON DE PRÉCOMMANDE - POP ALTERNATIVE FOLK   - Sortie le 12.10.2018

Nili Hadida - Nili Hadida
12.10.2018

Pop alternative folk 
Nili Hadida
Nili Hadida

vinyle simple
M6807      

3700187668075

Biche Records / Allpoints / Live Nation

12.10.2018
Pop alternative folk 

Nili Hadida
Nili Hadida
cd digipak

M6806     
3700187668068

Biche Records / Allpoints / Live Nation

Prendre quelques affaires, ses instruments de musique, un ordinateur. Monter dans une voiture, un 
train, un avion. Partir seule. Faire le grand saut. Sans personne d’autre que soi-même. Nili Hadida 
sort son premier album solo, un grand disque intimiste et sensible, à la simplicité flamboyante, sans 
clichés ni fioritures. Après une folle ascension au sein de Lilly Wood and the Prick, soit trois 
albums, presque dix ans de tournée et autant de tubes pop victorieux - dont Prayer in C, remixé par 
Robin Schulz et vendu à 3,5 millions d’exemplaires -, Nili a changé de cap. Elle a rejoint le centre 
de sa terre, sa latitude à elle, son équateur. « Un groupe, même si j’ai adoré ça, c’est un compromis 
artistique et personnel. » nous glisse la chanteuse à l’oreille, le temps d’un thé et de nombreuses 
cigarettes.
 
Elle a donc fait appel au duo Christian Rich (N.E.R.D, Diddy, Lil’Kim) pour la production. Et 
pour le mixage elle s’est tournée vers Jimmy Douglass, qui a notamment travaillé avec Justin 
Timberlake, Björk et Kanye West : « un véritable coup de foudre ». Le fruit de ces chics 
collaborations se trouve dans les interstices des onze titres de cet album à la beauté intemporelle et 
aux arrangements qui oscillent entre pop prestigieuse et r’n’b élégant. Son premier single, Covered 
In Luck, a la folie des grandeurs tout en restant très intime. Un tube immédiat qui ne lésine pas sur 
les sentiments et les frissons. Et c’est sans doute là que réside toute la force et la beauté de Nili 
Hadida : réussir à faire un album prêt à conquérir les stades tout en nous regardant individuellement, 
droit dans les yeux et dans le cœur.

Portée par une force solaire et un besoin de liberté, Nili Hadida (chanteuse du groupe Lilly Wood and the 
Prick) sortira son premier album solo le 12 octobre 2018
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Pack a few things, her musical instruments, a laptop. Getting in a car, a train, a plane. Going by herself. Making the final jump. Without anybody else. Nili Hadida is releasing her first solo album, a great record, intimist and full of emotions, in all simplicity without any frills nor cliché. After a crazy ascension within the band Lilly Wood and the Prick, with three albums released, nearly ten years on tour and many successful pop hits - such as Payer in C, remixed by Robin Schulz and sold at 3,5 millions copies -, Nilli decided to take a new path. She finally found the right balance. « Even if it is true that I really enjoyed being part of a band, I have to say that it is a permanent comprise between artistic point of views and personal wishes. », told us the singer over a cup of tea and countless cigarettes.Therefore, she decided to involve the duo Christian Rich (N.E.R.D, Diddy, Lil Kim) for the production. As for the mix she turned herself toward Jimmy Douglass, who worked, among other people, with Justin Timberlake, Björk and Kanye West : « professionally speaking, it was love at first sight ». The outcome of these fancy collaborations gives us eleven outlandish album tracks. Easily, Nili is transporting us in an timeless scenery brought by the choice of the musical arrangements, varying from prestigious pop to elegant r’n’b’. Her first single, Covered In Luck, is an audacious track that sets the tone. Indeed, we can already feel that strong wish of the artist to explore her inward light. And this is here, without any doubt, that lies all the strength and the beauty of Nili Hadida : succeed to make an album ready to conquer the stadiums while staring at us individually, straight in the eyes, right in the heart.
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Invisible Bird 
Flutter to Fuzz 

 
Label: SAZi Records 
CD: 88295-7810-7 

UPC: 888295781077 
Category: Jazz 

Release Date: October 12, 2018 

 
Flutter to Fuzz is the debut album from Invisible Bird, a trio collectively led by three engaging and unique 
artists from the Bay Area and Colorado; Shane Endsley (trumpet/effects), Dave Devine (guitar/effects) and 
Scott Amendola (drums/effects). Known for their respective work with the Nels Cline Singers and Mike Patton 
(Amendola), Brian Blade Fellowship and the Czars (Devine), and Kneebody and Ani DiFranco (Endsley), each 
member of the trio serves as a distinct compositional voice, crafting original music that traverses an array of 
textures from rootsy backbeat grooves and pop melodies to swirling soundscapes and meditative song 
structures. The group broadly employs the use of electronics via their hefty collection of boutique stomp 
boxes, branching out from a traditional jazz trio sound. 
 
The opening track “Colorado Reel” is a bluegrass tune for the 21st century; trumpet and guitar stand in for 
fiddle whilst Endsley and Devine take turns interweaving a bass groove over Amendola’s driving beats. 
Contrast that to the dirge like chord progressions of “Everytime I Look Down I See You Up There,” featuring 
the ethereal vocals of Azure Ray’s Orenda Fink. The jazz pedigree of Invisible Bird shines on “The Swagger Of 
The Tail Wagger,” an acoustic piece recorded live in one room with no headphones, effects, or overdubs. The 
freely improvised jam “A Little Dizzy” spins out into experimental territory with the addition of folk artist Sam 
Amidon’s singsong spoken word and wandering fiddle. Flutter to Fuzz also includes the band’s reinventions of 
Nick Drake’s “Cello Song” and Joni Mitchell’s “Amelia.” 
 
Tracklist: 
1. Colorado Reel  
2. Keep Digging 
3. Bucketful of Miracles 
4. Low Voice 
5. Cello Song (Nick Drake) 
6. Everytime I Look Down I See You Up There – feat. Orenda Fink 
7. Swagger Of The Tail Wagger 
8. Amelia (Joni Mitchell) 
9. A Little Dizzy – feat. Sam Amidon 
10. Momentum & Backlash 
11. Squirm, Sir Worm 



Jerry Paper
Like A Baby

RD: October 12, 2018
- Tracks co-produced by Matty Tavares of 

BadBadNotGood
- Weyes Blood featured in album single “Grey Area”
- First single “Your Cocoon” has new music video by 

award winning animator Steve Smith out now

RELEASE DATE: 10/12/18
 
LABEL: Stones Throw Records

GENRE: Alternative, Rock 

 

FOR FANS OF: BadBadNotGood, Weyes Blood, 
Mild High Club, Mac DeMarco, Steely Dan 

TRACKLISTING
1. Your Cocoon
2. Grey Area
3. A Moment
4. Something’s Not Right
5. Did I Buy It?
6. Commercial Break
7. My God
8. Baby
9. Everything Borrowed
10. Huge Laughs
11. You
12. Losing the Game
13. More Bad News

HOMETOWN: Los Angeles, CA 

PRODUCT BLURB: 
Jerry Paper is the creative persona of Los Angeles-based 
multi-instrumentalist, songwriter and producer Lucas 
Nathan. Like A Baby is his first album for Stones Throw. 
Nathan cites a vast pool of influences on his music, from 
fellow pop outliers Prefab Sprout, Todd Rundgren and 
Steely Dan — “a deep source of inspiration for me” — to 
classic R&B, Stereolab, avant-garde Brazilian artists, and 
Japanese electronica. Inspired by a move from NYC back 
to Nathan’s hometown of LA, Like A Baby explores 
existential themes tied to “the endless human cycle of 
desire and satisfaction.”

MARKETING
- Focus Tracks: “Your Cocoon” “Grey Area” “My God” 
- 3 total MVs: “Your Cocoon” “Grey Area” “My God” 
-  Jerry Paper T-shirts will come with free 8x10  
-  7-inch of “Your Cocoon” for sale later this year 

KEY PERFORMANCES
- 20 date North America Stones Throw Tour 
- Festival performance at Stones Throw Fest 2018 
- Release Show at El Rey Theater Los Angeles in 

December
- Filmed “Dungeon Session” for Stones Throw 

PRESS HIGHLIGHTS FOR “YOUR COCCOON” 
- “Your Cocoon" is an invitation into a warped world of 

psychedelic slacker sounds, creating both a contagious 
and completely chaotic soundscape. — Line of Best Fit 

- Unlike the titular cocoon that will eventually fall away and 
reveal itself to be something else, Paper has morphed the 
instruments into something else that wraps and covers the 
original sounds.— The Deli NYC
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  Box 7154, Olympia
Washington 98507

Calvin Johnson 
A Wonderful Beast
1. Kiss Me Sweetly  (3:20)
2. A Wonderful Beast (4:11)
3. Like You Do  (3:06)
4. Wherefore Art Thou  (3:49)
5. Are We Ready (2:49)
6. Bubbles, Clouds and Rainbows  (3:51)
7. Blues Come Runnin'  (3:00)
8. Why You Crying  (2:52)
9. Another Teardrop Falls  (3:38)
10. When the Weekend Comes Around  (3:56)
11. (I've Still Got) Sand in My Shoes  (4:13)

Release Date: October 12, 2018
Genre: rock’n’roll

   The new Calvin Johnson album A Wonderful Beast [KLP269] is an experiment in sound. Calvin entered the

 

Audio Eagle Studio in Nashville, TN. using the premise “Rock’n’roll Will Never Die” as a starting point. 
Working closely with Producer Patrick Carney and Chief Engineer Marc Whitmore, the team tested the 
resiliency of such time honored materials as the electric guitar, modular synthesizer and trap drum kit, 
combining them in various ratios with musical elements like chords A, C and Dm. The results are the 
Frankenstein’s monster of an album, A Wonderful Beast.
   Following in the tradition of such Brill Building songwriting teams as Leiber-Stoller, Greenwich-Barry and

 

Goffin-King, all the songs on A Wonderful Beast are a collaboration between Calvin Johnson and Patrick 
Carney. Carney, best known for his work as a member of the Akron, OH powerhouse The Black Keys, 
established Audio Eagle to further exactly this type of rock’n’roll workshopping, allowing the music and 
songwriting of NOW to rocket launch into the FUTURE.
   Calvin first met Patrick in 2005 while touring the United States following the release of his second solo album
Before the Dream Faded… [KLP170]. The two kept in touch over the years. Patrick suggesting some sort of 
collaboration; they got together with only the belief that music can ooze from the savage breast, and A 
Wonderful Beast emerged from the primal dross.
   An important element of the sound success of A Wonderful Beast is the contribution of chanteuse Michelle 
Branch, who provides back-up harmony vocals on three songs. Ms. Branch, who score many hits in the earl

 

double-0 decade as a solo artist and as a member of the Wreckers, lives next door to Audio Eagle. Intrigued by 
the sounds ratcheting forth from the lonesome shack that houses the studio, she walked over to see for herself

 

what all the hubbub was about. Before long she was singing like a bird, in three part harmony (Thanks, 
Michelle!).
   A rock’n’roll combo is being formed around Calvin Johnson to tour the world behind A Wonderful Beast. 
Like that monster of Dr. Frankenstein’s, this rock’n’roll will never die. LP, and CD UPC below:
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TRACK TITLES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Tennessee Girl
Are You Lonely For Me Baby?
Can I Get a Witness?
Golden Wings
Let Me Love You Baby
Hope She’ll Be Happier
Snap Your Fingers
Breathless
Miss Somebody
When Mavis Sings
Movin’ Me
I’ll Come Running Back To You

“Mike Farris has enough heart, soul, and power to light up a city. He mixes up the 
elements and turns them into something new, beautiful, and uniquely his own.”
—BUDDY MILLER

STREET DATE

LABEL

FILE UNDER

PACKAGING

UPC

PACKAGING

LIST PRICE

UPC

COMPASS RECORDS GROUP

Mike Farris
SILVER & STONE

September 7, 2018
Compass Records

2-LP (180 Gram)
Sleeve

766397471914

CD
Wallet
Standard Full Price
766397471822

OVERVIEW
It’s in the quiet moments sprinkled deftly throughout his new album, SILVER 
& STONE, that Mike Farris reveals a previously hidden side of his singular 
instrument. His voice, widely known for its power and range, becomes a vessel 
for something more subtle but infinitely more rare and challenging to capture—
the pure, authentic nature of returning to your roots. Musically, the album delves 
deep into Farris’ background with a wide range of influences, drawing as much 
from Stevie Wonder and Bill Withers as from Bon Scott and Steve Marriott. Farris’ 
larger-than-life vocals, straight out of the South, sharpened in the clubs of New 
York City, honed over a lifetime of collaboration and stage time with the likes of 
Patty Griffin, Patti Austin, Double Trouble, and his own Roseland Rhythm Revue, 
deliver not only the funky danceable blues-rock that draws audiences to his live 
shows but also a deeper insight into Farris’ hard-earned understanding of the 
complexities of the human condition. 

On SILVER & STONE, Farris returns to his rock, soul and even country roots, 
making a break from the roots gospel he has been recognized for.  (Farris’ previous 
album SHINE FOR ALL THE PEOPLE won a GRAMMY for Best Roots Gospel 
Record in 2015.) Though there are definite spiritual tones, the new album is more 
a celebration of the people who most intimately surround him. SILVER & STONE 
shows several different sides to Farris’ prodigious talent. On “Fingers Snaps” and 
“Are you Lonely For Me,” he shows his sense of fun and whimsy, while on Bill 
Withers’ “Hope She’ll Be Happier” he digs deep and delivers a performance rich 
in emotion and passion.  On “Golden Wings,” one of several Farris originals on the 
album and the lead single, he explores the universal challenge of overcoming life’s 
obstacles and reaching beyond ourselves to find a place of compassion even in the 
midst of difficult circumstances. The album was produced by Compass Records 
co-founder Garry West and supported by a cast of top-flight musicians from across 
the Americana and soul spectrums including legendary drummer and ‘Memphis 
Boy’, Gene Chrisman, B3 master Reese Wynans (Double Trouble) and guitarists 
Doug Lancio (Patty Griffin, John Hiatt) and Joe Bonamassa. 

VINYL EDITION TRACK TITLES
Side A
1.
2.
3.
4.
Side B
1.
2.
3.
4.
Side C
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tennessee Girl
Are You Lonely For Me Baby?
Can I Get a Witness?
Golden Wings

Let Me Love You Baby
Hope She’ll Be Happier  
Snap Your Fingers
Breathless

Miss Somebody
When Mavis Sings
Movin’ Me
I’ll Come Running Back To You
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DEN- MATE  
Locke [Babe City Records] 

CD 
 

Next to the icy lo-fi electronics of last year's Entropii, Den-Mate's debut full length Loceke sounds lush 

and full, bringing' w-trademark Den-Mate layering techniques into technicolor. The record's varied 
instrumentation most of which was performed by Hale and choice sample use keep the record exciting 

and alive, with Hale's distinct vocal affectation and unmistakable production flourishes keeping the sound 
and feel consistent throughout. Borrowing and expanding on concepts from like-minded songwriters and 

producers including Bjork, Kim Gordon and Mica Levi, Hale is poised to make a mark of her own through 
Den-Mate. 

 

KAT GARDINER 
Little Wonder [father/daughter Records] 

Book 
 

Asymmetric and misremembered, Kat Gardiner fictionalizes the experience of opening and closing an all-

ages music venue and café with her husband in the small Pacific Northwest town of Anacortes, 
Washington in 2008. An adult coming-of-age story told in fragments, Little Wonder explores the 

bittersweet love affair that takes place between despair and hope whenever you try with all your heart to 
do something you believe in, and fail. 

 
MARTIN HAYES QUARTET 

The Blue Room [251 Records] 

CD 
 

December, 2016: Martin Hayes and his collaborators gather in Bantry House, an historic 18 th century 
house on the edge of Bantry Bay, West Cork. The four sit in a circle in the Library with fires blazing at 

both ends of the room. In the recording process they play each traditional piece a number of times and 

each time something different emerges. Martin Hayes (fiddle) is arguably Irelands most influential 
traditional musician known for his soulful and minimal approach to the music. Dennis Cahill (guitars) is 

Hayes longtime duo collaborator. Doug Wieselman (bass clarinet) is composer, arranger and musician 
from New York best known for his work with Anthony &amp; The Johnsons, Wayne Horwitz and Laurie 

Anderson. New Yorker Liz Knowles (hardanger damore) plays with the finesse of Irish fiddle music 

combined with the tonal richness of the classical violin. The Blue Room is a recording of those sessions. 
Each piece played a number of times and recorded live in the room The Blue Room is Martin Hayes first 

new project since the massively successful, The Gloaming. With that project securing two Number One 
albums in Ireland, a Choice Music Prize and selling out a seven-night run at the National Concert Hall last 

year, Hayes now another new step. Intimate in feel and panoramic in scope, The Blue Room is traditional 
music one might expect to know but is a sublime surprise. 

 

 
MUELLER-ROEDELIUS 

Imagori II [Groenland Records] 
CD / LP 

 

This album is a continuation of Hans-Joachim Roedelius (Cluster, Harmonia) and Christoph H. Muellers 
collaborative efforts. The pair released their debut album IMAGORI on Groenland Records in 2015. It 

didnt have such a driving sound, which goes to show how Roedelius, who is now 83 years old, is picking 
up the pace as he ages. In Christoph M. Mueller, who gained fame through groups like Gotan Project, he 

has found the perfect partner, one whose musicality is in no way inferior to Roedelius and who, in fact, 
complements his musical talents. 

 



 
PEEL DREAM MAGAZINE 

Modern Meta Physic [Slumberland Records] 
CD / LP  

 

Peel Dream Magazine is the nom de plume of New York City-based musician Joe Stevens. A nod to BBC 
Radio 1 legend John Peel, arbiter of all things underground, Peel Dream Magazine is highly evocative of a 

certain strain of independent music. Stevens harkens back to the early 1990s, when The Velvet 
Underground resurged as an inspiration to a new set of bands wielding synthesizers, off-set guitars, and 

a political bent. The Peel Dream experience is defined by a gentle, fuzzy psychedelia it's a hypnotic bit of 
mod-ish lo-fi pop, recalling the best of early Stereolab, Lilys, and other shaggy haired kids with vintage 

fuzz pedals, slim trousers, and good record collections. Written and recorded over a four-week period in 

the fall of 2017, Peel Dream Magazine's debut album "Modern Meta Physic" fixates on the New Age 
universe of the Catskills region of New York. Stevens deals in esoteric bohemian fare Far East philosophy, 

Native American tradition, mid-century modern cool as he appraises the world according to privileged 
urban expats who increasingly call the upstate paradise home. Leading off the album, "Qi Velocity" is a 

metronomic take on French pop that yields to a lush chorus reminiscent of Belle and Sebastian. 

Deetjen's," named after the much-loved bed & breakfast in Big Sur, would fit snugly on Unrest's best 
Teen Beat material. "Due to Advances in Modern Tourism" displays a soft take on Neu!, while the organ 

that enters could be a sly wink to Steve Reich's "Four Organs. There is an economy to these tracks 
everything is distilled down to it's essential elements, no gestures are wasted, no superfluous 

ornamentation taking up space. While Stevens is more than happy to show his influences on his sleeve 
mind you, they're great influences it's clear Peel Dream Magazine isn't just a sound." The guy can write 

songs. Where he goes next is anybody's guess. 

 
LEE SCRATCH PERRY 

Mystic Warrior [Awiwa Sounds] 
CD / LP 

 

Lee Perry & Mad Professor produced LP/ Scratch at his best / Genuine Perry! Another classic session by 
the Mad Professor and the Mighty Lee Scratch Perry. Originally recorded and released in 1989 this clash 

of the titans sees Lee mashing up a fusion of Dub Roots styles with the Mad Professor at the controls. A 
heady mix featuring Black Steel, Preacher, The Robotiks and backing vocals by the Upsetters. Long out of 

print but now after almost 30 years here it is again. Album features The Robotiks, Black Steel and 

Preacher. 
 

LEE SCRATCH PERRY 
Mystic Warrior Dub [Awiwa Sounds] 

CD / LP 
 

Lee Perry & Mad Professor produced LP/ Scratch at his best / Genuine Perry! Another classic session by 

the Mad Professor and the Mighty Lee Scratch Perry. Originally recorded and released in 1989 this clash 
of the titans sees Lee mashing up a fusion of Dub Roots styles with the Mad Professor at the controls. A 

heady mix featuring Black Steel, Preacher, The Robotiks and backing vocals by the Upsetters. Long out of 
print but now after almost 30 years here it is again. Album features The Robotiks, Black Steel and 

Preacher. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



TANGENT 
Approaching Complexity  [n5MD] 

CD / LP 
 

Approaching Complexity is the fourth album from Netherlands based ambient-beats duo Tangent. This 

follow-up to 2016s Collapsing Horizons finds the duo expanding their sound by adding reoccurring 
expressive piano themes to their composite of skyward ambience and unfolding beat formations. The 

album is said by the duo of Ralph van Reijendam and Robbert Kok to be about the transition from basic 
forms to complex structures which are often seen in nature during the transitioning of seasons. They add 

that Life awakens from hibernation and evolves from being introverted to becoming extroverted, even 
building upon the remnants of previous cycles and evolving into new realms. Approaching Complexity for 

Tangent is all about their evolution as progression has been a clearly defined constant in their output as a 

whole. Each work effortlessly transitioning unto its predecessor. 
 

TTNG 
Animals Acoustic [Sargent House] 

CD /LP  

 
TTNG's Animals Acoustic isn't a simple rebuild that one would normally expect to hear when anticipating 

an acoustic album. Like the referenced album's cover, there are multiple color palettes present to create 
an overall picture that feels less two dimensional and more of a colorful celebration of the layers of music 

within. Animals Acoustic features musical contributions from the TTNG's friends and contemporaries. Nate 
Kinsella (Birthmark, American Football, Make Believe) recorded string arrangements found throughout the 

new release. The Kraken Quartet are featured on some of the band's fan favorites: 'Chinchilla' 'Baboon' 

and 'Gibbon'. Yvette Young of Covet turns 'Crocodile'• into a delicate piano ballad. The Mivos Quartet, 
Vicky Tremain and Andy Hume contribute even more depth to an album of reassembled songs. 

 
VARIOUS ARTISTS 

Queens of Awiwa Part 1 [Awiwa Sounds] 

CD / LP 
 

Mad Professor produced LP and CD/ Part 1 of a series / Features Aisha the First Lady of Dub. Another 
classic selection from the Mad Professor. A Various Artists compilation featuring the Queens Of ARIWA. 

Smooth Lovers Rock meets Reggae head on as the ladies on ARIWA deliver stunning vocal performances. 

Features Carroll Thompson, Aisha, Jah 9 and Jayzik. Mad Professor and ARIWA Records have been 
producing music and releasing CDs and Vinyl for nearly 30 years with acatalogue of a good few hundred 

titles. 
 

ADVENTURE VIOLENCE 
Adventure Violence [Imaginator / Clandestine] 

CD 

 
Adventure Violence is the self-titled debut from lo-fi noise pop masters, John Winston Connell and David 

Rogers-Berry. The album mixes shoegaze textures with post-punk urgency to deliver personal messages 
filtered through war-torn apocalyptic imagery. 

 

 

 

 

 



KINSKI 
Accustomed to Your Face [Kill Rock Stars] 

CD / LP 
 

As they near their 20th year as a band, Kinski show no signs of slowing down. They continue to push 

forward, seeking out new ways to blow your mind. Their new record, Accustomed to Your Face, sounds 
as free and daring as their early forays, but with the luster of confidence that comes with two decades of 

playing together. Over the years, critics have tried to pin Kinski down to certain genres (the Psych-Rock-
Post-Rock-Metal patchwork flag has been planted) but Kinski defy easy categorization, fluctuating 

between fast, driving rawk, and sweet, lilting melodies, they will melt your brain with their supersonic 
shredding, but they will give you a hug before you go home. 

 

DANIEL BRANDT 
Channels [Erased Tapes] 

CD / LP / LP clear vinyl (INDIE ONLY) 
 

Daniel Brandt, co-founder of acclaimed German ensemble Brandt Brauer Frick, is set to release his 

second solo album for London imprint Erased Tapes on October 12th. Titled Channels, the new record 
follows the release of the London and Berlin based producers solo debut Eternal Something from 2017. 

The seven-track LP is Brandts biggest statement yet, with the albums thrilling avant-garde framework 
interweaving chord-driven techno, orchestral flourishes, rich electronic textures and hints of dark 

cinematic pop. Following on from Eternal Something, which captured a contemplative kind of 
isolationism, with Channels Brandt set out to create an album that captures the essence of minimalism 

whilst lending it to a more playful context. After performing and recording Steve Reichs Six Pianos in a 

group of six, Brandt began regularly composing long meditations on the piano, something that permeates 
the sound of the new record. Its frenetic energy and shape-shifting identity was also born out of touring 

with his new band Eternal Something comprised of Brandt on piano, drums and synthesisers, Pascal 
Bideau on guitar and bass, plus Florian Juncker on trombone and a desire to translate both the sound 

and spiritual unity of their live shows in which musicians locked together to create an intriguing meld of 

expansive works. 
 

BUTCHER BROWN 
Camden Session [Gearbox Records] 

CD / LP 

 
A brand new direct-to-disc album, available October 12 on Vinyl, CD, Digital. Recorded at Mark Ronsons 

Zelig Studios and cut live to disc at Gearbox Records in London using their legendary all-analogue signal 
path. The band settles into nuanced grooves with an innate respect for the past, a reverence for the 

Headhunters, Stevie Wonder, the Meters and the voodoo of the tape machine. Huffington Post Masters of 
full-on, soul-kissed, garage punk-funk and jazz grooves progressive rappers should be queuing out the 

door for their blessing. Mojo magazine Shows The band will be supporting Kamasi Washingtons Heaven 

and Earth Tour this fall in the US. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



COLLISTER, CHRISTINE 
Blue Aconite / The Dark Gift of Time [Fledg'ling Records] 

CDx2 
 

Christine Collister's first solo studio album - Blue Aconite - was recorded in 1996 and features an 

extraordinary selection of songs interpreted by British folk-rock's first lady of soul. Songs from Anna 
McGarrigle, Lal Waterson, Gillian Welch, Richard Thompson and Christine Collister. 1998's The Dark Gift 

Of Time is a truly remarkable album, extending the template with songs from Elvis Costello, Bruce 
Cockburn, Tom Waits, Robert Wyatt and Nick Drake. Guest musicians include Richard Thompson, John 

Surman, Danny Thompson, Jacqui McShee and B J Cole. This is the wonderful early albums from 
Christine Collister united in a splendid 2CD set. 

 

DANNY BYRD 
Atomic Funk [Hospital Records] 

CD / LPx2+CD 
 

Drum & bass pioneer and Hospital Records crown jewel Danny Byrd is back! Hes set 2018 ablaze with 

monolith anthems Devils Drop, Salute ft MC GQ and Hold Up The Crown ft Ky Lenz, now he proudly 
presents his first album in five years, Atomic Funk. A 15-track funk-fuelled compendium of rolling 

dancefloor-fillers that tributes to the jungle foundation molding his early discography. Collaborations with 
the likes of I-Kay, Maduk, Ownglow, Times x Two and MC GQ, fuse with powerful doses of Dannys hip-

hop and R&B infused 174BPM productions. Atomic Funk is undoubtedly Mr. Byrds finest work to date and 
includes one of the biggest future D+B anthems Holy Star thats brought to life with vocal delights from 

MC Foxy Just A Step Away (ft. Ownglow) has become a silver bullet for the Byrd, taking a spotlight in his 

DJ sets as his finishing move. With its gorgeous vocals, volatile rave synths and humming sub-bass, its 
not hard to see why. However, thats far from the only weapon in this legends locker. Roll The Drums is a 

certified sub shaker bringing a fierce bassline and thundering percussion, plus theres raw jungle madness 
with In The Meantime (ft. Hannah Symons). With fifteen incredible tracks from Hospital Records longest 

standing signing, Atomic Funk is Danny Byrd at his best. Crafted for the dancefloor and feel-good from 

start to finish, a must-have for any true Hospital fan. 
 

 
HOLGER CZUKAY 

Moving Pictures [Groenland Records] 

CD 
 

Upon examining the eventful life of Can bassist Holger Czukay, one might come to the conclusion that 
this intrepid musician was a loner. His turbulent career exuded an enduring eccentricity governed by a 

boundless free spirit. Yet Czukay, who passed away unexpectedly last year at the age of 79, constantly 
emphasized that his creativity was always contingent upon a musical partner, whether that was a skin-

and-bones counterpart or an anonymous manifestation that interacted with him through radio waves or, 

as happened later, the internet. Nonetheless, most of his partners were of flesh and blood. His oeuvre, 
which is in itself cinematic in nature, boasts a cast worthy of a Martin Scorsese film. Only the most 

interesting character actors were cast: Brian Eno, Phew, Rolf Dammers, David Sylvian, Annie Lennox, Jah 
Wobble, his Can bandmates The list could go on and on. Many of these masterpieces are now out of 

print, so Groenland Records, which already released the highly acclaimed retrospective CINEMA to mark 

the occasion of Holger's 80th birthday at the beginning of the year, has taken it upon itself to release 
reissues of Holger's music in order to make it accessible once again. 

 
 

 
 

 



HOLGER CZUKAY 
Der Osten Ist Rot [Groenland Records] 

CD / LP 
 

Upon examining the eventful life of Can bassist Holger Czukay, one might come to the conclusion that 

this intrepid musician was a loner. His turbulent career exuded an enduring eccentricity governed by a 
boundless free spirit. Yet Czukay, who passed away unexpectedly last year at the age of 79, constantly 

emphasized that his creativity was always contingent upon a musical partner, whether that was a skin-
and-bones counterpart or an anonymous manifestation that interacted with him through radio waves or, 

as happened later, the internet. Nonetheless, most of his partners were of flesh and blood. His oeuvre, 
which is in itself cinematic in nature, boasts a cast worthy of a Martin Scorsese film. Only the most 

interesting character actors were cast: Brian Eno, Phew, Rolf Dammers, David Sylvian, Annie Lennox, Jah 

Wobble, his Can bandmates The list could go on and on. Many of these masterpieces are now out of 
print, so Groenland Records, which already released the highly acclaimed retrospective CINEMA to mark 

the occasion of Holger's 80th birthday at the beginning of the year, has taken it upon itself to release 
reissues of Holger's music in order to make it accessible once again. 

 

HOLGER CZUKAY 
Rome Remains Rome [Groenland Records] 

CD / LP 

Upon examining the eventful life of Can bassist Holger Czukay, one might come to the conclusion that 
this intrepid musician was a loner. His turbulent career exuded an enduring eccentricity governed by a 

boundless free spirit. Yet Czukay, who passed away unexpectedly last year at the age of 79, constantly 
emphasized that his creativity was always contingent upon a musical partner, whether that was a skin-

and-bones counterpart or an anonymous manifestation that interacted with him through radio waves or, 

as happened later, the internet. Nonetheless, most of his partners were of flesh and blood. His oeuvre, 
which is in itself cinematic in nature, boasts a cast worthy of a Martin Scorsese film. Only the most 

interesting character actors were cast: Brian Eno, Phew, Rolf Dammers, David Sylvian, Annie Lennox, Jah 
Wobble, his Can bandmates The list could go on and on. Many of these masterpieces are now out of 

print, so Groenland Records, which already released the highly acclaimed retrospective CINEMA to mark 

the occasion of Holger's 80th birthday at the beginning of the year, has taken it upon itself to release 
reissues of Holger's music in order to make it accessible once again. 

 
HOLGER CZUKAY 

Radio Waves Surfer [Groenland Records] 

CD / LP 
 

Upon examining the eventful life of Can bassist Holger Czukay, one might come to the conclusion that 
this intrepid musician was a loner. His turbulent career exuded an enduring eccentricity governed by a 

boundless free spirit. Yet Czukay, who passed away unexpectedly last year at the age of 79, constantly 
emphasized that his creativity was always contingent upon a musical partner, whether that was a skin-

and-bones counterpart or an anonymous manifestation that interacted with him through radio waves or, 

as happened later, the internet. Nonetheless, most of his partners were of flesh and blood. His oeuvre, 
which is in itself cinematic in nature, boasts a cast worthy of a Martin Scorsese film. Only the most 

interesting character actors were cast: Brian Eno, Phew, Rolf Dammers, David Sylvian, Annie Lennox, Jah 
Wobble, his Can bandmates The list could go on and on. Many of these masterpieces are now out of 

print, so Groenland Records, which already released the highly acclaimed retrospective CINEMA to mark 

the occasion of Holger's 80th birthday at the beginning of the year, has taken it upon itself to release 
reissues of Holger's music in order to make it accessible once again. 

 
 

 



HALEY 
Pleasureland [Memphis Industries] 

CD / LP WHITE / LP INDIE ONLY WHITE AND RED 
 

Pleasureland is the newest work from Canadian-born artist Haley McCallum, known professionally as 

Haley Bonar for the past 15 years. In 2017, she changed her surname to reflect her maternal family 
name, now performing under the name HALEY. Stark, minimalist, and melodically entrancing, 

Pleasureland stands in a class entirely of it's own, forging new but not unfamiliar ground for the 
Minnesota-based artist HALEY. Harkening back to her 2011 release Golder, which featured two 

instrumental tracks, McCallum has taken the instrumental concept a few steps further in a bold musical 
statement which features no vocals. 

 

LES BIG BYRD 
Iran Iraq IKEA [PNKSLM] 

CD / LP / LP [INDIE ONLY] 
 

Swedish psych quartet Les Big Byrd (featuring members of Caesars, Fireside, Teddybears, Viagra Boys 

etc) return with their second album, titled Iran Iraq IKEA, on October 12. The follow-up to 2014s 
acclaimed debut LP They Worshipped Cats (A Recordings), it follows the two sold-out Two Man Gang and 

A Little More Numb 7s, finding a middle ground between their pop sensibilties and kraut-y space rock. 
Following the release of They Worshipped Cats the band toured around the UK and Europe with The 

Brian Jonestown Massacre and GOAT, as well as a slot at Austin Psych Fest, earning a reputation as one 
of the finest live acts around, before seting off to record the long-awaited follow-up. Iran Iraq IKEA is 

available in a limited edition indie exclusive pressing on white vinyl, limited to 350 copies worldwide, 

alongside standard black vinyl and digipak CD. 
 

BOB MARGOLIN 
Bob Margolin [Vizz Tone] 

CD 

 
BOB MARGOLIN's self-titled album reveals the latest from the 2017 Blues Music Award winner for Best 

Male Traditional Blues Artist. Six new original songs are his Blues for todays world. He also interprets nine 
songs he learned back in the day from his legendary friends Muddy Waters, The Band, Johnny Winter, 

Jimmy Rogers, Snooky Pryor, Pinetop Perkins and James Cotton. His new versions of their songs are from 

experience with them, more than just covering songs he likes. Feeling their spirits around him, Bob 
played and sang every note, produced, recorded and mixed this album. Bob explains: My album is self-

titled because this album and I are my blessings, my challenges, my history and my future. I want to 
share them in harmony with you. Were still steady rollin. 

 
 

MARK EDGAR STUART 

Mad At Love [Madjack Records] 
CD 

 
Mark Edgar Stuart returns with his 3rd full length release on MADJACK Records, enlisting production and 

engineering support from Bruce Watson (Fat Possum, RL Burnside, Jimbo Mathus) and Grammy- 

nominated engineer Scott Bomar (The City Champs, The Bo-Keys, Jay Reatard, Hustle & Flow, Al Green) 
These recordings were captured all in Memphis, TN at Electraphonic Studio and Delta Sonic. Special 

guests include Amy Lavere, Al Gamble (St. Paul & Broken Bones), Liz Brasher, Will Sexton, Jana Misener 
Susan Marshall, Paul Taylor, George Sluppick and Kait Lawson. 

 
 

 



PREACHERMAN 
Universal Philosophy: Preacherman Plays T.J. Hustlers Greatest Hits [Luaka Bop] 

CD / LP 
 

Tim Jones, also known as Preacherman, recorded under Midi Man, Ironing Board Band and T.J. Hustler. 

He made one very rare LP (recently reissued), and two even rarer CD's. These tracks are from the CD's. 
He was a salesman for IBM in Las Vegas, where he sold Selectric Typewriters and then word processors 

during the day and at night he world perform in the Las Vegas lounges. He was somewhat of an engineer 
and adapted a Hammond B3 organ to play a moog synth with some of the organ keys, (some still played 

the organ), and he adapted the organ's foot controlled bass levers to play two Moog synth bass pedals (a 
failed item Moog made for a few years.) Thinking he wasn't much of a live performer he had a wooden 

puppet made that he named T.J Hustler, and together with the puppet, he would engage in long 

philosophical soliloquies. If you meet Tim, he is not someone who stops talking. In fact he even created a 
little book called Universal Philosophy. He has a lot to say about everything. Currently he lives with his 

103 year old mother in Oakland. There he infrequently plays shows on his Casio where he fashions 
himself a live Karaoke performer, who comes complete with 5 wireless mics and P.A. and a list of about a 

100 songs he can play, (all of which sound remarkably similar.) His invented organ contraption and 

puppet are in storage in Las Vegas, and unfortunately he seems intensely uninterested in getting them 
out, as "The kids these days want to hear the sounds the Casio makes." 

 
VARIOUS ARTISTS 

New West Records 20th Anniversary [New West Records] 
CDx3 Boxset / LPx6 Boxset 

 

New West Records is celebrating 20 years of high quality releases from some of the world's foremost 
artists. In commemoration of our 20th year we are releasing a box set collection featuring 3 stand-alone 

compilations. The Road Less Traveled is a historic overview of rarities chosen by George Fontaine, Sr. 
Friends features tracks chosen by fans of the label, and Family highlights favorite tracks chosen by New 

West recording artists past and present. The LP box set includes a 40-page book (CD book is 76-pages 

with perfect bound spine) complete with liner notes and essays from New West contemporaries and 
historic and many never before seen photographs. This box set is an all inclusive aural history and a 

foundational guide for the future. Dig in and come celebrate 20 years of New West Records. 
 

LAURA VEIRS 

Troubled By The Fire [Raven Marching Band] 
CD 

 
"If Gillian Welch floats your boat, chances are Laura Veirs will, too, though her take on homespun 

Appalachia is tempered by modernist tendencies. Anyone familiar with 1999's eponymous guitar-and-
voice-only debut will be taken aback here, ditching much of its thorny agit-folk for dreamily intoxicating 

balladry, sawing strings and near-perfect vocal phrasing. Opener "Lost At Seaflower Cove" and "Tiger 

Tattoos" are flawless backwoods country pickers, while Danny Barnes duets on the folksy "Ballad Of John 
Vogelin" and jazz legend/sometime Jeff Buckley collaborator Bill Frisell provides classy fretwork. 

Scintillating stuff." - Uncut 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



LAURA VEIRS 
CARBON GLACIER 

CD 
 

On her Nonesuch debut Carbon Glacier, Veirs reimagines folk music in a bravely boundary-crossing way, 

employing the genre as a jumping-off point to create an intimate, affecting sound entirely her own. The 
Independent described it as a benchmark by which future Americana releases will be judged. Uncut 

simply declared Carbon Glacier Veirs first masterpiece. Veirs songs are steeped in natural imagery, 
blending influences ranging from folk to blues to punk. A Seattle (now Portland) resident by way of 

Colorado, Veirs background in geology and kinship with the rugged landscape she grew up in meld 
together with her punk and country blues roots to form an unusual musical outlook. 

 

LAURA VEIRS  
Saltbreakers 

CD / LP [Indie Only] 
 

With organic imagery and a sense of open-eyed, open-hearted wonder, Veirs songs seem to hover 

between the sea and the stars taking inspiration from each. Though To the Country is the undisputed 
highlight here, featuring a luminous call-and-response with the Cedar Hill Choir and guest guitar from Bill 

Frisell, Veirs extends her range from the soul groove of the title track to the propulsive rock of Phantom 
Mountain. Produced by Tucker Martine (The Decemberists, Built To Spill), Saltbreakers is by turns 

haunting, playful, tender, and fierce, embracing everything from machine-driven beats to angelic gospel 
choirs to fuzzed-out guitars. 

 

HELEN WATSON  
Somersault / Doffing [Fledging Records] 

CD 
 

Helen Watson has one of the most distinctive and beguiling voices on the British roots music scene. 

These two classic albums, recorded for Fledg'ling Records in the late 1990s, are intriguing, magical 
collections of her jewel-like original songs and a gorgeous reading of songs by some of her favourite 

songwriters - including Junior Parker, Bruce Springsteen, Dan Penn & Spooner Oldham and John Hiatt. 
This is two of Helen Watson's finest albums united in a splendid new 2CD set. Helen Watsons Somersault 

from 1997 is an intriguing, magical collection of her jewel-like original songs and a gorgeous reading of 

the Dan Penn & Spooner Oldham classic Out Of Left Field. The album presents a previously unrecorded 
side of her music. Doffing, first released in 1999 saw one of Britain's most distinctive and acclaimed 

voices pay tribute to some of her favourite songs and songwriters. An extraordinary album, from an 
idiosyncratic reading of Junior Parker's Mystery Train, through the exuberant high jinx of the Maddox 

Brother's I Want To Live & Love to the deep soul of Paul Kelly's Personally and the beautiful acapella take 
on Springsteen's Ain't Got You. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



KIKAGAKU MOYO 
Masana Temple [Guruguru] 

CD / LP 

Kikagaku Moyo started in the summer of 2012 busking on the streets of Tokyo. Though the band started 

as a free music collective, it quickly evolved into a tight group of multi-instrumentalists. Kikagaku Moyo 
call their sound psychedelic because it encompasses a broad spectrum of influence. Their music 

incorporates elements of classical Indian music, Krautrock, Traditional Folk, and 70s Rock. Most 
importantly their music is about freedom of the mind and body and building a bridge between the 
supernatural and the present. Improvisation is a key element to their sound. 

The shifting dimensions of Masana Temples, fourth album from psychedelic explorers Kikagaku Moyo,are 

informed by various experiences the band had with traveling through life together, ranging from the 
months spent on tour to making a pilgrimage to Lisbon to record the album with jazz musician Bruno 

Pernadas. The band sought out Pernadas both out of admiration for his music and in an intentional move 

to work with a producer who came from a wildly different background. With Masana Temples, the band 
wanted to challenge their own concepts of what psychedelic music could be. Elements of both the 

attentive folk and wild-eyed rocking sides of the band are still intact throughout, but they’re sharper and 
more defined. 

More than the literal interpretation of being on a journey, the album’s always changing sonic panorama 
reflects the spiritual connection of the band moving through this all together. Life for a traveling band is a 

series of constant metamorphoses, with languages, cultures, climates and vibes changing with each new 
town. The only constant for Kikagaku Moyo throughout their travels were the five band members always 

together moving through it all, but each of them taking everything in from very different perspectives. 
Inspecting the harmonies and disparities between these perspectives, the group reflects the emotional 

impact of their nomadic paths. The music is the product of time spent in motion and all of the bending 
mindsets that come with it. 

ERNA ROT 
Angst & Weltschmerz [ACT] 

CD  

 
Erna Rot's songs to German texts channel not just jazz but also pop, chanson, bluegrass and swing. And 

what's different about them is that they don't lull the listener, they positively bounce into the ear and stay 
fixed in the mind. 

 

YOUN SUN NAH 
Youn Sun Nah Essentials Boxset [ACT] 

CDx3 
 

With her universal yet individual style Youn Sun Nah gives traditional vocal jazz a new flavour, while 

unconventionally and effortlessly exploring new exciting spaces. It is the precision of her intonation and 
phrasing, great timing and crystal voice that enable her to turn minimalistic forms into powerful 

emotions, pure elegance and magic. “A miracle“, “enchanting” “a world-class singer” – just some of the 
overwhelmingly positive responses from the international press about the Korean singer who is one of the 

most outstanding representatives of vocal jazz today. 
 

The Essentials Boxset is a CDx3 set which includes: She Moves On, Lento and Same Girl 
 
 
 
 



E.S.T. 
E.S.T. Essentials Boxset [ACT] 

CDx3 
 

How to sum up the legacy of e.s.t. in words? As a jazz band, they created some of the most popular, 

enduring, forward-thinking and simply enjoyable music the genre has seen for many years. Over the 
course of a dozen albums released through ACT, both studio and live sessions, Esbjorn Svensson, Dan 

Berglund and Magnus Öström captured the hearts and minds of jazz fans with their innovative and 
imaginative approach to the classic piano trio setting. The first ever European band to feature on the 

front cover of US jazz bible Downbeat, they were undoubtedly one of the most popular groups to have 
come out of the genre. And yet they were so much more than just a ‘jazz’ band – their music confounded 

the expectations of audiences who thought they knew what jazz sounded like, blew away preconceptions 

about where the boundaries between genres lie, and introduced countless non-jazz listeners around the 
world to the idea that instrumental, improvised music could be as intelligent, interesting, satisfying and 

accessible as more traditionally popular styles. Their tunes could encompass the energy and hypnotic 
thrall of dance music, the drive and riotous power of rock, or the meditative solemnity of quiet chill-out 

electronica. Esbjorn’s tragic death in June 2008, at the age of just 44, shocked the music world. Jazz had 

lost an ally, an ambassador and a friend, but greater still was the loss to music as a whole. Unwilling to 
squeeze themselves into a particular box or niche, e.s.t.’s was a universal sound that had something any 

listener could connect with, regardless of where they’d come to it from. 
 

The Essentials Boxset is a CDx3 set which includes: Viaticum, Strange Place For Snow, and From 
Gagarin’s Point Of View 

 

 
RAINER BÖHM 

Hydor [ACT] 
CD 

 

“ACT seems to be on a mission to introduce the world to Europe's rising new jazz-classical 
pianists,” the UK’s leading jazz critic John Fordham of the Guardian has noted. And jazz for piano has 

indeed always been part of ACT's DNA. The label’s roster includes pianists who have achieved 
international renown such as Joachim Kühn, Esbjörn Svensson and Michael Wollny; and more recently the 

Austrian David Helbock has started to be recognized as the major talent he clearly is. Siggi Loch started 

the dedicated album series “Piano Works” to present the finest in solo piano playing, and Rainer Böhm 
with his album “hýdōr” becomes the latest pianist to enter this pantheon. 

 



		

ANCIENT SHAPES SILENT RAVE 
LABEL: YOU’VE CHANGED RECORDS 
CATALOG: YC-034 
FORMAT: LP (with download) 
RELEASE DATE: OCTOBER 5, 2018 

Ancient Shapes is Daniel Romano. 
 
Daniel Romano, (writer, producer, performer, engineer, 
mixer, mastering engineer, artist) is best known for his 
prolific rock and roll, sometimes folk, sometimes country 
and western output. Reluctantly awarded and renowned, 
he’s been labeled a genius by some, and trash-boy by 
others. 
 
Ancient Shapes celebrate and shake with the 
supernatural under-dogs. 
 
Ancient Shapes sing abrasively as the bottom feeders, 
no-eyed from years of pitch darkness. 
 
“Silent Rave” is a collection of raw, lucid poems, exploring 
various crevasses of love, the natural world, and also 
more love. Daniel Romano shrieks with immediacy as he 
never has in his other endeavors, running through the 
bubble gum power pop landscape he creates for these 
recordings.  
 
Daniel Romano’s Ancient Shapes make music with an 
urgency that can only be described as punk. 
 

 

 

 
 

 LP with download - LP-YC-034 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 YOU’VE CHANGED RECORDS 

 
Daniel Romano links: 

Twitter: @TheDanielRomano 
FB: @danielromanomusic 

IG: @danielromano_official 
 

Label links: 
www.youvechangedrecords.com 

Twitter: @youvechangedrec 
Instagram: @youvechangedrecords 
Facebook: @youvechangedrecords	

ANCIENT SHAPES - SILENT RAVE 
 
A:  
Giant Comma // Another Century Of Ice 
// Mental Slavery (We Can’t Quit) // 
Wabash Wrecking Ball // Violence In 
The Mouth Of Age 
 
B: 
My Adidas (revisited) // Political Rain // 
Black Leather Jacket // The Girl Of 
God’s Lips // Blood Orange 
	



“Yolk In The Fur’s its evolution incremental, yet draws elastic textures out 
of John Ross’ songs with the small lessons from a year’s experience.”

— NPR (EXCLUSIVE TRACK PREMIERE)

“‘Lake Eerie’s’ guitar leads sparkle and fade rather than explode into fair-
ground fireworks, John Ross’ vocals never break a conversational volume, 

and the denial of release feels intentional and unnerving.” — PITCHFORK

“Wild Pink’s latest effort continues the burgeoning affinity for ’80s Ameri-
cana present on their last album, now with warm pedal steel and soaring, 

reflective synth lines.” — SPIN

 “I’m picking up major War On Drugs vibes on ‘Lake Eerie,’ what with the 
metronomic ’80s rock undercurrents and the euphoric swell of

beauty that appears near the end.” — STEREOGUM

F O R  FA N S  O F :
War On Drugs, Tom Petty

Red House Painters, Bon Iver
Yo La Tengo, The National

T O U R  D AT E S :  T I N Y E N G I N E S . N E T / T O U R S

U.S. Tour this Summer and Fall in support of 
Yolk In The Fur

With Yolk In The Fur, Wild Pink’s much-anticipated follow-up to its eponymous 
2017 debut full-length, the Brooklyn, NY three piece again takes its listeners 
to a place of sonic placidity. Frontman John Ross and his bandmates trade 
what sparing crunch they did use on the self-titled LP for lush, balmy synths 

that lift their sound upwards and out, rather than forward and down. Any traces of slow-
core and grunge are gone, replaced by the angelic airiness of Cocteau Twins and Red 
House Painters, but with the modern crispness of LAKE or Japanese Breakfast. Sporadic 
splashes of electronic drums and emphasized basslines add fascinating new dimensions 
to their already-diverse palette, but no instrument or tone ever feels shoehorned in. Each 
part is stitched seamlessly into the other, and the band’s aptitude for unexpected chan-
geups is only heightened with the ability to shift from artificial to natural instrumentation. 

To call this album a maturation for Wild Pink is to not only recycle a long-frayed 
cliche, but to neglect the musical and lyrical wiseness they already possessed on 
their debut. But if Ross really did quell an existential crisis during the making of 
Yolk In The Fur, and managed to finally scrub the gunk clean, the fresh coat that 

grew back took form as one of the purest, fleeciest, most lavish rock albums of 2018.

T R A C K  L I S T I N G

01. Burger Hill

02. Lake Erie

03. Yolk In The Fur

04. Civility At Gunpoint

05. Jewels Drossed In The Runoff

06. There Is A Ledger

07. The Seance On St. Augustine St.

08. John Mosby Hollow Drive

09. Love Is Better

10. All Some Frenchman’s Joke

W i l d  P i n k 
Yolk In  The Fur

F I L E  U N D E R:  Indie Rock / Americana

tinyengines.net               @tinyengines               facebook.com/tinyengines                tinyengines.bandcamp.com

P R E S S  Q U O T E S
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VINYL NON-RETURNABLE

Indi 
PRECIPICE 

‘indi’ is the moniker of contemporary musician and composer Indira Force, who origi-
nates from the rain forests of Titirangi, New Zealand and built her foundations of 
classical piano. Currently based in Berlin, indi writes using a combination of electron-
ic and classical instrumentation, with a signature sound that relies on intricate details 
and multi-layered structures. In early 2018, she signed with Japanese label 2670 
Records and her debut album Precipice is due for international release (including 
Europe and Japan) later this year. indi was accepted into the esteemed interna-
tional Red Bull Music Academy this year (Sept. 2018 Berlin), which is renowned for 
exposing the next generation of emerging musicians and producers to world-class 
artist lecturers including Bjork, Philip Glass, Suzanne Ciani and Brian Eno.  

Of late, she is a composer for screen and performance, as well as in the field of 
sonic arts. Most recently was the piece ‘Falling Glaciers’ exhibited in galleries in 
both Wellington and Melbourne (Australia) as part of the WFL compilation. One of 
her many ongoing projects of 2018 includes her collaboration with choreographer 
Natalie Clark for the singapore dance residency on a performance called ‘Transit’. 
The piece is based on the history and forms of constellations and will be performed 
by the prestigious T.H.E. contemporary dance company in Singapore. 

indi is also known for her collaborations: she collaborated with experimental violinist 
Anita Clark (aka Motte) to create the sonic art project New Dawn in 2017, which 
received praise within New Zealand music communities at the time. Most notably, 
however, was her position as co-writer in the Christchurch based trip-hop band 
Doprah [Arch Hill Recordings], which garnered huge international traction at the 
time and became a noteworthy group on Billboard’s ‘Next Big Sound’ list. She 
started with Doprah at only 19 in 2013 and they were nominated for two awards at 
VNZMA the following year. indi’s collaborations with music video makers Candlelit 
Pictures/Thunderlips have also been popular, including the single ‘Precipice’ which 
won Best Music Video at CLIPPED Festival in Sydney last year.  

‘..[Precipice is] a striking step for the burgeoning enigma, with alluring gothiness and 
heaps of otherworldly pop vibes (à la Björk) making this a debut you can’t stop hit-
ting repeat on’ ~ The Line of Best Fit (UK)

‘Indi’s music is distorted folk swathed in an eery atmosphere’ ~ Happy Mag (AU)

‘It’s boundary-breaking and beautiful… The effect [of Precipice] is  like flying over a 
canyon.’ Nick Bollinger, RNZ National (NZ)

GENRE: Electronic / Conetmpary Classical / Ambient / Alt Pop

1 .  Demeter
2 .  Cair  Parave l
3 .  Precip ice
4 .  A irpor ta l
5 .  Table lands
6 .  Woman
7 .  p i th
8 .  Canniba l s
9 .  Res t less  ( leve l s  of  s le ep ) 
10 .  A irpor ta l  [Paperghos t  REMIX]
11 .  Table lands  [Ins tant  Fantasy -  “ li s ten 
through headphones”  REMIX]
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BON DE PRÉCOMMANDE - REGGAE  - Sortie le 05.10.2018

MANUDIGITAL - BASS ATTACK
05.10.2018

REGGAE
MANUDIGITAL
BASS ATTACK

VINYLE 2LP GATEFOLD
M6809      

3700187668099

tournée 2018
Nomade Reggae Festival // Frangy (74) W/ Joseph Cotton & Deemas J
Weststadtcafe // Darmstadt (GERMANY) W/ Mesh
Bahnwärter Thiel // Munich (GERMANY) W/ Mesh
Festaregio // Reggio Emilia (ITALY)
Newave festival // Seignosse (40) W/ Deemas J
Montfavet Dub // Montfavet (84) W/ Dapatch MC
Treffl’festif // Treffléan (56) W / Cotton + Bazil
Acontraluz // Marseille (13) W/ Deemas J
106 // Rouen (76) W/ Deemas J
BIG BAG // Bagneres de bigorre (64) W/ Deemas J
Salle du Queyron // Guillestre (05)
Spin Time Labs // Rome (ITALY)
La Peche // Montreuil (93)
El Tren // Grenada (SPAIN) W/ General Levy

05.08.18
11.08.18
14.08.18
24.08.18
25.08.18
31.08.18
01.09.18
07.09.18
21.09.18
22.09.18
29.09.18
05.10.18
12.10.18
13.10.18

SIDE A
A1   RUFF IT UP FEAT GENERAL DEGREE (REMIX)
A2   BYE BYE BOOM BOOM FEAT RED FOX 
A3   NAH FIGHT FEAT MESH M18
A4   ROCK THIS WORLD FEAT SKARRA MUCCI  

SIDE B
B1   HERB INNA MI POCKET FEAT SOLO BANTON  
B2   DEM A POISON FEAT SOOM T
B3   RUB A DUB FEAT CALI P 

SIDE C
C1   SHOOT & COLLECT FEAT JUNIOR CAT
C2   MY STORY FEAT PANDA DUB & ROYALE 
C3   WINNER FEAT DERRICK PARKER & LT. STITCHIE 
C4   REACH THE SKY FEAT TAIWAN MC   

SIDE D
D1   STRICTLY THAT STYLE FEAT DAPATCH 
D2   BAD FEAT GENERAL DEGREE   
D3   TIME BOMB FEAT DEVON MORGAN, SHERKHAN & ED SOLO

TracklistPARTENARIAT
 RADIO

Nova > spots « album » : 50 spots 5/jour pendant 15 jours

 PRESSE 
Tsugi > pleine page Octobre
Reggae Vibes > pleine page N°61 août-sept + pleine page N°62 oct-nov 
Starwax > demi page Edition « automne »

 WEB 
Reggae.fr > Habillage homepage du site pendant 15 jrs + newsletter (+100 000 contacts)
Culture Dub > bannière 1 mois + newsletter (+20 000 contacts)
La Grosse Radio Reggae > Bannière + pavé + Habillage du site pendant 15 jrs + spot radio 
5/jours pendant 15 jrs 

 Le nouvel album de Manu Digital 
feat  SKARRA MUCCI ,  SOOM T ,  TAIWAN MC ,  DEVON MORGAN ,  PANDA DUB ,  JUNIOR CAT ,  GENERAL DEGREE ,  SOLO BANTON… 

BamBam // Montpellier (34)
Issoudun reggae temple // Issoudun (36) W/ Deemas J
Les Nuits Courtes // Fontenay le comte (85)
Le Silex // Auxerre (89) W/ Deemas J
Roots’ergue festival // Tauriac (12) W/ Deemas J + Cotton + Bazil
Vibrations Urbaines // Pessac (33) W/ Deemas J
Kaz’Out // Ile Maurice W/ Bazil
La Cité des Arts // Saint Denis (RUN) W/ Bazil
Kerveguen // Saint Pierre (RUN) W/ Bazil
Le Moulin // Marseille (13)
Ninaksi Kao // Lyon (69) W/ Deemas J
Theatre Lino Ventura // Nice (06)
Les lendemains qui chantent // Tulle (19) W/ Deemas J
Rebel Escape // Toulouse (31) W/ Deemas J

Pere Noel est il un rockeur // Lille (59) W/ Deemas J
La Belle Electrique // Grenoble (38) W/ Deemas J
File7 // Magny-le-Hongre (77)
Le Fil // Saint Etienne (42) W/ Deemas J
1988 // Rennes (35) W/ Mesh
TRABENDO // PARIS (75) W/ DEEMAS J
La Laiterie // Strasbourg (67) W/ Deemas J

Mexico Tour

In Dread we trust // Cluses (74)
Pull Up // Montréal (CANADA) w/ Bazil
L’Anti // Québec (CANADA) w/ Bazil

19.10.18
20.10.18
21.10.18
26.10.18
27.10.18
31.10.18
03.11.18
09.11.18
10.11.18
15.11.18
16.11.18
17.11.18
23.11.18
24.11.18

25.11.18
29.11.18
30.11.18
01.12.18
08.12.18
15.12.18
25.01.19
28.01.19
17.02.19
22.03.19
29.03.19
30.03.19



fatcat-usa.com

Maarja Nuut & Ruum
Muunduja                      

  
Maarja Nuut is a singer and 
violinist. An utterly compelling, 
often hypnotic performer, she 
was born in Rakvere, in north-
ern Estonia. Maarja has 
studied classical and folk 
music extensively. The modal 
sound of the pre-Soviet, 
Estonian “village style” - and 
her constant experiments with 
live looping  - are central to her 
music. Hendrik Kaljujärv (aka 
Ruum) started making 
electronic music at the age of 
15. Kaljujärv has no academic 
training. His expertise in creat-
ing soundscapes was forged in Tallinn's avant-garde theatre NO99; where he 
worked as sound engineer and designer. Essentially the recording of two 
musicians’ inner travels, ‘Muunduja’ is a release that relies heavily on gesture and 
spirit. Maarja Nuut & Ruum’s music often lures us into unimagined conversations 
with elements of our psychic selves that we may have otherwise forgotten. 
Whether the listener reacts through out-of-body experiences, glitches in cerebral 
programming, or old fashioned magic is immaterial. We experience the phenom-
ena presented to us, and we take new insights from them.

Muunduja’ (Shifter) was recorded in July 2017 at Peeter Salmela's studio in 
Kalamaja, Tallinn. The duo was joined there by producer Howie B, who inspired 
the artists to use more than their standard repertoire of instruments. Maarja Nuut 
sings, plays violin and different keyboards. Ruum plays different analogue and 
digital synthesizers; various field recordings and “found sounds” were employed 
where appropriate. All sources and instruments were subject to lengthy process-
ing done in the main by Evar Anvelt. 

‘Muunduja’ is much much more than an attempt to do something different, or a 
logical career step, or a creative gamble, even. An excavation of rare sonic ore, 
‘Muunduja’ demands we capture and investigate the elusive “something else” we 
prefer to keep at arm’s length. Maybe it’s a mirror into our ever-changing lives, 
dominated by hidden impulses and fears not so very different to those who looked 
away from the campfire into the shadows. The record can draw a strong parallel 
with Martin Hannett’s ability to make Joy Division’s music both reflect the 
fractious, rapidly changing post-industrial landscape of North West England in the 
late 1970s, while becoming a mythical form of music that belonged in all time and 
no time. ‘Muunduja’ embodies a state of being between states, the warping of 
time’s arrow using sound.

File Under: Electronic / Avant-Garde

Release date: 10/05/18

FAT1330LP
UPC: 600116133014

“startling, atmospheric folk…like a nightmare from some remote l
 Estonian forest.  - The Guardian” - The Guardian

1. Haned kadunud
2. Käed-mäed 
3. Muutuja 
4. Mahe 
5. Takisan 
6. Kuud kuulama 
7. Kurb laulik 
8. Miniature C 
9. Une meeles 

TRACKLISTING

“Nuut evokes visions of desolate glaciers and harrowing tranquillity. 
It's dangerously beautiful.” - The Line of Best Fit

6 00116 13301 4

  



Freedom To Spend’s first catalog wide 
deep dive into an artist’s career focuses on 
four albums from Rimarimba, beginning 
with 1983’s Below The Horizon, followed by 
1984’s On Dry Land, 1985’s In The Woods, 
and finally, the once-imagined, now-realized 
assembly of 1988’s Light Metabolism 
Number Prague.
 Somewhere out there around the turn 
of the 1980s, to the left of the post-punk 
crew, to the right of the minimalists, and 
surfacing with a friendlier face than the dour 
industrialists of the time – there existed, 
seemingly unbidden, an entire, networked, 
tape-trading community; a community that 
crossed continents and oceans, that relied 
on the postal service to do its bidding; a 
community full of humble visionaries and 
lost, misunderstood, or just plain ignored 
home steeped genius.
 Exploring that thicket of weirdness in 
the UK wild, you’d likely stumble across 
labels like Cordelia, Hamster, and Unlikely; 
compilations like the should-be-legendary 
Obscure Independent Classics series, or 
the Real Time cassettes; and inexplicable 
one-offs like The Deep Freeze Mice, Jody 
& The Creams, R. Stevie Moore, Leven 
Signs, Jung Analysts, and Rimarimba. 
 Rimarimba was the project of Robert 
Cox, based in Felixstowe, on the seaside 
in Suffolk, UK. Rimarimba was not Cox’s 
first entry into the world of recorded music, 
but was the first time he explored, most 
perceptively, the parameters of a particular 
musical mode: one where minimalism is 
removed from its “high-art” mantle, Cox 
inveigling its practices in amongst the do-
it-yourself creativity of a burgeoning and 
beguiling underground, letting the music 
breathe – and most importantly, letting it 
play, gifting it with imagination.
 The first in the Rimarimba series, 
1983’s Below The Horizon, feature Cox in 

exploratory mode, figuring out exactly how 
to make his music. There’s a pleasure in 
hearing how he feels out the parameters 
of his aesthetic, here – there’s a boxy 
minimalism, slightly clunky and charming 
with it, that reflects the home-spun, 
improvisatory tenor of the compositions. 
It’s ambitious music, though, wanting to do 
the most and the best it can with its limited 
resources. Cox himself admits to not being 
“pre-wired” to making this music, but that 
only makes it more compelling: “Were I to be 
properly musical, it wouldn’t actually work 
as well in some ways; it’d be just another 
album of contemporary clattery music.”
 On October 5, Freedom To Spend 
will offer Below the Horizon in a one-time 
edition of 750 copies, followed On Dry 
Land and In The Woods on January 8, 2019 
and February 22, respectively. Each album 
features artwork reinterpreted from its 
original edition by Will Work For Good, and 
accompanying abstracts by Jon Dale. 

Artist Highlights
•	 Rimarimba is the audial environment 

harvested in Felixstowe, Suffolk, UK by 
Robert Cox.

• Peers of Rimarimba include deviants 
of 80s UK cassette culture - found left 
of post-punk, right of minimalism - 
steeped amongst the period’s wildest, 
playful imaginations. RIYL: The Deep 
Freeze Mice, Jody & The Creams, 
R. Stevie Moore, Leven Signs, Jung 
Analyst

•	 Freedom To Spend’s deep dive into 
Rimarimba’s career focuses on four 
albums: 1983’s Below The Horizon, 
1984’s On Dry Land, 1985’s In The 
Woods, and finally, the once-imagined, 
now-realized assembly of 1988’s Light 
Metabolism Number Prague. 

• Rimarimba’s music possesses an urban, 
DIY folk expression: the music from 
small towns where not much happens, 
but hidden away in bedrooms, lofts and 
tacked-together studios, all kinds of 
strangeness, inventiveness percolates.

• Below the Horizon will be released on 
October 5, 2018 in a one-time edition of 
750, to be followed by On Dry Land and 
In The Woods in January and February 
2019, respectively. 

•	 Matthew Reed will explore the dreamy 
seaside environs of Rimarimba’s 
hometown with a “visual postcard” 
for single from each album, and a 
fictionalized documentary of Robert 

Cox in the mode of precious Freedom 
To Spend “action” pieces focused on 
Michele Mercure, Marc Barreca, and 
Ursula K. Le Guin and Todd Barton.

• Each album features artwork 
reinterpreted from its original 
edition by Will Work For Good, and 
accompanying abstracts by Jon Dale.

Track Listing
A1. Steady State (4:27)
A2. Metal (1:00)
A3. Gone To Hell In A Small Bucket (5:56)
A4. The Melting (6:31)
A5. The One That Got Away (3:45)
A6. Ships (1:44)
B1: Bebag (21:24)

Cat#
FTS005

Artist
Rimarimba

Title
Below The Horizon

Genre
home grown minimalism / looney tunes / diy 
clitter clatter w/ pitter patter from the heart

Release date
October 5, 2018

6 03786 27884 9

RIMARIMBA
BELOW THE HORIZON



B A R R I E  
singles

trackl ist

1. Canyons
2. Tal Uno
3. Michigan

4. Canyons (FaltyDL &     
4. Shura Remix)
5. Michigan (Brother 
5. Michael Remix)

release bio

points of interest

label contact

Release Date: Oct. 12th, 2018

Genre: Indie Pop

Debut release on Winspear  -- Based in Brooklyn, NY

Gorilla vs Bear “A group we expect will win a lot of hearts”
FADER “Your new favorite dream-pop band from all over the world”
Line Of Best Fit “A special debut from a band still yet to fully develop”

Featured on Pitchfork, Stereogum, MTV, Paste, DIY and more.

Strong Spotify + Apple playlisting. Included on Spotify Ultimate Indie, 
New Indie Mix, Indie Pop, Dreampop playlists. Apple Music Today At 
Apple, Lound Places, A-List Alternative playlists.

Winspear

www.winspear.biz

W
S

P
02

4

RIYL: Cocteau Twins,Yumi 
Zuma, Men I Trust
Vinyl, Cass not returnable

Barrie, Dom, Noah, Sabine, and Spurge – collectively 
known as Barrie – began releasing music together in the 
early months of 2018. Their first single, “Canyons," arrived 
in February, quickly resonating with fans of ambient, 
dreamy pop. It wasn’t until June that the group shared their 
second single “Tal Uno," a shimmering tune that recalls 
80s synth tones and haunting vocal melodies. The third and 
final single in the series, “Michigan,” also features a shift in 
production style, this time opting for the more traditional 
rock-band instrumentation of drums and guitar.

Collected together for a 12" release with Winspear, the 3 
singles make up side A. For the B-Side of the record, the 
group wanted to involve the work of some friends from the 
Brooklyn house and techno community. FaltyDL & Shura, 
who Barrie met through The Lot Radio, handled a down-
tempo remix of “Canyons," while Brother Michael, a 
long-time friend and engineer, remixed “Michigan." 

Converging upon Brooklyn from all over the world, most of 
the band initially met via their involvement with The Lot 
Radio, a Brooklyn-based online radio station. A regular at 
The Lot found Barrie’s music online and approached 
Spurge and Noah (who both DJ at The Lot) about forming a 
band with Barrie. With the addition of the fresh-from-Lon-
don-drummer, Dom, the band was nearly formed. The last 
hill to climb was finding a bassist. The answer… setting up 
a Tinder profile to track one down. Sabine (Brazil via Berlin) 
swiped left, and Barrie was born.

Singles 12" is out October 12, 2018 via Winspear.
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CHAPTER  MUSIC

RELEASE INFO

Release Date: 5 Oct 2018 

Territory Restrictions: none
Genre: Folk, Blues, alternative

LABEL  CONTACT

www.chaptermusic.com

KATH BLOOM & LOREN CONNORS
Restless Faithful Desperate

RELEASE BIO
The extraordinary creative partnership of New Haven, CT 
duo Kath Bloom and Loren Connors, has haunted 
psych-folk fans ever since the early 80s.
Kath taught herself guitar during shifts as a janitor at a New 
Haven cemetery, while Loren’s free-form idiosyncratic style 
had been developing since the late 60s. Between 1981 and 
1984, the duo recorded two live and four studio albums, 
mostly self-released in tiny quantities. Early on, their music 
mixed folk and blues traditionals with a handful of Kath’s 
vulnerable, moving originals. By the later albums the songs 
were all Kath’s - her fragile voice and subdued finger-pick-
ing set against Loren’s abstract but always supportive 
playing. Together the duo created a sound almost impossi-
bly emotional and haunting. 
Restless Faithful Desperate emerged in 1984, in an edition 
of 200-300 copies. As her creativity accelerated, Kath’s 
songs became looser and more intuitive, but Restless 
contains one of her most gorgeously realised compositions 
Look at Me. Loren’s long-term collaborator Robert Crotty 
contributes extra guitar on a couple of tracks.
After reissuing four of Kath & Loren’s albums on CD in the 
late 2000s, Chapter now embarks on the first ever vinyl 
reissues for these remarkable records. Expect more 
volumes in early 2019. 
“Kath Bloom…can snap a heart like a twig” – Pitchfork
“Its beauty is almost baffling” – AV Club

TRACKLIST
1. Tall Grass 
2. Hold On
3. When I See You
4. You Give Me Something
5. How We Live
6. When Your Dreams Come 
True
7. How It Rains (Instrumental)

8. Look At Me
9. Just Don’t Tell Me That It’s 
Gone
10. How It Rains
11. Wait For My Love
12. The Key
13. Out In The Woods 
(Instrumental)
14. When I Come Home
15.Tell Him (digital bonus track)
15. Xmas Song

POINTS OF INTEREST
- First ever vinyl reissue for landmark 1984 private press 

folk-psych album by Connecticut duo.
- Kath has been covered by Bill Callahan, Mark Kozelek, 

Devendra Banhart and others
- Loren Connors has played with Sonic Youth and others

- Includes digital bonus track
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Sahel Sounds

Troupe École Tudu
Oyiwane

Tracks

About the album

Details

Selling Points

www.sahelsounds.com

CATALOG NUMBER:
RELEASE DATE: September 28, 2018

FORMAT: LP

GENRE: World
TERRITORY RESTRICTIONS: None

Vinyl is not returnable

LP UPC:

1. Oyiwane
2. Hemi Helale
3. Arikawat
4. Bili Manane
5. Bili Manane (Barmo)

6. Medan Niger
7. Tiolent
8. Nikini Dada
9. Lae-Lale

- Archival recording, never before available
- Limited release of 500

Sweet and sublime school recordings from elementary school group in 
Northern Niger from the 1980s. All-girl group accompanied by their instructor 
on the acoustic guitar, recalling Guinean folk and early Ali Farka Touré.

Troupe École Tudu takes their name from a small neighborhood of Aga-
dez, Niger. In 1985, the city hosted a musical competition between various 
schools. École Tudu, lacking a choir, sought out a young Tuareg guitarist 
Kader “Barmo” Balla to create a new style of music.

The guitar was new to Niger and Barmo was new to the guitar, having only 
played for a few years. His notes were minimal and stripped down melodies 
mirroring the vocals, a technique common in Malian and Guinean folk music. 
To make something uniquely Saharan, they modeled their percussion on the 
tende, the traditional Tuareg goatskin drum and rhythm.

Their debut composition titled “Oyiwane” (“Greetings to Everyone”) won first 
prize at the competition and garnered the attention of the Niger state. The 
following year they were invited into the studio to record an album, released 
on the small boutique label Hasada (known for their seminal work with 
Mamman Sani Abdoulaye). 

The compositions mixed traditional folksongs with original creations, but the 
lyrical content was political. At a time of massive rural migration, drought, and 
exodus, their songs were a message to the modern nomads, emphasizing 
traditional culture while stressing the importance of education, particularly for 
young women.

The group continued to win accolades for their music throughout Niger. 
Following their success, a number of other school groups created similar 
guitar/vocal folklore groups. This style of music became popular throughout 
the late 1980s and early 1990s and led to the creation of the today’s female 
music troupes of Niger.

Restored and remastered for the first time outside of Niger, Troupe École 
Tudu’s Oyiwane is available on a limited vinyl pressing of 500, accompanied 
with liner notes and song translations from Kader “Barmo” Balla.

8 43563 10781 2
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Decree: Fateless 

 
 

LP: AOF112 //  UPC: 628070611218  
Blue vinyl LP: AOF112B // UPC: 628070611294 

 Street Date: 10/5/2018 
Label: Artoffact Records 

 

- First ever vinyl edition 

- Deluxe, gatefold sleeve vinyl 

- Members of Front Line Assembly and Delerium 
 
The reviews say it all. One of the best albums ever released on Artoffact Records. Now on tasty 

vinyl! Released in a gatefold sleeve with remastered audio and revised artwork. 

 

"A downright stunning return." 

-Regen Magazine 

 

"Huge, hairy, evil and heavy as fuck." 

-Release Magazine 

 

"This is the stuff that separates men from boys, girls from women and the musicians from the donkeys!" 

-Ray Dunkle, Reflections of Darkness 

 

Vinyl Track List  

SIDE A 
1 Finite Years 
2 Fateless 
3 The Prey 
4 The World Enslaves 
 

SIDE B 
5 Bloodthirst 
7 Into The Light 
8 Arrogance 
9 Faded Glory 
 

 

 

  



 
Decree: Moment of Silence 

 

 
 

LP: AOF342 //  UPC: 628070634217  
LP Blue vinyl: AOF342B  UPC: 628070634293 

 Street Date: 10/5/2018 
Label: Artoffact Records 

 
-First ever vinyl edition 

-Deluxe, gatefold sleeve vinyl 
-Members of Front Line Assembly and Delerium 

 
After debuting in the mid-90s with the stunning Wake of Devastation, Decree went on hiatus 

for a nearly a decade, while Chris Peterson contributed to Front Line Assembly and Delerium 

albums and live duties. The band resurfaced in 2004 with Moment of Silence, an explosive CD 

of dark and twisted industrial that convinced everyone who heard it that this was the real deal. 

And indeed it was: Decree is still touted as one of the most cerebral and difficult bands of its 

generation, and one of the best. For the first time ever, you can now own this piece of 

industrial and Vancouver history on delicious vinyl, courtesy Artoffact Records. 

 

“Serious industrial music for serious industrial fans.” 

Mike Adair, Exclaim! Magazine 

 

Vinyl Track List  

 
Side A 
1 Violent Reckoning 
2 Shallow Breath 
3 Fire Of Judgement 
4 Crushed 
5 Moment Of Silence 
 

 
Side B 
6 Scorched Earth 
7 Forced Wide Open 
8 A Secret Thread 
9 Used Dreams 
10 Cast Adrift 
 

 



COURTNEY BARNETT 
Sometimes I Sit And Think And, Sometimes I Just Sit [Mom+Pop] 

LP 
 

'Sometimes I Sit And Think And, Sometimes I Just Sit' is the universally-acclaimed and debut full-length 

from Grammy-nominated Aussie rocker, Courtney Barnett. The album received praise from NPR, SPIN, 
Rolling Stone (4.5 stars), Pitchfork (Best New Music), and so on. In addition to receiving a Grammy-nod 

and 'Best New Music' tag from Pitchfork, Bob Boilen stated "This will be, for sure, my favorite record of 
2015." 

 
SLY5THAVE 

California Love (featuring Cory Henry) / Shiznit (featuring Jesse Fischer) [Tru Thoughts] 

7” 
 

California Love (featuring Cory Henry) [7' EDIT] / "Shiznit" is the 7' single from multi-instrumentalist 
Sly5thAve's "The Invisible Man: An Orchestral Tribute To Dr. Dre" LP. In this instalment, a rework of 

Dre's notorious "California Love' is paired with Snoop Dogg's timeless "Shiznit". 

 
ASTRAL SWANS 

Strange Prison [Saved By Vinyl] 
LP 

 

Astral Swans’ sophomore album Strange Prison is a spellbinding portal into the psyche of acclaimed 

Calgary songwriter Matthew Swann. As the first artist signed to Arts & Crafts affiliate label Madic 

Records, his 2015 debut All My Favourite Singers Are Willie Nelson was described by NOISEY as “a 

stark, beautiful project; one that embraces darkness rather than shying away from it.” 

Strange Prison (out now from Calgary’s Saved By Vinyl, Tokyo’s Moorworks, and Netherlands label 

Tiny Room Records) continues this philosophical searching with both morbid humour and 

compassionate character studies. Co-produced with Preoccupations’ Scott Munro, Arts & Crafts 

artist Dan Mangan, and Paul Chirka (recording engineer for the Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra), 

the result is a sonically exploratory and emotionally resonant collection of songs focusing on the nuances 

of human existence.      

After two years of extensive touring throughout North America, performing at house shows and on 

festivals stages with Hayden, Feist, Angel Olsen, Colin Stetson, and Chad VanGaalen (producer of 

Swann’s previous project Extra Happy Ghost!!!), Swann approached the Preoccupations guitarist with a 

new batch of songs. Packed with swooning strings, shimmering keys, and spectral theremin, with guests 

such as drummer Daniel Gaucher (Destroyer, Sandro Perri), Dillon Whitfield (Reuben and The 

Dark), Rena Kozak (Child Actress), and electronic artist Sarah Kelly (Tigerwing), each track stands 

alone as a musical world within universal themes of darkness and light. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 



ERIKA SPRING 
Scars EP [Cascine] 

12” 
 

Erika Spring summons her trademark introspective pop on a new EP titled Scars. Erika first stepped out 

solo during a recording hiatus with her band Au Revoir Simone, and released her self-titled debut with 
Cascine in 2012. The EP's sun-bleached pop was received warmly by critics and fans — Pitchfork wrote 

that she “dances gracefully on the edges of past and present, of waking life and dreams.” Erika now 
returns to the intimate pop project with the Scars EP, a dreamlike collection of tracks that she describes 

as “a gateway to an inner world.” As the title suggests, there’s something bittersweet at play on Scars; 
the immediate trauma might have passed, but the vestiges remain. Across the EP, Erika wraps her 

confessional compositions in a serene haze, creating an atmosphere that’s warm, yet wistful. 

 
 

VARIOUS ARTIST 
Shapes: Mountains  [Tru Thoughts] 

LPx2 (Transparent Green Vinyl) 

 
"Shapes: Mountains" is the latest in Tru Thoughts' series of essential label compilations put together by 

A&R and co-owner (and renowned DJ) Robert Luis. After 19 years of independently releasing music the 
"Shapes" compilation series continues to encompass the best of the Brighton-based label's eclectic and 

international roster. Featuring the best of Tru Thoughts' recent releases, remixes and collaborations, this 
compilation is released on Limited Edition Transparent Green Double vinyl (with full 32 track download 

card). Highlighting their eclectic roster, this collection stands as a marker in time, to take stock and 

celebrate the label's rising stars, as well as some rare hidden gems from the catalogue. Repping Tru 
Thoughts new rising stars from across the pond, there are key tracks from LA soul trio Moonchild, the 

orchestral jazz/hip-hop phenomenon that is Sly5thAve's tribute to Dr. Dre, as well as newer additions to 
the label such the lo-fi, North African inspired beats and melodies of Te'Amir. Closer to home the album 

sees studio versions and remixes from the likes of Uniting Of Opposites, Flowdan, Nonames and rising 

star Rhi. 
 

 
E.S.T.  

Strange Place for Snow [ACT] 

LP 
 

It is widely accepted today that European jazz has developed its own unique vocabulary alongside 
its Afro-American counterpart, and E.S.T is an exceptional example.  

The Esbjörn Svensson Trio, or E.S.T. as it is known internationally, has taken this musical development 
several steps further. At the same time it is linked with the same Swedish tradition that has made 

Sweden famous for jazz. The result is a structurally unified album in which the personal sound of the 

group has become more intense and projects an even greater depth from which it is able to reach new 
musical heights. Welcome to E.S.T. country! 

 
Swedish jazz has a long tradition. Lars Gullin and Jan Johansson were already international stars in 

the 1950s. Today a new generation of Swedish jazz musicians (i.e. Bobo Stenson, Nils Landgren) is 

knocking on fame’s door. The brightest shinning star is without question pianist Esbjörn Svensson along 
with his trio, E.S.T. It is not surprising - the collective unconscious should never be under-estimated - 

that the trio’s scintillating jazz-mix comprises a trade mark "Swedish Sound", even when the music 
encompasses diverse elements which include their own rich folk tradition, the European classic tradition 

and rock n roll. 
 

 



E.S.T. 
Seven Days Of Falling [ACT] 

LPx2 

On Monday March 10, 2003 almost exactly a year after that remarkable evening in London Esbjorn 

Svensson, Magnus Öström, and Dan Berglund met at Stockholm´s Atlantis studio to begin sessions for a 
new album. It took them eight days to record and five days to mix  "Seven Days of Falling"  – an unusual 

amount of time for a jazz recording and more in keeping with a pop production. This whole approach 
reflects the philosophy of the band - whether it be their live performances (they have their own sound 

and lighting engineers), their image, or their recordings (prepared in week-long rehearsals, culminating in 

two recording sessions, each one four days long). Nothing is left to chance – attention to detail can be 
seen throughout the entire process. 

To gain the necessary inspiration the band likes to take time off in the months previous to a 

recording. Residents of Esbjörn´s home town Enskededalen (which is located on the outskirts of 

Stockholm) can witness the long walks of their now famous musician through the nearby woods. "I love 
to walk – two three hours a day – no problem – it gives me inspiration". This inspiration is the key to the 
music of e.s.t., to the melodies that catch your ear and pull you into their magical world. 

During the ten years between the recording of their first album "When Everyone Has Gone" (Dragon 

1993) and  "Seven Days of Falling", the band has grown together and formed its own unmistakable voice 
and sound. They have never followed trends or mimicked past heroes: e.s.t. have created their own 
music and their own style. 

LAURA VEIRS 

Years of Meteors [Raven Marching Band]  
LP 

 
On Year Of Meteors, familiar surroundings come into sharper focus as the lyrical themes of the sky and 

outer space now seem mysterious, magical and new. Veirs lyrical allusions to the natural world are 
disarmingly dreamlike yet scientifically precise. Using synergistic elements of contemporary folk, 

Americana, alternative rock and laptop style electronics, she creates an amalgam that remains her own. 

There's an elegantly sad quality, a jagged yearning, forcing you to be silent witness to this exquisite, 
seductive pain. With soft electronic rhythms and tape loops bubbling underneath, her impassive voice 

lays out rich melodies that build and explode around standout tracks like Galaxies and Parisian Dreams. 
 

 

MISS INFORMATION 
Sequence [Pioneer Works Press] 

LP 
 

Miss Information is Miho Hatori (Cibo Matto, Smokey & Miho, Gorillaz, too many all-star Lower East Side 

collaborations to name). Miho Hatori created Miss Information while in residence at Brooklyns 
contemporary arts gallery/creative hothouse, Pioneer Works. Miho began with a simple concept, What if 

information was a woman? She had been contemplating information not as dominating with ofthidden 
data-points, but something akin to the moon, a mysterious natural energy that, in her words, brings 

change to the planet. 
 

 

 
 

 
 



NORTH AMERICANS 
Going Steady [Driftless Recordings] 

LP 
 

Since 2015’s Legends, Patrick McDermott has been busy releasing music for other people. Running a 

record label of his own and managing another, he shepherds dozens of albums from start to finish, from 
the first inkling of an idea into a physical product that listeners can hold in their hands. This allows or, 

rather, forces him to examine and reexamine the process of the creation, distribution and consumption of 
art ad nauseum. With that in mind, he set to construct a new solo full-length record, this time within a 

simple set of rules. The instrumentation would be limited to two guitars and a synthesizer drone, a more 
organic and unembellished collection of sounds than any previous work. From that framework arose 

Going Steady. 

 
The early writing process was very solitary and scattered over several months, mostly during the summer 

of 2017 in Los Angeles following a trip to Stanley, Idaho, a town with a population of 62. Eventually, as 
songs became more fleshed out, he elicited help from treasured friends. Neighbor and sound weaver 

Julianna Barwick spent a few days in McDermott’s home studio filling in synth lines. Dylan Baldi (Cloud 

Nothings) lended the lone electric guitar moments and even some whistling. Meg Duffy (Hand Habits, 
Kevin Morby) layered improvisational acoustic on two tracks. Hayden Pedigo, who releases music on 

McDermott’s label Driftless, came to Los Angeles from Amarillo, TX for a week of musical collaboration 
and lots of tacos. 

 
McDermott’s 3rd LP is a sonic departure from previous heavier works but equally contemplative and 

rooted in observation of the surrounding universe. While Legends explored concepts of mortality and 

what might be beyond, Going Steady is firmly planted on Earth in a feeling, however fleeting. “This 
record was dreamed up in those moments where nothing else matters outside of what’s directly around 

you and the company you keep. For me this happens most often in nature and, while this isn’t some new, 
grand notion, I felt it was still a feeling worth exploring, especially in 2018.“ The meditative 9-track 

journey is inspired by American Primitive guitar stylings and the ethos of odd-ball artists like Michael 

Hurley. The musical narrative is patient, repetitive, improvisational and unassuming; shared without 
premeditation or pretense. It’s the kind of record that sits beside you wherever you are. Going Steady is 

out in September 2018 on Driftless Recordings. 
 

MARIJUANA DEATHSQUADS 

Tuff Guy Electronics [Pioneer Works Press] 
LP 

 
Marijuana Deathsquads Tuff Guy Electronics is the first new music that the Minneapolis centered 

collective has released since 2013. It simultaneously sounds like a heavily digitized ride on the motorik 
highway and a droll stroll through the apocalypse, the kind of music only people with conceptual talent to 

burn (and an inherent desire to touch that flame) choose to envision. Its a pop-avant-garde paean to the 

space between an abstract higher power and the creative open road full of primal groove and techno 
subtlety, but beholden to neither. If you claim Marijuana Deathsquads to be the Midwests answer to 

Boredoms (or at least F*ck B*tt*ns), they probably wouldnt mind the compliment. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



DIOS 
Life Between The Tides [Burger Records] 

LP 
 

Californian upstarts Dios not only play psychedelic beach-pop, they're also natives of the Beach Boys' 

hometown of Hawthorne - a collision of coincidence that would have rendered them annoyingly 
Californian were they not so independently great. Fusing squeaky electronics with acoustic guitars and 

soft, breathy vocals, Dios are dry and spacy, as indebted to Neil Young as they are to Brian Wilson. 
Constantly shifting focus - from earnest folk-singing to found-sound experimenting to deliquescent indie 

psych-pop - Dios are also stubbornly contemporary, a quirky, whimsical bit of California past, present & 
future. -Pitchfork 

 

JAH GUMBY 
Humility: The Vibes of Jah G [Aloha Got Soul] 

LP 

What happens when a young kid from Pālolo Valley starts collecting and trading hip hop tapes at age 

five, discovers Gregory Isaacs at age 12 (then buys every release Isaacs ever made), learns to play 
almost every instrument, forms a punk band with his friends at 15 (soon morphing into legendary roots 

group Ooklah The Moc), amasses a vinyl collection of thousands of reggae rarities (rivaling only that of 
his father’s massive jazz collection), studies music theory under unsung hero and fellow Pālolo resident, 

guitarist Jimmy Funai, then opens his own recording studio at the turn of the millenium to produce 

hundreds upon hundreds of original riddims? Where else to start than with a name: Jah Gumby. 
Surprisingly, as one of Hawaii’s deepest diggers and most progressive musicians, Gumby has yet to press 
a vinyl record comprised solely of his own musical works. 

Also known as Ryan Murakami, the multi-instrumentalist and producer has worked extensively with artists 

of all walks, from low-key soulful roots singer Mr. 83 to world-renowed ukulele virtuoso Jake Shimbukuro, 
the on-demand Ichiban Horns powerhouse trio and longtime partner-in-vibe Kali Navales, who helped 

launched Father Psalms Studio in Gumby’s own home in 2003. Humility: The Vibes of Jah G is both a 
premier and a primer of Jah Gumby’s original creations: 16 carefully 

selected tracks that showcase the artist’s ability to synthesize everything he embodies — the awareness 
of a true crate-digger, the immediacy of body surfing at Sandy’s, the intensity of punk, the sensibility of 
jazz, and the discipline of a studio engineer. 

CUTS 

Exist EP [Village Green Recordings] 

12” 
 

CUTS returns six months after the brooding 'EXIST' EPs "his debut for Village Green Recordings" with 'A 
Slow Decay', summoning a trio of widescreen electronic compositions in response to global political and 

environmental breakdown. The EP precedes a debut album. 
 

SAM WILKES 

Wilkes [Leaving Records] 
LP 

 
An integral member of the Los Angeles musical community, Sam Wilkes (Knower, Pratley, Scary Pockets, 

Jacob Collier, Pomplamoose) showcases his epic and emotional debut steeped in genre fusion and 

collaboration. Mentored by Patrice Rushen, Leon Ndugu" Chancler, and the multitude of frequent 
contemporary collaborators such as Louis Cole, Sam Gendel, and even Chaka Khan - inside the studio 

and on the stage Sam Wilkes allures with his unmatched training & progressive vision for the future of 
jazz music innovation. 



THOU 
Inconsolable [Community Records] 

LP 
 

Community Records is pleased to offer Thou's Inconsolable - acollaborative companion EP to 2018's full-

lengthMagus -offering eight Thou compositions expressing the band's ongoing confrontation with the 
grotesquerie and power of modern civilization with a unique focus on melodic vocal and string 

performances by the band and guests. Inconsolablestands apart from any other Thou release as the first 
they would call "acoustic" for a radical instrumental stride away from the heavy, electric instrumentation 

that's seen them relegated to such genres as sludge, doom, stoner metal, post-metal, grunge, and post-
hardcore but, despite this, establishes its potency in acoustic guitar, violin, and other strings and 

melodious lead vocals by guest performers KC Stafford, Emily McWilliams, Melissa Guion, Nicole Estill, 

Jacques Boudreaux, Michael Moss, Clayton Hunt, and Dr. Scott Francioni. Thou frontman and pillar of 
New Orleans' DIY culture, Bryan Funck, would appear to be totally absent for the album's lack of his 

signature vocals. But, to those of us who have worked with Funck in New Orleans and beyond, his voice 
manifests just as presently on Inconsolable in other signature contributions such as philosophically 

pessimist lyrics, his self-effacing support of his community, the ironic streak that he likes to use as a 

smokescreen, and, of course thebrutally obscure Nirvana worship. Thou's Inconsolableis a collaborative 
album that, unlike ever before, offers Thou's love of dark, 90s guitar pop beyond the macabre, through 

the macabre. Fans of Thou, Wolves In The Throneroom, True Widow,The Bees Made Honey in the Lion's 
Skull,Fiona Apple, Pope,The World Is A Beautiful Place, and so many others absolutely should not miss 

this! 
 

COCHEMEA 

Song of Happiness b/w Stranded in Space... [Daptone Records] 
7” 

 
HOT OFF THE PRESS! We're delighted to offer up the debut solo-single from Dap-Kings sax-man and 

long-time Daptone Family fixture, the peerless player with palpable provenance, Cochemea Gastelum. 

Recorded entirely in his humble bedroom studio, Cochemea masterfully blends the drum-machine-laden 
soul-explorations of artists like Shuggie Otis and Sly Stone, with the avant-garde, electric sax 

permutations of Eddie Harris. Side A, Song Of Happiness, finds Cochemea drawing inspiration from his 
Native American roots, via a homage to the late 19th Century Navajo song, Shi naashá - which translates 

to, I am going/walking around - and was written to commemorate the release of the Navajo people from 

internment at Fort Sumpter. Unlike most other Navajo songs, Shi naash is almost entirely translatable, 
giving it a universal message that Cochemea interprets instrumentally. On Side B we have Stranded in 

Space. Propelled by the insistent pulse of a Maestro Rhythm King and fortified by Cochemea's pleading, 
saxophone lament - Stranded in Space is a relaxed trip into the galactic intangibles of "The Great 

Beyond." 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



AWAKEBUTSTILLINBED 
what people call low self-esteem is really just seeing yourself the way that other people see 

you [Tiny Engines] 

LP (INDIE ONLY) 

For bands in San Jose, existence itself is a political act. With almost no venues at their disposal, and a 

culture dictated by billion dollar corporations, passion is the only option. Formed in 2017, 

awakebutstillinbed emerge from this environment screaming out for connection and meaning, their music 
a vivid rendering of a life spent standing on a precipice (Pitchfork). Absibs debut What People Call Low 

Self-Esteem Is Just Seeing Yourself The Way Others See You is an album about being crushed by 
expectations, and loaded with other peoples desires. It is untamable, and undeniable. What began as the 

solo project of singer/guitarist Shannon Taylor, absib are now a powerful group, part At the Drive-In, part 
Kim Shattuck, and (at times) part pre-Good News Modest Mouse. Explosive and honest, Taylors lyrics 

painfully, purposefully tear out the false seams and sutures that shape us in the eyes of others, revealing 

underneath the beautiful, beating heart if whatever it is we call the self. On paper, it might sound like 
familiar territory for emo, but don't be fooled: absib map out whole areas of the soul previously pushed 

to the shadows. Plus, they fucking rock. (bio by Mike Huguenor) 
 

CHARALAMBIDES 

Charalambides: Tom And Christina Carter [Drawing Room Records] 
LPx2 

 
Charalambides founders Tom & Christina Carter follow a vision of iconoclastic music as transformative 

force. Touching on the outer limits of acid folk, psych rock, and improvisation, their sound remains 
uniquely personal & consistent. Since 1991, Charalambides has released many recordings on labels like 

Siltbreeze, Kranky & Wholly Other. Despite Tom and Christina Carters prolific solo careers and numerous 

other projects, Charalambides has existed in an unbroken trajectory for over two-and-a-half decades, 
outlasting the genres that critics and other yardstick-makers have tried to cram them into. Their recent 

performances and recordings retain the directness and delicate menace that mark their early releases, 
even as they explore an interlocking musical telepathy honed by years of artistic collaboration. Aptly tilted 

Charalambides: Tom and Christina Carter, the newest album from Charalambides furthers the duos deep 

psychic understanding of music. Laid down in two sessions with no overdubs, the album entwines their 
best-known approaches into a raw, fragile, wordless and hypnotic whole. Its definitely the duo at their 

most exquisite. 
 

OSCAR & THE MAGESTICS 

Baby Under My Skin / I Can't Explain (BLUE VINYL) [ 
 

Unissued tracks by unsung garage rock heroes! 7" single. Now on Translucent Blue Vinyl! Sundazed 
wants to let you in on one of the best kept secrets of '60s garage bandom, Oscar & the Majestics. Oscar 

Hamod is one of those unsung heroes of the genre; a first-rate songwriter, arranger, singer and above all 
else, monster guitar player. In his formative years, Oscar's parents did their best to steer him towards a 

respectable instrument, the trumpet. But he rebelled, soon switching to guitar. By the time he launched 

the Majestics (in '60, with older brother Bud), he had already entered into a long-term relationship with 
his number one axe, a '58 Gibson Explorer. By the time of these impossibly rare, unreleased sides (cut 

prior to three singles on Chicago\'s USA Records), Oscar\'s guitar playing had taken on a frankly wicked 
personality. For evidence, check out the savagely tough riffs and soloing on "Baby Under My Skin," 

especially where he shouts before the break, "burn"; that personal challenge met with a half-minute 

flurry of scalding notes.One of the highlights of Oscar & the Majestics' vintage output is their version of 
the Who's "I Can't Explain" on USA Records (1966). Instead of playing it note for note, Oscar introduced 

a screaming, fuzzed-out intro to his version, also adding a unique guitar lick elsewhere. But here we are 
treated to an earlier, unreleased (and undeniably more "garage") version that sticks much closer to the 

Who original. Another brother, Sam Hamod handles lead vocals for a change. However, it's his bass lines 



which are the real treat on both sides of this record. The liberty he takes during Oscar\'s solos raises the 
excitement level that much more. 
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